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WALL'O COUNTY GRANGE. 
w 'ounty Pumona Grange met Feb. 3d 
F » rjes Liver Grange, Liberty. The 
J„.i;-,g was opened in due time with Worthy 
Howes in the chair. The roll call of 
)fficers found all present except Lecturer and 
fjres. ar.d their places were filled by B. F. 
foater and wife. The roll call of Granges 
I j _ui_, patrons pre-ent and 14 Granges 
rf, ..si :ed. Remarks were made by Edward 
gvans A class of five was given the fifth de- 
he noon r cess was then taken and all 
re red to the dining room across the way, 
hfre a were well cared for by the host 
jnnge The afternoon session was opened 
ith music by the choir. A very fine address 
,f well .me was given by Stella Nelson and a 
alea- g response by O. B. Keene. The fol- 
c„,ng -esolution was presented by S. W. 
jhible* 
W hereas, there is a well-formed impression 
]iftt tr:»* State highway commission is inclined 
owi-.i t: 
1 filing scenic roads in many sections 
,f Mate which will benefit tourists and 
i antomobiles exclusively; and where- 
ig :«rn'erp and producers in the interior will 
ec,. little or no good from the construction 
,1 a, ids, which are evidently laid out for 
he: t of tourists; therefore, be it 
ResoUed. That we, the members of Waldo 
i.p .range, do favor the expenditure of 
h, ci u ghway appropriation (two million 
|(1;:<sr i;d money) to further the interests of 
h. ig.rmers, and relieve the congested condi- 
ur products and interior industries 
hnaghout the State. 
]: resolutions was discussed by O. B. Keene, | 
.bles, L. C. Morse, Edward Evans, A 
I. ck in more, Ra Iph Mitchell and Mr. Overlock 
,f county. The speakers all favored the 
x. re of money through the farmingsec- 
.J of along the sea shore, where but 
v a:t-rs would be benefited by it. 
fiicers elected for the ensuing year 
n -idled in a very tine manner by Ed- 
i: ■ .vster, assisted by C. S. Adams and 
R.. -.'ies Moody. A vote of thanks was 
l .stalling officers and to host grange 
meeting will be with Dirigo Grange, 
March 3rd. with the following pro- 
re mg exercises; conferring fifth d?- 
recess; music by the choir; address 
if U c me, by Ralph Mitchell; response by 
A ard; questioo, Resolved, That dairy- 
irig .r. profitable than any other branch 
pr to i»e opened by R. P. Mitchell, 
p ussion to follow; remainder of the 
p' > host grange. 
SECRET SOCIETIES. 
7: rs of Hancock Lodge, F. & A. M., 
A were installed Feb. 6th by Past 
fcfla.- A. Wheeler, and are as follows: W. 
.rren Hooper; S. W.. W'alter C Brown; 
1 i .mar McKoon; Treas., R. O. Brown; 
^ > Perkins; Chap., F. J. Coombs; Sen. 
pt -a,,.; Perkins; S. S., William Hale, Pat- 
jter: .Leslie Gray; marshal, Otis Parker; 
3} .rge Weeks. After the work clam 
t *ughnuts and coffee were served. 
the regular meeting Friday evening, 
’■S. of Golden Cross Temple, No. 11, 
-:ers, District Deputy, Mrs. Rose D, 
assisted by William J. Gordon and 
m S. Douglass, installed the follow- 
r.L tfC rs: Most Excellent Chief, Mrs. Emma 
F .'enior, Mrs. Annie Sanborn; Junior, 
ra Norton; Manager, Mrs. Etta Dodge; 
t records and correspondence, Mrs. 
— Johnson. The Mistress of finance, 
dr? na Cook, was absent on account of ill- 
le'- <•' will be installed at the next regular 
fleet ng 
D era of Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and 
k '■! were installed last Thursday night by 
< Deputy Grand Master Charles Knee- 
Bnc f Stockton, assisted by A. P. Gardner of 
itockton a.6 grand marshal and Rev. A. A. 
*•!< 5 Belfast as grand chaplain. The officers: 
tft.rshj.ful master, Frank E. Bramhall; senior 
tan. Willis G. Haseltine; junior warden, 
*er,r’ Ladd; treasurer, George A. Quimby; 
tcr* ■'harles E. Johnson; chaplain, Her- 
1 eekins; marshal, Ralph Hayford; sen- 
0r ■ n. Linwood B. Thompson; junior dea- 
fcl! ither A. Hammons; senior steward, Sel- 
0,i ilium; junior steward, Henry M. Mud- 
er •'r, Alvin Blodgett. The meeting was 
f ■' at b.;5 and a banquet was served at 6.30. 
■*. uie iiiBiniiiiuuu oeiuur nurueu 
^'-r ■' ■ •- w orked the Entered Apprentice de- 
1 East Master Samuel H. Lord pres- 
retiring worshipful master, Ralph 
th a past master’s jewel 
! fticers of Primrose Chapter, 0. E. 
the work for the first time Fri- 
■> i t> 6th. Each was letter perfect 
r! ar.d reflected much credit on the 
n. One candidate received the de- 
1 vvas followed by a pleasing enter* 
under the direction of Mrs. S. A. 
&r- 1 Attired in an old-fashioned gown, 
1 irker showed “living pictures’’ of her 
^r‘ ■ and ancestors, each appearing in a large tep •'•ad in most artistic poses. Mrs. Joseph 
appeared as Mother; Ralph H. Howes as 
Mrs. Ernest S. Webber as “Me as a 
1 harlesA. Harmon, as “Eben, my hus- 
^Jf|’ Mrs.Sarnuel H. Lord,as “Me as a Bride;" pbber, as the Parson who married 
H E. S. Bowker, as the Parson’s wife; 
Shed exactly alike, Mias M ude E. Barker 
MrR Adelbert Millett represented “The 
^rs- E. W. Proctor, was Sister Jane; “ Uve™e Whitten and Miss Idella Knowl* 
re ^8ter Jane’s daughters; Miss Louise 
r&d *a8 the Village Beauty; Capt. R. W. 
Wa8 Grandpa Hobbs. During the 
!|rig 60nie fine selections were given upon 
enu1'018 ,0aned by Mra* Parker* Afresh. aild dancing followed. At the next 
1lng Charle® A. Harmon will hava charge the Program. 
THE FOOD FAIR. 
Bigger, Busier and Better than Last Year 
Better Babies a Feature. Gifts Galorc 
for Everybody. Music and Dancing. 
Belfast's second Food Fair was formally 
opened at 10 a. m. Tuesday, Feb. 10th. Thi 
managers. Dr. W. L. West, Orrin J. Dickey 
Ralph D. Southworth, E. S. Pitcher and Waitei 
J. Clifford, and the speakers,were on the stage 
President West after a few appropriate re- 
marks, welcoming those present and heartily 
thanking all who had helped to advance the 
interests of the fair, introduced Hon. John A 
Roberts of Norway, Maine Commissioner ol 
Agriculture, who spoke briefly, expressing hie 
pleasure at being present and congratulating 
the management and people on the hall and its 
exhibits. He spoke especially of the exhibit! 
of farm products and cooking and of the worl 
of the public school pupils, which is displayed 
in the annex. Speaking of the changes 
wrought in the past 60 years in the line of 
food products he said that we now have at oui 
disposal the products of every zone and cli- 
mate. Sanitation, and the care with which 
foods are handled and prepared, is now recog- 
nized as of first importance. He invited all 
his hearers to visit the department of agricul- 
ture in Augusta, and in closing pressed the 
button that turned on the many electric lights 
furnished by the Penobscot Bay Electric Com 
pany. 
Morris L. Slugg, president of the Board of 
Trade, was then it troduced and made a telling 
speech, saying that it was the new ideas and 
methods that generated enthusiasm, which in 
turn is the keystone of success. Mayor Han- 
son was next introduced and tendered the 
freedom of the city to all visitors. Dr. West 
then made numerous announcements, calling 
attention to the various booths, etc. 
fTL J__mki/ik O.vin T Ttifllron 
had charge, are generally considered to be 
better than those of last year. The general 
color scheme is green, yello'v and white, set 
off with flags, Japanese lanterns and poinsettas. 
The balcony front is covered with green and 
white, and at intervals are draped flags alter- 
nated with sprays of large green oak leaves 
relieved by red poinsettas and tied with grace- 
ful yellow ribbons. Flags and banners deco- 
rate the walls and the ceiling is formed by a 
canopy effect of Japanese umbrellas and lan- 
terns, all electrically lighted, the strings of 
lights radiating from the corners and termin- 
ating in the center of the ceiling in a huge red 
lantern. The booths, which occupy all the 
space under the galleries, are attractively 
decorated, and are as follows* 
THE BOOTHS. 
Beginning at the right of the main entrance 
the booths came in the following order and all 
were decorated with the prevailing tones of 
the general decorations, green, yellow and 
white: 
Arey, the candy man, with confectionery in 
fancy boxes, general candies,and a specialty of 
Armour’s Vim Fiz. 
Office of Orrin J. Dickey, Secretary, and the 
bureau of information. 
Clarence L. Pratt of East Weymouth, Mass., 
Kewpies’, and stuffed toys and sofa pillows 
later in the week. 
Pearl Brook Farm cigars, under the direction 
of Wm. H. Quimby. This is an exhibit of great 
interest and local pride. The display includes 
the seeds, pictures of the cultivation, growth, 
etc., the dried tobacco and boxes of the Pearl 
Brook cigars. 
Madam Mona, the local fortu ne teller, with 
her native costume and tent. 
The Kellogg Toasted Cornflake booth,with ad- 
vertising decorations in charge of T. C.Bo nner, 
Jr. 
Th« "Quick Lunch” booth with oriental 
decorations, presided over by two Belfast 
ladies. 
Goodhue & Co. display an expensive bath 
room outfit, one of less cost, a heater and vari- 
ous other household appliances. 
On the right of the stage was the New Eng- 
land Cooking school, A. A. Howes & Co. fur- 
nishing the material, under the direction ol 
Mrs. Bertha Rowell of Auburn, assisted b> 
Mrs. W. G. Sawtelle of Auburr, formerly ol 
Belfast. 
In the center of the stage is the large dis- 
play of the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. with 
its red flash light sign, the center of attraction 
from all parts of the hall. The exhibit in- 
cludes all the latest appliances in electricity, 
with Mr. Walter Booker in charge. 
On the left and rear of the electric company 
Carle & Jones have a fine display of Edisor 
phonographs and records, with Roy Ellingwooc 
in charge. 
On the right front of the stage J. L. Sleepei 
& Co. have a green and white canopy boot! 
with Mrs. Sleeper in charge, to exhibit the 
Victor talking machines and records. 
Next is the Town Talk flour booth in charge 
of Julian H. Merrill of Eastport, assisted bj 
Mrs. W. C. Jones, demonstrator. 
The Moxie booth, in charge of W. E. St 
Johns of Boston, has advertising decorations. 
The Home Furnishing Co„ exhibits the 
Crawford range and useful utensils, Eethe 
Willey demonstrating. 
In an attractively decorated booth Miss Eve 
L. Holmes has a miniature parlor and demon- 
strates her hair work, etc., assisted by Mrs 
Elmer Mason. 
Shiro’s booth is prettily decorated anc 
advertises his ice cream and confectioner] 
business. He is assisted by Misses Katherine 
E. Brier of this city and Kate H. Clark ol 
Manset. 
The Feather Mattress Company has the Iasi 
booth under the left balcony, in charge of W 
G. Dyer of Brooks. 
The Converse Rubber Company of Bostoi 
occupies the front center space with an at* 
tractive display oi goods in charge of Patter* 
son & Hammons. 
First on the right of the center is a wire 
jewelry display by Mrs. Grace L. Conning oi 
Boston. 
The pop corn booth is in charge of Rea 
Havener and don’t fail to see the original and 
useful ideas of Waiter Booker in using electric* 
ity for motive power and in popping the corn, 
The Bernard Bernbaum Montana diamond 
display is in charge of J. D. Harris of Boston. 
First at the left of the center is the house- 
hold utensil display by E. T. Fox of Sargent- 
ville. 
THE BETTER BABIES. 
The ladies room is devoted to the Bettei 
Baby Show, where 14 of the little ones will be 
examined every morning by Drs. Carle Stev- 
ens and Foster C. Small. The Tuesday’s 
babies were entered as follows: 
Wionifred Frances, 12 months, daughter oi 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank O. Whiting of Belfast. 
Ines Pearl, 22 months, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Willis Kelsey of Knox. 
Beatrice Mabel, 8 months, daughter of Mrs, 
Mabel Nickerson of Belfast, R. F. D. 2. 
Dorothy, 8011 oaths, daughter of Mrs. Mattie 
S. Rollins of Troy. 
Elinor Grace, aged 26 months, daughter oi 
Mrs. Maude G. Knight of Monroe. 
Amy Lois, 14 months, daughter of Ur. anc 
Mrs. Rex S. Prescott of Liberty. 
John Pearl, aged 17 months, son of Urs 
Lelia Keller Fairchild of North Islesbero. 
Raymond King, aged 12 months, son of Un. 
S. H. Hamlin of Jackson. 
John Frederick, aged 12 months, son of W. C. 
Conners of Knox. 
Merland Edwin, aged 29 months, son of Un. 
V. A. Clark of Brooks. 
George Bradley, aged 18 months, son of Un. 
A G. Sweet of East Knox. 
Helen Rebecca, aged 24 months, daughter 
of Mr. and Mn. H. C. Vinal of Belfast. 
Eva Elizabeth, aged 19 months, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Horne of Belfast. 
Richard Maine, aged 26 months, son of Mr. 
and Mn. Marion E. Brown of Belfast. 
Following is a list of the Wednesday babies: 
Elinor Annie, aged 28 months, daughter of 
Mrs. Lillie A. Choate of Belfast. 
Edwin Orrin, aged 18 months, son of Mn. I. 
E Salisbury of Belfast. 
Georgia Emma, aged 22 months, daughter of 
Mrs. Nettie Whitehead. 
Foster Alexander, aged 9 months, son of 
Mrs. Josie Haskins of Belfast. 
Lena Medora, aged 23 months, daughter of 
Mrs. Hale Rose of Brooks. 
Herbert Rudolph, aged 12 months, eon of 
Mrs. Hattie M. Flagg of Belmont. 
Harry Melvin, aged 18 months, son of Mn. 
Wm. F. Estes of Belfast. 
Chester Leroy, aged 11 months, son of Mn. 
Lewis Bryant of Searsmont. 
Ralph Irvin, aged 11 months, son of Mn 
Delia 1. Anderson of Belfast. 
Hiram John, aged 6 months, son of Rose E. 
Maddocks of Brooks, i w§4. 
~Emma Bigelow, aged 20 months, daughter of 
Mrs. Mildred Bigelow Foss of Belfast. 
Phyllis, aged 26 months, and Hilda Louise, 
aged 6 months, daughters of Mn. A. C. Tuttle 
of Belfast. 
Ruth Evelyn, aged 12 moDtha, daughter of 
Mrs. Hattie B. Allenwood of Belmont. 
VETERANS DAY. 
Tuesday was Grand Army Day, and all wear- 
ing the little bronze button were special guests 
_. A_a 1-1_A 1.L-._ 
U1 LUC ---- --— 
of Liberty epolce for the Navy and Alfred 
Stinson of North Searsport for the Army. 
Both have written extensively of their expe- 
riences, and are also entertaining speakers, and 
their five-minute addresses were much enjoyed. 
THE PRIZE POSTERS. 
Mrs. Edward R. Pierce and Mrs. E. li. Tap- 
ley awarded the prizes for the best advertising 
posters, the work of pupils in the public 
schools, as follows: Laura C. Morris,1st; Theo- 
dore C. Bramhall, 2nd; Harry L. Jones, 3d. 
Honorable mention was made of the posters of 
Doris L. Graisbury, Dorothy Merchant and one 
without the author’s name, containing cream 
of wheat carton, bowl and spoon, also an ap- 
ple and a pear. The prizes were $5, $3 and $2. 
IN THE ANNEX. 
ThiB year additional space was secured by 
utilizing the annex, in which there is an inter- 
esting agricultural and industrial exhibit. A 
display of fancy work contributed by ladies of 
the city and county includes crochet, em- 
broidery, etc and many novelties. There are 
also some fine rugs, both braided and hooked, 
and several silk quilts. Mrs. C. B. Thompson 
has a fine and varied display of canned fruits, 
vegetables and meats, and Mr. Thompson a 
; very creditable showing of fruits and vege- 
i tables, including a mammoth pumpkin. Harry 
W. Littlefield of Brooks has a fine display of 
apples,including four boxes packed and labelled 
in western style and 15 plates of different va- 
! rieties. An exhibit of cooked food is attrac- 
tive. An interesting exhibit is the work done 
j in the drawing classes in the various grades of 
the public schools. It includes paper cutting, 
lettering, water color work, rug designing, 
etc and 13 both interesting ana creditable to 
teacher and pupils. The Pierce-Billings Co. 
has a fine display of men’s coats, ranging from 
mackinaws to dress suit coats. Charles R. 
Coombs has an interesting taxidermist exhibit. 
I. W. Parker, who retired from business as a 
builder several years ago, builds a row- 
boat each winter as “knitting work,” and 
as it is largely a labor of love, the material and 
workmanship are of the best. He has his lat- 
est creation in this line on exhibition and it at- 
tracts much attention. 
FAIR NOTES. 
Wednesday was “Old Folks” day and prizes 
were awarded. 
Arthur F. John: o 1 will be soloist this, Thurs- 
day, afternoon and evening. 
There were more paid admissions in the 
Fair of 1914 than in that of 1913, 
Miss Marian Wells will be the soloist to- 
morrow, Friday, afternoon and even ing. 
Thursday is Grange day, Friday is children’s 
day,and Saturday everybodys’ day. All come! 
Miss Isabel M. Smalley is assisting in the 
annex display, which is one of the chief 
attractions. 
Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker was soloist Wed- 
nesday afternoon and evening and was heard 
with much pleasure. 
Frank Mudgett has taken a part of the 
Montana diamond booth and will run a candy 
wheel for the remainder of the week. 
Charles A. Townsend took views of the hall 
Tuesday about 10 o’clock a. m., and excellent 
cards were ready for sale before 3 p. m. 
A conservative estimate placed the attend- 
ance Tuesday at 1,300, including the special 
guests, the members of the G. A, R. bodies. 
A pleasing feature of Tuesday evening’s con- 
cert was the trombone and cornet duet by 
Messrs. Drinkwater and Welch of the orchestra. 
Keyes orchestra of ten pieces occupies a 
prettily decorated booth in the center gallery 
and plays during the day and for the dances 
in the evening. 
The first fifty ladies to enter the hall each 
admission will receive gifts, and the prizes 
drawn by ticket coupons are distributed at 4 
and 9 o’clock p. m. 
Clara May, the attractive little daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs W. G. Sawtelle of Auburn, for- 
merly of Belfast, assists at the cooking school 
in distributing samples. 
Mrs. A. L. Edwards, Mrs. William H. Bray 
and Mrs. Amos H Colcord were made judges 
Wednesday for the Better Babies contest. 
The cuffe will be awarded later in the week. 
The dance Tuesday evening under the di- 
rection of Fred G. Spinney and Henry Mudgett 
was very successful and well attended. Henry 
Mudgett directed Wednesday evening in the 
absence of Mr. Spinney. 
A telegram was received Tuesday from Roy 
C. Haines conveying the congratulations of 
the Ellsworth Board of Trade and wishing 
abundant success to the Belfast Food Fair of 
1914. 
Harley Godfrey is acting as assistant secre- 
tary; Wm. H. Dickey and Arthur Dinsmore 
sre in charge of the floor; Frank 1. Wilson sells 
tickets; Renworth Rogers tends door,and John 
T. McDonald is the Fair carpenter. 
MRS. MARTHA F. B. HAWES HTLL. 
As previously announced closing concerts will be given in tbe Baptist church, Belfast, 
Wednesday evening, Feb. 18ti>, and in the Town H»H, Searsport, Friday evening, Feb. 20th, by 
W. S. Wight and a chorus of 75 voices, assisted by Mr. Ernest J. Hill of Portland, tenor, and 
Mrs. Hill, contralto, both well known in festivals, opera and concerts all over the country. 
Some of Belfast and Searspost’3 best talent will also take pirt, and Miss Harriet Roulstone, 
Miss Edith L. Burgess and Miss Amy Stoddard will be the accompanists. Following is the pro- 
gram: 
1 Ladies String Trio 
2 Choxus—Morning Serenade, Flotow 
3 Solo—The Eif Man, John Barns Wells 
Alice Sanborn 
4 Chorus—Sailing on the Sea, Steffin 
5 Male Quartette—Carry Me'Back to Old Virginia, Beswick 
Dr. F, R. Sawyer, Mr. R. N. Porter 
Rev. C. H. McElhiney. Mr. W. S. Wight 
6 Celesti Aide, Verdi 
Mr. E. J. Hill 
7 Chorus—Bird of Spring Time, Steffin 
8 Trio—Selected, 
Mrs. H L Perry, Mrs. Holmes, Miss Clcves 
9 Class Exercise 
10 Duett—La Gioconda, Di A. Ponchielli 
Mr. and Mrs. Hill 
11 Doll Chorus, Hopping 
100 Little Girls 
12 Solo—Voci Di Primsera, Strauss 
Miss Marion Wells 
13 Comic Quartette—The Professor at Home, P. P. Bliss 
Miss Edna Hopkins, Miss Edith L Burgess 
Mr. Geo. E White, Mr. W. S. Wight 
14 Solo—Waltz Ii Bacio, Ardeti 
Mrs. E. J. Hill 
15 Chorus—Star ot the Descending Night, Emerson 
16 Solo—selected 
Miss Harriet Roulstone 
17 Duett—Excelsior, Balfe 
Mr. Hill Mr. Wight 
18 Comical Male Chorus—Hear Dem Bells 
19 Quartette—Spring Song, Pinsuti 
Miss Wells, Mrs. Hill 
Mr. Hill, Mr. Wight 
20 Mirthful Duett—Oh “Yah” Don’t Dot Was Fine 
Miss Bettie Smith, Mr. W. S. Wight 
21 Chorus Anthem—Wake the Song of Jubilee, Steffin 
Admission, 35 cents; children under 14 years, 15 cents. Doors open at 7; concert 7.45. 
Tickets on sale at Pitcher’s Music Store, Saturday, Feb. 14th. Come early to get good seats. 
The lady bringing to the booth of the Law- J 
renceburg Roller Mills Co., Friday, the best 
loaf of bread baked from Town TUk flour will 
receive a barrel from A. A. Howes & Co., who 
sell this flour in Belfast. A sack of the same 
will be given for the best angel cake. The 
ontest closes at 3.30 o’clock Friday. 
The Churches. 
The Seaside Spiritualist Society holds regular 
Sunday services at their place of meeting on 
I High street at 2 and 7 p. m. 
The morning service at the First Parish 
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.45 a. m., Sun- 
day. The Sunday school meets at 11.45. 
Rev. A. E. Luce of the M. E. church Old 
Town spoke at the annual memorial service of 
the lodge of Knights of Pythias in Dover 
last Sunday, 
The regular services at the Universalist 
church next Sunday will be as follows: 
preaching service at 10.45 o'clock; Sunday 
school at noon. 
There will be no services at Mason’s Mills 
and Trinity Reformed churches during the ab- 
sence of Mr. Vaughan, who is away on his an- 
nual vacation. 
The Christian Scientists hold services in 
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at 
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 
o'clock, to which all are welcome. 
The services next Sunday at Mason's Mills 
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the 
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church 
at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school. 
The Men’s Forum will meet as usual next 
Sundav at noon at the Universalist church. 
The story of Moses and the wandering of the 
Israelites will be concluded. All men are cor- 
dially invited. 
The subjects of the sermons at the Baptist 
church next Sunday will be: in the morning 
“An Age Seeking Justice;" at the evening 
service, “Sin Covered." There will also be a 
short sermon to the children in the morning. 
The services for the week at the Meth- 
odist church will be as follows: This, 
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun- 
day, at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school 
at 12m.; evening service at 7. p. m. 
Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias, will 
attend the Universalist church next Sunday 
morning in a body, it being the Sunday nearest 
the fiftieth a iniversary of the organization of 
the Pythian institution throughout the world. 
The services at the Baptist church will be as 
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- 
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; 
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not 
attend Sunday school at any other church are 
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at 6.30 
and evening service at 7.30 p. m. 
There was a special meeting of the consis- 
tory of the Searsport Avenue and Mason Mills 
Trinity Reformed churches last Saturday even- 
ing a^the home of the pastor. Rev. Wm. 
Vaughan, to meet Bishop Codman of the Maine 
Episcopal church. There was a long discussion 
in regard to these churches uniting with the 
Episcopals, bnt no formal action was taken. 
Mrs. Vaughan, assisted by Mrs. Roecoe Black, 
served cocoa and cake. 
The services (of the North church for the 
coming week will be as follows: Prayer meet- 
ing this, Thursday, evening at the home of 
Mrs. H. C. Pitcher, 29 Church street, at 7.80 
o'clock. Sunday services: morning worship at 
10.45 a. m., with sermon by Rev. S. S. Wood of 
Bangor; Sunday school at noon; Christian 
Endeavor meeting at 6.80 p. m., lecture on 
the Life of Christ by Rev. Mr. Wood at 7.80 p. 
m. The lecture ;will be illustrated by stere- 
opticon slides. 
Lincoln Sunday was observed last Sunday 
morning at the Baptist church, the Sons of 
Veterans and Ladies Auxiliary attending in a 
body. The first jart of the service was a ser- 
monette for the children, the subject being 
“Lincoln, the Child," and the sermon was “Lin- 
coln Characteristics For some weeks Mr. 
Sturtevant has been preaching a sermonette 
each Sunday to the children and some 100 or 
more little ones attend church regularly, feel- 
ing that they have a part in the service. In 
the sermon the pastor mentioned as among the 
characteristics of Lincoln his reasonableness, 
his honesty,his earnestness and determination, 
and his love and helpfulness to all. In the 
evening the sermon was on God’s Love. One 
of the pleasing features of this service was a 
song by a number of the girls from the junior 
department. 
Right Rev. Robert Codman of Portland, 
Bishop of the Episcopal diocese of Maine, oc- 
cupied the pulpit of the Masons Mills Trinity 
Reformed church last Sunday morning at the 
usual hour, preaching a helpful and inspiring 
sermon. In the afternoon he spoke at the 
Searsport Avenue Trinity Reformed Church 
to a large audience, including many from the 
Episcopal Mission, who gave up their regular 
service to attend. The pastor, Rev. William 
Vaughan, conducted the opening exercises. 
Mrs. John Hill presided at the organ and 
Llewellyn Strout played the violin. There was 
congregational singing in which nearly every 
one present joined. Bishop Codm an spoke with- 
out notes or text, taking the Episcopal belief 
as the subject for his interesting discourse. 
He began by describing the picture of a ladder 
that always hung on the pulpit in his boy- 
hood’s home church. It contained only three 
The first rung bore the word “Repentance,” 
the second "Faith” and the third “Obedience.” 
Each Btep was described as in the difficult and 
narrow way, in contrast with the broad and 
easy way, that seems to be the popular pres- 
ent day methods. Bishop Codman said he 
thought that “men in America want their own 
way” more than those of any other nation. 
They lop off the creeds and cardinal princi- 
ples in the straight and narrow way and there- 
by lose the character-forming elements in life. 
The ladder of the broad way has on its first 
rung, “good intentions,” on its second “good 
opinions and on its third “good character”; all 
good, but not the best. The struggle to do 
right, eliminate the good of self and cling to 
faith in God, a continued daily repentance and 
obedience to his word fit a man for friend- 
ship with his creator. The world is a 
most beautiful place, but over it hangs the 
clouds of povertj, pain, sickness and bereave- 
ment that try men’s faith. God is not cruel,he 
only brings his children face to face with these 
trials to make them true men and women. 
The character won in conflict and strife in 
walking the narrow way of repentance, faith 
and obed ence.is that which counts here and in 
the hereafter. It makes men friends with 
God. At the close of the sermon Bishop Cod- 
man held a brief reception. 
Boy’s and Girl’s Institute in Freedom. 
A Boy’s and Girl’s Institute will be held at 
Dingo Grange hall.Freedom.Fridsy, Feb. 13th, 
with day and evening sessions. Speakers foi 
the day and subjects are— 
10.30 a. m. What Maine offers to her Boy« 
and Girls. H. P. Sweetaer. Asst State Horti- 
culturist. 
12. M. Picnic Dinner. 
130 p.m. Our Insect Friends and Enemies, 
Major E. E. Philbrook, Field Agent Gypsy 
Moth Work. 
8 p. m. Illustrated lecture C. R. Lelendi 
Asst State Dairy Inatructo r. 
Everybody is welcome and a large attend- 
^ 
ance is hoped for. 
A JUVENILE MASQUERADE. 
In which a Dancing Class and Kindergarten 
Take Part. 
Min Marian Lambert's dancing class cele- 
brated tbs close of their first term of instruc- 
tion last Saturday evening, when they gave a 
masquerade dancing party in Odd Fellows hall. 
They were assisted by Miss Lambert’s kinder- 
garten pupils, also in masquerade costume. 
The hall was well filled with parents, relatives 
and interested friends when the grand march 
began, and everybody present thoroughly en- 
joyed the unique and pretty spectacle. The 
costumes were all carefully prepared and ef- 
fective, and the young people, varying in age 
from seven to fourteen, went through the evo- 
lutions of their march in a very creditable man- 
ner. At its close a circle was made,and the lads 
in turn were unmasked and chose one of the 
young ladies, who was also unmasked before 
she was led to her seat. The march of the 
kindergarten tots was one of the features of 
the evening, and was a delight to all present. 
It was led by Miss Elana Shute in the costume 
of a fairy, and Master Richard Chenery as a 
cowboy.They were followed by Robert Johnson 
in Indian costume, and another cowboy, John 
Vickery. Danford Adams,as Geo. Washington in 
colonial small clothes. Miss Wilda Drury as 
Springand Thomas Wadsworth in kabki soldier 
uniform were the others. They carried wands 
with paper streamers and their little drill was 
finely executed. The young people in the 
dancing class then danced the vaiious dances 
they have learned, acquitting themselves fine- 
ly, and reflecting much credit on Miss Lam- 
bert, who has been assisted by Miss Louise J. 
Read. Ice cream was served at intermission 
by Shiro. Music was furnished by the Misses 
Gurney. 
The characters represented were as follows 
Willard Jennys, Yankee Doodle; Julia Little- 
field Grecian girl; William Lunt, George Wash- 
ington; Barbara McKenney,Dutch peaaant;Car- 
rol Parker, clown; Dana Pattee, college stu- 
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Watteau shepherdess; Louise Clement, heart 
girl; Margaret Chenery, Bo Peep; Lina Cous- 
ins, Maltha Washington; Ruth Dinsmore, Qua- 
ker girl; Hope Dorman, Martha Washington; 
Charlotte Wadsworth, Grecian girl; Dorothy 
Drinkwater, American girl; John and Tolford 
Durham, sailor boys; Gretchen Fletcher, who 
was to have re, resented Folly, was ill and un- 
able to be present. Of the kindergarten 
children, Isabelle Coombs, who was to have 
been Red Ridinghood, was absent, and Ed- 
ward Poor was unable to be present on account 
of illness. Thomas Wadsworth is not a mem- 
ber of the kindergarten class, but assisted in 
the drill. 
NEWS OF THE GRANGES. 
Seven Star Grange, Troy, had a large at- 
tendance at the meeting last Saturday evening. 
The ladies furnished supper. 
At the morning session of the conference of 
the lecturers of the Maine Granges in Lewis- 
i ton,Feb.4th, the speakers were Frank S.Adams, 
j State dairy inspector, C. P. Cornell, State 
I lecturer of the Rhode Island Grange; L. E. Mc- 
Intire of East Waterford, E. T. Clifford of 
j Winthrop and E. H. Libby, secretary of the 
State Grange. In the afternoon Mrs. George I 
S. Ladd. State lecturer of Massachusetts, gave j 
a talk on “Grange Work in the Bay State." 
Other speakers were Mrs. Kate Ellis, W. J. j 
Thompson, past lecturer; Mrs. May F. Robin- 
| son of Peru, A. E. Morse, State chaplain. The 
officers elected were: C. O. Purinton, Bowdoin, 
president; N. B. Ellis, North Anson, secretary- 
treasurer; F.S. Sweetsir, Woodfords, Mrs. Min* 
nie Allen, North Jay, A. M. Ryerson, execu- 
tive committee; Frank D. Moulton, South 
Paris, custodian. The place of holding the 
| next conference will be determined by the 
I PTPruiivp committee. 
Victor Grange, Searsmont, has adopted the 
following resolutions of respect: 
Whereas, The Divine Father has seen fit to 
j remove from our midst our beloved sister, 
; Ida M. Jones; therefore, be it I Resolved, That in the death of Sister Jones | 
I Victor Grange ha lost an honorable member, 
the husi and a loving wife and helpmate, the j 
son a devoted mother and the community a 
good neighbor. 
Resolved. That we, the members of Victor ; 
Grange, extend our sincere regard and heart- 
felt sympathy to the bereaved husband and 
family in their great sorrow. 
“The dawn is not distant. 
Nor is the night starless; 
Love is eternal! 
God is still God, and 
His faith shall not fail us; 
Christ is eternal! 
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions 
be sent to the bereaved family, a copy be 
placed on our records and one sent to the local 
papers. 
Mrs. Eva M. Moody, 
Mrs. Ethel M. Brown, 
Helen Cobb, 
W1NTERPORT. 
Mrs. J. O. Moody is spending a few days in 
Bangor, the guest of Mrs. Alice A. Thompson 
_Mrs. T. H. Sprowl is on the sick list, having 
been very ill for two weeks and not improving 
ns fast as wished for....Mr. and Mrs. H. M. 
Whelden and son Lloyd of Brewer were 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Moody Sunday 
....Many from this town attended the Food 
Fair in Bangor Miss Mildred Haley was one of 
the first twenty-five ladies to enter Wednesday 
evening and received one of the bags of flour 
given away on that evening-Charles Crock- 
ett of this town is acting as captain of the 
steamer Belfast this month. It is a responsible 
place for so young a man, but Mr. Crocket 
into the employ of the steamship Co. and 
proved himself capable of any position he 
might be asked to fill....Mies Rose H. Eaton 
entertained the members of the “Bide a Wee 
Club at her home Monday evening-Mrs. 
Henry Eldridge entertained the Sieben Club 
and guests at her home Monday evening. Dr. 
and Mrs. ^ illiim Ellingwotd entertained ver 
pleasantly at their residence on Elm street 
Friday evening. After a social hour, passed 
with conversation and music, all were engaged 
in naming the different advertisements that 
were pinned up about the rooms., Miss Jessie 
Baker guessed the greatest number and re- 
ceived the prize. Mr. Jere Eaton received the 
consolation prize. After refreshments, con- 
sisting of frappe, sandwiches, cakeB and coffee, 
Mrs. Ellingwood presided at the piano and a 
social sing was enjoyed. These present were 
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Bowden, Mr. and Mrs, 
Joshua Treat Jr, Mr. and Mrs. James Foley, 
Mrs. Jere Eaton, Mr. Harry F. Lougee. Mrs. 
Oscar Cole, Mrs. Henry Eldridge, Miss Jessie 
Baker, Miss Rose H. Eaton, Miaa Marian Phil- 
brook, Miss Harriet Moody. 
Colby Wins at Boston. 
Boston, Feb. 8. In the three-cornered race 
by the University of Maine, Bates and Colby 
Saturday evening L.aine led at the start, but 
Colby ran strongly and gamely, took the lead 
in the second relay and never relinquished it. 
Bates was third all the way. The time was 8 
minutes 12 1-5 seconds. 
PERSONAL. 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes returned from 
Boston last Saturday night. 
Mias Lena Rote of Isleaboro ia the gueet of 
her aunt, Mrs. Clara Cottrell 
Rev. Ashley A. Smith arrived Tuesday to 
viait friends and attend the Food Fair. 
Nevera Kitchin of Fredrickton, N. B., is the 
gueet of his siater, Mrs. A. K. Fletcher. 
Rev. WiDiam Vaughan left Monday for New 
York to spend a few weeks with friends. 
Linvill F. Whitmore, a student at Colby Col- 
lege, spent the week-end at his home in this 
city. 
Mrs. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor arrived 
Monday to spend several days with Mrs. Ed- 
mund Wilson. 
Right Rev. Robert Codman of Portland waa 
the guest over Sunday of Rev. and Mrs. Wil- 
liam Vaughan. 
Mrs. D. B. Phelan is spending the week 
with her daughter, Mrs. Bowdoin N. Pendle- 
ton, in Isleaboro. 
Mies Ida M. Strong of Waterville ariived 
Wednesday to visit her grandmother, Mrs. 
William J. Gordon. 
Miss Elsie Whitmore of Belfast, formerly of 
Northport, was the week-end guest of Mr. 
and Mrs. L. E. Pitcher. 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie will leave to- 
day, Thursday, to attend the Shriner’s ball in 
Lewiaton, this evening. 
J. C. W. Perry of Portland ia visiting bis 
mother, hire. Alice I. Tkombs, and will be 
joined later by Mrs. Perry. 
Wm. M. Thayer is in Lewiston attending the 
meeting of the Maine Retail Jewelers associa- 
tion, which began a two days’ session Tuesday 
morning. 
Mrs. Thomas Hale, Mrs. William Hall, Mrs. 
E. ^E. Philbrook and Mrs. Frank CGombs of 
Castine were in Belfast Tuesday to attend the 
Food Fair. 
Hons. John A. Roberts, E. E. Philbrook and 
W.C. Pennell of Augusta were guests of Dr. 
snd Mrs. W. L. West while in Belfast to attend 
iL. _ XT'_1 
A. D. Hayes, principal of Grade IX of the 
city schools, returned Wednesday from Ban- 
gor, where he underwent a surgical operation 
for throat trouble. 
Miss Sarah Collins, having graduated from 
Fisher Business College, nas accepted a posi- 
tion as stenographer with the Acme Audit 
Co., Boston, Mass. 
Mrs. William H. McIntosh, who has been in 
ill health for seme time, underwent a critical 
abdominal operation at the Tapley hospital 
last Friday, and is improving. 
Mark Pendleton, ’14, of Islesboro was one of 
the speakers at a recent meeting of the Uni- 
versity of Maine branch of the American In- 
stitute of Electrical Engineers. 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pennington and Mrs, 
Reed of Newark, N. J., arrived Monday and 
went to the Pennington cottage in Northport 
Tuesday morning for a short visit. 
George E. Grant of Unity and his son. P. B. 
Grant, a student at the University of Maine, 
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. 
Cookson on Hammond street Monday.—Bangor 
Commercial. 
Mrs. Amos H. Graves of Boston, who has 
been visiting her mother, Mrs. William J. Gor- 
don, will leave today, Thursday, for a week’s 
visit with Waterville relatives before return- 
ing to Boston. 
Belfast friends have received letters from 
Dorothy, the little daughter of Rev. and Mrs. 
Ashley A. Smith of Bangor, stating that she 
was about the house again after a six weeks' 
illness with nervousness. 
Russell S. Ferguson, U. of M., ’14, has left 
college to accept a responsible position with 
the State department of agriculture. He will 
have charge of the work in extermin iting the 
k.n..,n toil onri nvMV TYlOth. 
Mrs. Wm. M. Randall joined Mr. Randall in 
Waterville last Saturday and they went to 
Farmington to spend the week-end with Mrs, 
S. 0. Tarbox, Mrs. Randall remaining there for 
a yisit of a week or more. 
Mrs. H. E. McDonald did not return home 
last week with Mr. McDonald, but remained in 
New York for a longer visit with her brother, 
Capt. Billings. She will spend a week in Bos- 
ton with friends on her return. 
Rev. Father H. H. Hammakers, formerly of 
St. Francis church in Belfast, is now resident 
priest at St. Joseph Convent-Academy in 
Portland, where Miss Gertrude Coombs and 
Miss Frances Wiley of this city are students. 
John H. Hayden returned to his home in 
Raymond the first of the week, having spent 
about 10 dayB with his daughter and son-in-law, 
Dr. and Mrs. James Donald Clement of Con- 
gress street. Mrs. Hayden remains for a longer 
visit.—Portland Express. 
Capt. E. B. Simpson of Blue Hill retume i 
home Monday after a few days’ visit in Bel- 
fast, called here by surgical operations at the 
Waldo; County hospital on his daughter Marion, 
Feb. 2nd, and his wife, Feb. 6th. Both are .n 
the Johnson room and are doing well. 
Mr. Aurelius Pitcher of Orono, where he 
has taken a short course of dairying, visited 
his father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. 
Lewis E. Pitcher, Saturday and Sunday, re- 
turning to Orono Monday, where he is to take 
a three weeks' course in horticulture and 
poultry ing. 
Holman Day, author of “The Red Lar.e,’ 
is spending a few weeks in New York, where he 
is engaged in some successful dramatic w rk. 
His own book, “Squire Phin”—justbrought >ut 
in a new edition—which relates the return to 
his native New England village of a circus 
manager accompanied by his pet elephar was. 
dramatized and produced some uu« »«»• 
Albert W. Stevens, superintendent ox ihe 
large power plant of the Idaho City Cold 
Dredging company at GrimpaBs, Idahx i in 
California looking over drtdges and po.-.er 
plants in the interest of his employee?. Mr 
Stevens is a U. of M. man, formerly of Btl- 
fast, and has not been east since going w-st 
after completing post graduate work at the 
U?of M. several years ago. 
The afternoon whist at Riverton Feb. 5th 
proved a highly successful and wholly enjoy- 
able affair. There were 216 present. 20S o- 
whom played, there being 27 tables of auction 
and 26 tables of straight whist. At the close 
of the game souvenirs were awarded to the 
winnerB. Mrs. William N. Todd won the prize 
at auction, a handsome sofa cushion. There 
were many of the members of the Oakdale 
Ladies’ Aid present, also ladies from the D. A. 
R., U. S. Daughters of 1812, and the Boys' 
Club, many other organizations being repre- 
sented.—Portland Express. 
An $8,000 Fire in Union. 
Union, Me, Feb. 8. The residence of Wil- 
liam E. Haskell, one of the finest in this part 
of the country, took fire from a defective flue 
tonight and was completely destroyed. Neigh- 
bors helped save most of the furniture. The 
loss was about $6000, with an insurance of 
$1860. The house was nearly a century old, 
but had been rebuilt with modern improve- 
ments. 
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Oregon Teachers’ Association. 
To the Editor of The Journal. 
'President Ackerman began the work by 
Telling us that the object of the meeting 
'was to outline educational work, both 
legislative and practical. There is a de- 
mand for certain kinds of knowledge. 
The work must pass through an experi- 
mental stage before we can reach a con- 
clusion. Manufacturers have declared 
that manual training in the schools is a 
failure. They say the work must be 
taught by vocational people. The work 
is in an experimental stage and the prob- 
lem must be solved by the schools. We 
must attack one big problem each year 
and make sure that we solve it. 
It would be well to appoint a finance 
committee to study methods in other 
States and report one year from now. 
We can survey our own school system 
better than a man from some other 
State. After we thoroughly examine 
these problems, the Legislature will lis- 
ten to us in the future as they have in 
the past. Let us be a working body and 
Tiot a talking body. It is our own fault 
if we do not impress ourselves upon the 
press. We should make our influence so 
felt that this room would be filled with 
newspaper reporters. It took three days 
at Salt Lake City to decide the question 
of certification. Leaders of Depart- 
ments should furnish summary of work 
done for the press. 
Supt. Churchill told us that ten years 
ago there were not twenty High schools 
!n the State, while now there are one 
hundred fifty, and four hundred are doing 
some High school work. School money 
is now voted much more freely than 
formerly. There are thirty-one States 
raising less school money than Oregon. 
The rural school problem is the one now 
most urgently demanding our attention. 
The Parent-Teacher Association is one 
of the most important factors in solving 
this problem. They should be organized 
,n every district of the State. A sug- 
gestive program is to be sent to tvery 
community and we hope that officials 
will help to promote the work. 
Premiums offered by corn clubs, cook- 
.iiihc ar.H others will aid the work. 
Ideals of country life will be raised. A 
great weakness of country schools is lack 
of supervision. The State will be asked 
for $50,000 to he placed in the hands of 
:he State Board of Education. With 
this money twenty or twenty-five experts 
in educational work may be secured 
wherever they may be found. Then when 
county superintendent needs assistance 
he can send to the State Department for 
t. 
A majority of teachers are already 
toing satisfactory work but a sufficient 
■ umber of thoroughly qualified teachers 
to fill all the positions are not to be had 
at the present time. These expert as- 
sistants, under the direction of the coun- 
ty superintendent, could help with social 
center work and parent-teacher associa- 
tions. Not more than twenty or thirty 
oer cent of the teachers would need as- 
sistance and an expert could be kept in 
each county six or eight months in the 
year, under the direction of the county 
superintendent. As teachers improve 
the necessity of this form of supervision 
will diminish. After 1915 none can be 
certified to teach in the State of Oregon 
without some professional training. 
There ought to be no opposition to this 
method, as it is an attempt to give the 
greatest possible degree of efficiency to 
all schools. 
President Campbell of the University 
of Oregon talked of the hardships our 
ancestors have passed through and com- 
area our present favorable condition 
with theirs. He. thought the proportion 
jf leisure time would increase more and 
more as we improve our methods. He 
spoke of the inability of a fertile soil to 
product ideal conditions without intelli- 
gence, as witnessed in Mexico. He 
r} ought the vital problem for us to solve 
how to improve our leisure as a greater 
proportion of leisure time spent in dissi- 
pation w cold prove an injury. As rational 
.•matures we must have a comprehensive 
theory of life. We must have product- 
ive industries and we must have pleas- 
ures derived from literature, art, history 
and all intellectual and moral sources. 
We must cooperate in socialization as 
well as in industry. It is the more social 
animals which survive while the more 
fierce diminish. The same is true of man. 
'We must try to come into possession 
of a moral universe, a rational universe. 
Are we materialists or idealists? What 
is our controlling principle? Is this 
universe the product of a central mind? 
Is that mind benevolent or malevolent? 
A Knowledge of the fatherhood of God 
and the experience of our ancestors in 
matters social, industrial and govern- 
mental is our heritage. Believing in the 
future of this Christian democracy we 
should strive to assimilate the spirit and 
genius of our country. Our glorious 
freedom fosters the unrestricted devel- 
opment of talent and we should seek 
perfection as cur goal. 
•J. Percy Wells, the President of the 
Association for the coming year, spoke 
oi iarming arm mmie-iuaiunt; ao « 
question before us. He said that two- 
thirds of cur present population live in 
cities. The raising of crops on virgin soil 
has been an eaFy matter. Now as the 
soil becomes depleted the school must 
take an interest in its renovation. When 
‘we compare the unattractive conditions 
found in the country with the luxury of 
the city, is it any wonder that the major- 
ity live in the city? Our school work 
must be made more practical. There is 
as much culture in making a graduating 
dress as writing a graduation oration. 
Pupils should become as much interested 
the production of aprons and squashes 
as they are in books. The soil can be 
more than doubled in productiveness,and 
the schools can bring it about. This 
means better living and more leisure. 
There should be a workshop and kitchen, 
with a teacher qualified to preside with- 
out chaining pupils to the desk. This is 
i much simpler task than the city prob- 
lem where children are massed together 
*>y the thousand. 
Makes Old People 
Strong and Well 
We want to get the news to all old paopla 
about Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion, a remarkable 
new food-medicine which we firmly believe is 
the beat remedy ever made to overcome the 
weakening, debilitating effects of increasing 
old age. It helps to rebuild wasted tissues, 
strengthens the nerves, and give new energy 
and a lively feeling to the body. It contains 
no alcohol or dangerous drug. It may not 
make you feel better for a few dsyB, but If you 
do not feel much better and stronger before 
you have taken a quarter as much as you have 
of other raedicineB that have not helped you, 
we will gladly give back your money. 
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion contains pure 
Olive Oil and the Hypophosphites, which, 
though they have long been endorsed by suc- 
cessful physicians are here for the first time 
ccmbined. The result is a real body, nerve 
and blood-building food-medicine that we be- 
lieve is superior to anything else in overcom- 
ing debility, weakness and liability to disease, 
and to tone and strengthen the nerves and 
enrich the blood. You who are weak and run- 
down—you who are often troubled by various 
cold weather ailments, use Rexall Olive Oil 
Emulsion to get and keep well and strong. It 
is a sensible, pleasant-tasting aid to renewed 
strength, better spirits, glowing health. If it 
doesn’t help you, come and tell us and we will 
give back your money without a word. That 
is how much faith we have in it. Sold only at 
the 7,000 Rexall Stores, and; in this town only 
by us. $1.00.—City Drug Store, Edmund Wil- 
son Proprietor, Belfast, Maine. 
Supt. Churchill said that low salary is 
one of the defects of our educational 
system. Good teachers are always called 
away by higher salary elsewhere. He 
discussed the industrial fair movement, 
which is deserving of more attention. 
Dr. Calvin S. White discusses the Sex 
Hygiene question. He said that work- 
ers in this field need more thorough 
preparation than in any other;that owing 
! to the inefficiency of the work absolutely 
no progress has thus far been made 
against the spread of venereal disease. 
No suitable text book has thus far been 
produced. People are so shocked at the 
investigation of these subjects that they 
prefer to remain in ignorance. He said 
that it is a criminal ignorance, and that 
the temperance taught in our text books 
is so exaggerated as to make it worthless. 
Let us have the truth and nothing but 
the truth. Sex Hygiene is the most im- 
portant subject taught in theHigh school, 
but the book taught should be as scien- 
tifically correct as the one taught in a 
medical college. Numerous vocations ! 
are taught in school, but the one most 
important, the one more nearly allied to 
all people, that of parenthood, is neg- i 
lected. The original plan of creation is 
overlooked. Do not send out untrained 
teachers to deal with this problem. 
President Foster of Keed college said : 
Ilia nuwcvri aiiAiuuo me 
church had been to bring up the children 
in blessed innocence there was evidence 
that they got information from foul 
sources. The agencies which should be 
interested have been silent. Novels deal- 
ing with these subjects in an improper 
manner have the largest sale. Plays and 
moving pictures dealing with the white 
slave traffic are the most popular. Ten 
years ago it would have been impossible 
to speak on these subjects, but today the 
church, the school and the home must 
accept the responsibility. We have at 
present no suitable books on these sub- 
jects, but in the present emergency must 
use such as are least bad. 
President Kerr of the Oregon Agri- 
cultural college told us that education 
has in the past served the few rather 
than the many. Nine-tenths of our peo-1 
pie are pursuing industrial occupations. 
Our school work was so thoroughly cult- 
ural that manual training was first de- 
fended on ground of cultural value. Now 
it is becoming of practical value. Over- 
loaded teachers tend to be superficial. 
We are slow to eliminate valueless ma- 
terial. 
In our efforts to build up industrial 
education we must not lose sight of the 
fundamentals. The responsibilities of 
citizenship demand culture as well as 
ability to use the hands. Experts with 
broad perspective must cull out non- 
essentials to make room for the new 
demands. Elementary school work may 
be completed in six years instead of 
eight. Domestic science and agriculture 
may be made as scientific, cultural and 
pedagogical as any study. Teachers oc- 
cupy their positions for too short a peri- 
od and are without suitable qualifications 
or assistance. Expert supervision is es- 
sential in rural schools. We have grown 
away from the idea that school is only 
for the children. It is for the commu- 
nity and should produce the highest type 
of citizenship. 
President Foster of Reed college told 
us that social evolution is bringing the 
teaching profession into greater promin- 
ence than ever before. It is a call to U3 
to look for a wider horizon. Girls in fac- 
tories are nothing but machines, but are 
better paid than many teachers. Teach- 
ing as a trade is dull and unimportant. 
As a profession, it seeks to serve. There 
are few traders in the teaching profes- 
sion. Our greatest reward comes from 
a consciousness of performing a service ; 
to humanity. The teacher who influences 
boys not to go into teaching because of 
its scanty reward is not worthy the pro- 
fession. 
Scientific education is in its infancy. 
The teacher is not much better off than 
the doctor was when anyone could prac- 
tice medicine. The highest man in the 
calling is the one who does not regard 
money. Democracy is an experiment. 
Its success depends upon how well we as 
teachers do our work. 
Whatever the cost of an undertaking, 
the fond parent promptly says it is not 
too much if it is for my boy. The teacher 
must expand with the growing needs of 
the age as well as dwell apart a while 
with some great mind of the past. Our 
happiness depends upon our attitude. 
Enthusiasm is contagious. Ours is to 
labor on with eyes fixed on our ideal. 
M. V. O’Shea from the University of j 
Wisconsin told us that an inevitable cru- 
cial hour for teachers is approaching. 
He compared the training of children to 
the work of Burbank in eliminating the 
ipine from the cactus. 'Tia odea to make 
the boy forget the memoriea of hie an- 
cient ancestors. Like the caterpillar he 
must pass through the different stages 
of development. As we watch the kit- 
ten play we see it living again the mem- 
ories of ancestors stealing upon its prey. 
Among the puppies we hear something 
of the primitive savage growl. There 
is a constant conflict between mature 
and immature people. The mother wants 
it quiet and constantly ia saying don t to 
the noisy children who are constantly 
reproducing the savagery of their remote 
ancestors. 
The mother does not need food to 
supply the needs of a growing body, so 
much of her energy is spent on fine 
table linen and expensive silver ware, 
while all the boys care for iB the food to 
build up tbeir bodies. It does not affect 
a boy to stand on his head as it does a 
grown person. A boy must get his ab- 
stract ideas by examination or experi- 
ment. He admires a mud puddle about 
as much as a parlor. If the boy hasn’t 
washed his hands, neither did his remote 
ancestors. To attempt to violate nature 
is an injury. We must aid and improve 
nature by variation and not by destruc- 
tion. It is better to change a boy’s course 
by the nape of the neck than appeal to 
shame. 
It is right for the adult to have refined 
feelings, but they are to be found in 
children no more than in our savage an- 
cesvors. lue esDcutiai 
riginal man was to fight his way. Com- 
bativity was the goodness which was 
automatic, almost instinctive. The only 
way boys can visit is with their muscles. 
If they appear cruel, their energies 
should be directed into some other chan- 
nel, but not stopped. Boys use an earlier 
type of language which is strong and 
dynamic. Half the college speech has 
not got into the dictionary. The pro- 
foundest thing in life is the emotions. 
When note writing breaks out in school, 
the thing to do is, not to stop it but to 
show to what it leads. The greatest 
stimulus to morality is to give children 
some living thing to care for, something 
that will suffer by their neglect. 
That mortal mind which has none 
other to share its conflicts with must 
break sooner or later. Some will say 
those boys parading as Indians ought to 
be run off the street. But youth re- 
strained is ten times worse. It must be 
directed. 
The State Teachers’ Association seems 
to stand for a thorough organization 
that will reach every individual in the 
State, a practical vocational training 
that will enable the pupils to do things, 
a thorough supervision that will bring 
all schools up to the highest standard and 
the infusion of a moral and religious ele- 
ment that will give vitality to the system. 
As Dr. White condemns our physiol- 
ogies for telling half truths in regard to 
sex hygiene and exaggeration of the in- 
temperance question, so our psychologies 
may be condemned from straying from 
the original simplicity of Webster when 
mind was that part of man which thinks, 
reasons and feels. 
Mind is coming to exist only in its ac- 
tivities. Next our bodies will exist only 
in their activities. I submit to a think- 
ing public whether all this modern prog- 
ress has been made by the brain of man 
or by a thinking, reasoning, feeling be- 
ing which acts through the brain as the 
most Hplieatp cirtrun of the bodv. and that 
most closely allied with creative energy. 
There is power in man to discover ener- 
gies and forces in nature and to apply 
them to practical purposes. 
Is it the brain, the activities of atoms 
of matter, which makes these discoveries, 
or is it in the heaven-born genius which 
plays back of these molecules of matter 
arranged in the delicate tissues of the 
brain? 
Who that knows the power of true 
love can say that it originates in the 
brain. Admirable and undesirable qual- 
ities of soul shine out through bodily 
activities. If we say that the mind is 
made up of thoughts, feelings, emotions 
and memories, by what force were these 
elements of mind generated? Are the 
plans of all our great productive indus- 
tries the spontaneous production of brain 
activity or are they worked out by hu- 
man minds following the same line of 
thought which has fashioned nature from 
the beginning? Geo. M. Cole. 
Monmouth, Oreg., Jan. 25, 1914. 
A 30th Wedding Anniversary. 
January 30th was the 30th anniversary 
3f the wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Henry Small of Sunset and their many 
friends concluded to give them a party in 
honor of the occasion. On hearing a rap 
on the door Mr.Small proceeded to open, 
when he was greeted by a large crowd 
which bad come to spend a time of re- 
joicing with the happy couple who have 
spent 30 years of life together. The 
guests were heartily welcomed by Mr. 
and Mrs. Small. The gentlemen passed 
the time with a game of 63, while some 
the ladies engaged in whist and others 
tried the old game of checkers. Many 
stories were told by the ladies, and the 
incidents related by Mr. Small’s mother, 
a lady of S3 years, were very interesting. 
At 9 o’clock candy and apples were pas- 
sed around, after which more story tell- 
ing followed. 
Minutes Mean Dollars 
IN TREATING ANIMALS 
Doubtless you know the danger of delayed treatment, 
of colic and other diseases. You also realize that 
wrongly applied remedies are often worse than no 
treatment at all. In other words, not to diagnose 
a disease accurately may prove fataL Every owner 
should be able to recognize an ailment and give 
correct treatment at the first symptoms. Prompt 
action Is the great secret 
of treating horses. 
Minutes mean dollars. 
Of course proper treat- 
ment Is always necessary. 
That Is just bow Humph* 
reys' 900 page Veterinary 
Manual will prove so val- 
uable to you. It Is by 
F. Humphreys, M D..V.S., 
and teaches how to diag- 
nose and give proper 
treatment. 
This book wfll save you 
hundreds of dollars and 
costa you nothing. It will 
be sent absolutely free 
on request to any firmer 
m In order to introduce 
Humphreys' Veterinary Remedies. Bemember.lt Is 
thtJyHy free. You do not have to order any 
tftwwiw the book. Address, Humphreys' 
Homeopathic Medicine Company. 136 WUMam Street. 
New Tort City. Ttu« l« . aplendld opportunity to 
obtain . v*crtMry t«.M«e *•»» T™* 
!■ jam library- A»» refemnewort youwUinna 
IttafitnUa To bare It In the time o#«e«l win be 
worth ray Mut whem® It will CM. J®» • 
TKrt®rd by wltUnctorltnow. 
advance fashions. 
Attractive Fifth Avenue Style*. Spring 
Suit*. Hats of Moira, Taffeta and 
Tagal Braid*. Georgette Sailors. 
[Correspondence of .The Journal.} 
New York, Feb. 9,1914. Things are 
humming in the fashionable world, and 
nearly ail the advance sartorial models 
have been launched at exclusive estab- 
lishments whose patrons demand the 
latest and smartest creations. Fifth 
Avenue rivals the Rue-de-la-Paix in 
Paris as a centre where women go to find 
artistic productions. The greater num- 
ber of the styles originated in Paris, but 
the most successful have been modified 
to make them practical for the demands 
of women here. The American point of 
view is quite different fromjthe Parisian. 
The majority of the best dressed women 
here want clothes that will not only look 
attractive but laBt well, and give enough 
service to make them worth while. 
adaptable styles. 
The multiplicity of advanced models 
shown for present and coming wear, 
gives every type of woman a chance to 
secure style and becomingness in her 
selections. A few pieces, if well chosen, 
can be made to afford considerable varie- 
ty. A woman going down to Aiken for 
a short Btay made her purchases with an 
eye to their usefulness here during the 
spring and summer. Her suitwasof dark 
powder blue broadcloth, with one of the 
little, odd slashed coats, short and cut 
away in front, and with a longer back. 
The only ornamental feature outride of 
© KcCaU 
The above designs are by Tbe McCall 
Company, New York, Designers and 
Makers of McCall Patterns. 
the crystal buttons, was a vest of white 
pique. Blue, by the way, will be exceed- 
ingly popular, especially in the dull, soft 
shades, knows as “petroleum” or “pow- 
der” blues. 
AN AFTERNOON DRESS. 
An afternoon gown was of changeable 
blue and black taffeta, made with a 
prettily draped skirt, with the fashion- 
able over tunic arranged so that it could 
be worn or not as desired. Straps of the 
silk in breielle shape, running over the 
shoulder and fastening at the waist front 
and back, were also adjustable, and a I 
little monkey jacket in blouse form couid | 
be worn with its matching skirt, with the 
cloth skirt, or with several cotton frocks 
and skirts in this outfit. 
A PRETTY BLOUSE. 
A blouse of blue chiffon over white 
net, the long shoulder continued into the I 
sleeve, had cordings of black satin and 
frills of white net hemstitched in black. 
Another blouse of shadow lace made up 
on kimona lines over a plain net lining, 
bad touches of grass green chiffon in 
little hemstitched reveres, and sleeve 
cuffs. Both combined perfectly with 
either dress, and a taffeta skirt blouse in 
maize yellow made still another com- 
plete change in the effect of the suits. 
\ skirt of tiny black and white check, 
with a few washable voile blouses, and a 
couple of dancing frocks, and a sport 
coat of yellow duvetyn completed an 
outfit that would meet the needs of the 
trip and last over well. Tne same idea 
could be carried out in any desired color 
tone, care being ^always Jtaken that the 
shades all harmonized. 
SMALL HATS AND THEIR TRIMMINGS. 
Small shapestruie'in-the new showing 
and great use is madej’of (black moire 
silk and ribbon. As usual at thisjseason 
bats built of taffeta are smartly worn, 
but those of moire, either all silk or com- 
bined with Tagal braids,Jare among the 
smartest models. Hats of black straw 
with high side flaring brims, or in round 
turban shapes have trimmings of moire 
ribbon and a melange of color'added in 
small but vividly colored flowers. The new 
Georgette sailor suggests a small Derby- 
in shape, and has the crown completely 
covered by little frills of 3-4 inchjblack 
moire ribbon. An outing hat of white 
corduroy was to go with a belted.coat of 
soft black and white and checked wool 
with bars of scarlet, or yellow in its de- 
sign. This hat was without trimming, 
save for a stiff little up-standing end of 
the material caught to the middle front 
of the soft crown by a large jet cabuchon. 
Verona Clarke. 
10c. and 15c. 
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY 
CARLE & JONES, 
Who by special arrangement have all the 
patterns all the time. 
WNO WAITING TO SEND. 
KWT Kill 
IS A PHICtlf SS BUSSW6 
Poverty WITH HEALTH is better 
than Luxury WITHOUT it. Yet the 
cost of good health is trifling. Thou- 
sands of families enjoy perfect health, 
through the aid of “L- F.” Atwood’s 
Medicine. 
As a reliable relief from stomach 
troubles and indigestion—a certain cor- 
rection for constipation—the best banish- 
er of biliousness, headache and colds— 
“L. F. is New England’s favorite rem- 
edy. 
Mrs. McAlpine of Prentiss. Maine, 
says: 
“We always keep “L. F.” Atwood’s ! 
Medicine in the house. It is the ONLY 
medicine used in our family. We think 
very highly of it. 
(Signed) Katie McAlpine. 
Get a Big 35 cent Bottle or a FREE 
Trial Sample Today. 
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me 
unnaren ury 
FOR FLETCHER’S 
CASTORI A 
RECENT DEATHS. 
Hezekiah Lunt, Sr., died Jan. 29th at 
his home in Frenchboro after a long ill- 
ness, aged 80 years and 6 months. He 
was the oldest citizen of the island, and a 
veteran of the Civil War. He was a 
good neighbor and a member of the 
church. He left Frenchboro as a young 
man, moving to Bluehill, from there to 
Grand Manan, and then back to French- 
boro thirty years ago. He leaves a 
widow, five sons and six daughters —Mrs. 
Lizzie Thurlow, Mrs. Sabra A. Rice. 
Mrs. Flora A. Rice, Mrs. Mary S. Lunt, 
Mrs. Asenath Wallace Mrs. Cora Rich- 
ards, Calvin B., Charles K., Edwin S., 
Hezekiah and Glendon L. He had twen- 
ty-seven grandchildren and two great- 
grandchildren. 
Edwin L. Ladd died Feb. 3d at his 
home in Oakland, aged 75 years. He 
had been in feeble health for some time, 
but the immediate cause of his death was 
heart failure. Mr. Ladd was a veteran 
of the Civil War, having served in the 
1st Maine Heavy Artillery, Co. G., and 
was formerly a member of Cyrus M. 
Williams Post, No. 141, G. A. R of Mt. 
Vernon. He is survived by a wife; by 
four sons, Stephen of Mercer, Eugene of 
Augusta, Warren of Winslow and Jesse 
of Vienna; and by three daughters, Mrs. 
Annie Sherman, Mrs. Elsie Trask and 
Mrs. Emma Allen. 
Mrs. Z. L. Downs of Swanville died 
Feb. 3d in Searsport, where she was 
spending the winter, at the age of 82 
years, 6 months and 6 days. She leaves 
one daughter, Mrs. Martha Hartshorn; 
two grandchildren, Zenas D. HartBhorn 
of Searsport and Mrs. A. P. Moore of 
Swanville; also one great-granddaughter, 
Martha Esther Hartshorn. The funeral 
was held in the church in bwanville Feb- 
ruary 5th. 
Rev. John W. Webster, pa3t depart- 
ment commander of the Grand Army and 
forme- member of the Maine legislature, 
died Feb. 4th at his home at Pine Point. 
He was born in Manchester, N. H., 66 
years ago, and preached in the Union 
church at Newport, Me., for over 20 
years. He served three years in the 
Civil War with the 16th Maine Regiment. 
David D. Chase of Rockland, who had 
superintended the blacksmith work on 
more than 50 vessels, died Feb. 4th, aged 
78. He was a native of Bucksport and is 
survived by three children, ex-Alderman 
Leon A. Chase, Mrs. Austin Smith and 
Joseph Chase of Pittsburg. 
F. E. B. 
We heard a man say the other mo-nine; that 
the abbreviation for February—Fell.—means 
freeze EVERY BODY, and that man looked 
frozen in his ulster. It was apparent that he 
needed the kind of warmth that stays, the 
warmth that, reaches from head to foot, all 
over the body. We could have told him from 
personal knowledge that Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
gives permanent warmth, it invigorates the 
blood and speeds it along through artery and 
vein, and really fits men and women, boys and 
girls, to enjoy cold weather and resist the at- 
tacks of disease. It gives the right kind »f 
warmth, stimulates and strengthens at the 
same time, and all its benefits are lasting. 
There may be a suggestion in this for you._ 
An Agricultural School. 
University of Maine Extension Service 
Interested Many Farmers. 
The agricultural school conducted by 
the University of Maine in Equity Grange 
Hall, Belfast, Jan. 29th, 30th and 31st, 
was markedly successful. The average 
attendance for all six sessions was 40; 68 
people attended the special evening meet- 
ing Friday, and 69 different people regis- 
tered at the school. Local arrangements 
were looked after by a committee com- 
posed of J. A. Sanker, J. H. Morris, L. 
P. Miller and F. L. Toothaker, and 
especial credit for the school is due Mr. 
Sanker. The school work was in charge 
of Professor R. W. Redman, assistant 
director of agricultural extension ser- 
vice, assisted by A. L. Deering and M. 
D Jones, directors of farm demonstra- 
tion work :in Kennebec and Penobscot 
counties. Feeding the Dairy, was the 
chief topic of the school and the follow- 
ing program was carried out: 
FIRST DAY. 
Animal Industry School. 
1. Feeding of Animals. 
9 a. m. — Lecture, Feeding stuffs (15 
minutes devoted to requirements of feeds 
for animal breeds; 25 minutes to market 
price vs. feeding value). 
2. Examination of Concentrates —Be- 
come familiar with composition. Sepa- 
rate small samples (1 oz.) intocompon- 
ent pans. use uioBctuu^ iiiiuvov-u^o. 
Pick out hulls, weed seeds, foreign mat- 
ter. Determine per cent, of undesirable 
material. 
3. Examination of roughages—Hay, 
straw, silage, corn fodder, Hungarian 
millet, oat and pea hay, clover, etc. 
1. P. M.-Lecture (10 minutes). Physi- 
cal factors in ration. (Bulk, palatable- 
ness, succulence, digestibility). 
2. Practical work in computation of 
specimen rations. 
SECOND DAY. 
1. 9 a. m.—Lecture, Food require- 
ments of dairy cattle, sheep, horses and 
swine. 
2. Computation of rations now in use 
by members of school. 
1. 1 p. m. —Discussion. Rations now 
in use by members of school. 
2. Computation of rations to be used 
by members of school. 
THIRD DAY. 
9 a. m.—Lectures aud discussions: 
1. Local Breeders’ Associations and 
their work. 
2. Dairy herd management. 
3. Cropping systems for dairy farm- 
ers. 
12 m. —Lectures and discussions: 
1. Soil crops and systems. 
2. Soil fertility problems of the dairy- 
farm. 
Friday evenirg a special meeting was 
held with the following-program: 
1. Demonstration of milk testing for 
fat. 
2. Orchard spraying—does it pay? For 
what and when to spray. 
3. Poultry management. 
This meeting was very informal and 
many questions were asked. Twenty- 
eight samples of nnlk were tested. 
The members of the school were very 
enthusiastic about the work and held 
many lively discussions. Dinners were 
served by the women, and the noon hour 
gave opportunity for social arguments on 
dairy problems. 
Those who attended were: Mr. and 
Mrs. J. H. Elms,' Albert Miller, Ray- 
Dyer, Levi Campbell, Edward Littlefield, 
Chas. Simmons, Ralph Hay ford, Freeman 
Wentworth, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Tooth- 
aker, B. B. Toothaker, Mr. and Mrs. F. 
L. Toothaker, William Hodsdon, Mr. and 
Mrs. Herbert Kimball, Walter Cunning- 
ham, Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Miller, C. L. 
Harriman, Mr. and Mrs. Clair Harriman, 
C. E. Hamilton, H. G. Herrick, Mr. and 
Mrs. H. G. Norton, George Curtis, Mr. 
and Mrs. J. A. Sanker, Frank Keene, 
Basil Linton, William Banks, Mrs. Sadie 
Ciatk, Orrin Wentworth, Leslie Pavson, 
Henry Davidson, G. G. Abbott, H. H. 
Wentworth, Fred J. Clark, John M. 
Brown, May-ford Morris, J. H. Morris, 
Charles Waterman, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. 
Staples. Herbert Brown, John Hill, Mrs. 
F. Sheldon, Thurza Twombly, Frank 
Staples, Mrs. Fanny Stap'es, Ernest 
Marsh, Orris Wentworth, M. J. Stevens, 
Catherine Newcomb, Mrs. Abbie Tooth- 
aker, Mrs. Clara Seekins. 
THIS WOMAN’S I 
SICKNESS!; 
Quickly Yielded To Lydia 
Pinkham’t Vegetable X 
Compound. It 
Baltimore, Md. — “I am more 
glad to tell what Lydia E. Pinkhair.^^B Vecretahle Co.^B 
| pound did for nt.^Ef lil I suffered dreat'-.^^Lo 
I 
pains and was .-Eij 
irregular. I beoart^^E^ alarmed and sent t 
Lydia E. Pinkhatt 
Vegetable ( 
|| pound. I took it r. 
Jularly 
until 1 >. .^Hc> 
without a cramp 
pain and felt liki^Ej< 
another person. 
it has now been six montns since i t 
any medicine at all. I hope my littu^®\ 
note will assist you in helping other 
men. I now feel perfectly well ami 
the best of health.** — Mrs. 
W. Kondner, 1632 Hollins Street, Ba.Ks 
timore, Md. Sjp 
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Coir.Hbf 
pound, made from native roots anj^nn 
herbs, contains no narcotic or harmful J 
drugs, and to-day holds the record |j® 
being the most successful remedy foi® 
female ills we know of, and thousanii^fc'1 
of voluntary testimonials on file in 
Pinkham laboratory at Lynn, Ma-- ,®'J;i 
seem to prove this fact. SjPl1 
For thirty years it has been the stani^P* 
ard remedy for female ills, and has rs-H 
stored the health of thousands of woinm^P1 
who have been troubled with such 
ments as displacements, infiaminati 
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, eto,®*! 
If you want special advif^K,! 
write to Lydia E. Pinkham »I< il.BF 
icine Co., (confidential) Lynn,® 
Mass, Your letter win neopeuca,*-: 
read and answered by a womao^V. 
and held in strict confidence. I 
fItchsurg mutual FIRS INS. Ip, 
FITCHBURG, MASS. m 
Assets December 31, 1913 
Heal estate .$ 59.' 
.Mortgage loans 5,b p’ 
.''locks and bonds. 174,. 39 
Cush in office and bank. 1,; 
Agents’balances. 19.“ jar 
Interest and rents. 1 
—: 4 x>< 
Gross assets.$277.- f 
( 
Deduct items not admitted. 7, 
Admitted assets..$270,0. 
Liabilities December 31, 1913 
Net unpaid losses.$ 9, 
Unearned premiums. 184 
All other liabilities. 5.8’ * 
Surplus over all liabilities 71,5 
j Total liabilities and surplus .. .$270.' ! JAMES PATTEE & SON. Agents, Belfast 
3w7 l 
granite state fire insura ^ 
COMPANY, PORTSMOUTH, N. P 
Assets Dec 31, 1913. j. 
Real Estate..$ 45,0' aft 
Mortgage Loans.. 10 01 flggy 
Stocks and Bonds. 94h,6 
Cash in Office and Bank 77,1 
Agents’Balances 105,5' 
Interest and Rents. 12.38 I 
Gross Assets .. $1,198,81 \ 
Admitted Assets.$1,198,82- 
Liabilities Dec. 31/1913. 
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 48,9 
i Unearned Premiums. 594,01 
! All other Liabilities. 18.4 
! Cash Capital.. 200,0' y 
■ Surplus over all Liabilities. 337,3 '||jk 
1 Total Liabilities arid Surplus.$1,198,- t 
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, Keif \ 
W. H. LORD, Agent, Winterport, Mail r 
3w6 
CARD OF THANKS- 
We wish to thank the neighbors and f. 
for their kindness and sympathy shown 
I recent bereavement and for the beautiful ••SB 
ers sent by the friends and bv the Pat- t 
Husbandry. MRS. OLIVE F* RAND MB 
MARY A. RANDALL, 
GERTRUDE M PEAVI t 
! Liberty. Maine, Feb. 9, 1914 l 
| Weber Wagons], 
Juft received a new caroi wcnc: \Va j" 
Light, easy running general purpose wm j 
For sale by I. A. MCKEEN ^|| 
— ■ — , 
! Our “Home= Readers’ Bargain” | 
t DON’T iVUSS IT 
♦ 
, ——=—^ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
By special arrangement with the publish- 
ers of McCall’s Magazine, the recognized 
Fashion Authority of more than 1.200,- 
000 women, we are able to offer you the 
following extraordinary limited bargain: 
The Republican Journal (weekly) one year 
McCall’s Magazine (monthly) one year 
Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE 
AH for onlv $2.10 « 
— ■■ — — — -—— 
# 
The Republican Journal needs no intro- | 
duction. It is a clean, wholesome, up-to- 
the-minute newspaper—the kind that you 
welcome in your home. 
McCall’s Magazine is without a superior 
as a guide in correct dress and household 
matters and is already known to many of 
our readers. Size 8x11 in.— 81 to 136 
pages monthly. Every number contains 
over 50 advance designs of McCall Pat- 
terns—celebrated for style, tit, simplicity 
andeconomy — besides entertaining stories, 
money-saving and ‘labor-saving ideas on 
Dress. Housekeeping, Cooking, etc., end 
helpful information on Fancy-Work, Eti- 
quette, Beauty, Children. Health, etc., for 
all home-loving women. For style, for 
ideas,for pleasure,for profit —read McCall’s 
'CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 
The Republican Journal, 
| Belfast. Maine* ; 
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $2.10 fjo 
which please send McCall’s Magazine 
and The Republican Journal, each one 
full year to 
| Name... 
Town or State. 
R. F. D. or Street or Box No. 
FREE. I understand 1 this \ entitles 
1 me 4t° select any McCall Pattern j! 
free from the first copy of McCall’s 
I receive and that ,1 am to send pos- j 
tal 'card, giving size and (number 
of free pattarn direct to {McCall Co. 
(Subscriptions may be new or renewal) 
\The Business \ge 
■ COPYktfjHT 1913 by the Mone International Agency—AU tighu reserved' 
'the CONSUMER’S DOLLAR AND 
WHAT IT BUYS 
^ Chance For Economy and Com- 
mon Sense. 
C. B. LANE. 
Willi the increase in price of many 
j mmon foodstuffs, amounting In 
,i,-iaiK-ee from 25 to 50 per cent 
j,, problem of keeping the family 
.-applied with fixxl is becoming 
uportant and more difficult to 
every year. 
msebold provider should not 
» bow to buy economically, 
know ledge of the composl- 
-Is. in order that the nutri- 
meals be properly bnlane- 
uee.ls of the Ixidy. The slt- 
| ,en -ifts down to the iutelll- 
■ in* purchaser of food and the 
of the cook, for good food 
-polled in the cooking, and 
i.- frequently wasted. Both 
ire i uportant because of their 
: n i he cost of living. 
A Forty-two Cent Dinner. 
-irate what 1 mean by intelli- 
i Philadelphia food expert 
public demonstration of her 
, s in a mining towu. stating that 
; satisfy tlie appetites of four 
men for less than 50 cents, 
omen of the town, being skep- 
5 lallenged her. The challenge 
mptly accepted. Four men 
1 established records in the 
line were selected, and the 
art's meal was placed before 
\ er the meal the diners agreed 
the most appetizing and satls- 
meal they had ever eaten, 
re incredulous when informed 
nst had been only 42 cents. 
I as follows: Barley soup. f> 
l delicious brown stew with 
■ -ling 23 cents: fluffy dump- 
I cuts: onions, parsley and sea- 
rui.'', unsoci i, ct uun mpivv u 
> a cents. 
lowing table shows what the 
r’s dollar will buy aud bow 
! election affects household eeo- 
;hese foods contains the same 
f r.utritive material as one quart 
I — AMOUNT. -■ 
Weight. Total 
l Cost. Lbs. Oz. cost. 
\ SO.OS per qt. 2 2 $0.08 
0.35 per doz. 1 3.9 0.29 
O.A per lb. 10.8 0.148 
0.15 per lb. 15.1 0.141' 
0.-3 per lb. 4.9 0.009 
l.'iOperbu. 1 9.4 0.026 
\ .25 per lb. 4 2.2 0.10 3 
j 40 per lb. 2 14.0 0.226j 
? " 60 per pk. 2 5.1 0.0921 
per doz. 1 11.3 0.10 f 
l u.lC per lb. 0.62 0.061 
0.G0 per lb. 4.5 0.163 
iiNoi isTes for sub urban 
AND COUNTRY USE 
; Wash the Dishes and Mix 
Bread. 
r. WE3STER BRADY, 
Mechanical Engineer. 
■urns came true we should flv” 
I 'vy jmpulaf saying until re- 
1 :1k- dreams of the country 
l.een of wings to lift the 
■ vy mu^.-ulur effort in ag- 
.i- ■ s and for a hundred 
t-i if- the monotonous 
>ii1 * ti-»•: !: eping. 
.1 '1 S l« J'li'JliO 
.. tin* <1 "il -I ISoitl- 
he g-i engine brought 
o and lit'.* antohn.-uile, 
l till- ity and country 
= a 1 *»t!» ; relit and pleas- 
| f 
W thout Horses. 
! the g.:.-' engine th .r gue; 
.-u’L: to >uiy unit the fanner 
> i: ijios of Yearns realized. 
■ and the big gas engine do 
ihg. harrowing, seeding, bar 
ashing, hauling and grind- 
hi little engine does ihe chores, 
! : .rehard, makes the cider 
the potato bugs, and, glory 
| 1-utiou, it furnishes the maids 
umther and the girls! 
■ ■ little gas engine it is easily 
i' tlie country home to be 
I iltliier and happier than the 
The ideal equipment for 
h- and barn is a small gas en- 
t a dynamo and a storage bat- 
in' i sis outfit will furnish the wa- 
in i- y. light the buiidiugs, do the 
churning, house cleaning 
dry), inilk the cows, run the 
; a-, mix the dough, wash the 
r;'‘ in the sewing machine, cool 
in summer and make the Ice 
without the use of ice. The 
i a-engine solves the servant girl 
I and the hired man problem 
away with the necessity for 
these helpers. 
-.dug the gas engine get one 
use the cheapest fuel oil that 
k u ie in your locality. Do not 
tu "liglrie because it may be the 
■lie on the market, but buy 
I cable maker who has a per 
! staldished business and who 
■mod guarantees and keep, 
mb' without treating his 
h petty indignities. There 
d and water cooled gas 
latter are made with 
ge water tank or with 
•-r jacket. Learn well the 
i u s enginery before pnr- 
:ilir. for by so doing you 
! 'y save money, but fore- 
I b-agreeable annoyances in 
tbo new thing. 
I ^Vitality . 1IB J* Imparted to your whole flock by the I “•iwome, invigorating effect* of | 
I/W535- 
9 tse makes more eggs, • greater 9 H "r "<T't fertile, bigger hatches, stronger U\ ">«> Guaranteed or Moeer Baelu 
■ „ p«e*. tic, 50c. 11.00; 15 lb. pail tt-50 M a Pratt. ISO Papa Poultry Book. 
H**2 FOR SALE BY 
m l. r. shales & son 
FEEDING FOR FERTILE EGGS 
! 
I Let the Hens Balance Their Own 
Rations. 
P. K. EDWARDS. 
I Fertile eggs must come from vigor- 
1 ous, healthy birds, and as feed and 
exercise are essential to vigor we must 
■ee that these two elements are always 
provided. We should bear in mind, 
however, that time spent in feeding 
and watering makes serious inroads 
into our profits, and hopper feeding 
reduces this expense, but with tbe use 
of hoppers has come tbe habit of mix- 
ing the dry feeds and grain for our 
fowls according to certain definite 
Ideas of balanced rations. Recently 
those of us who have studied the hab- 
its of our fowls have been forced to 
conclude that, as far as the hen is con- 
cerned, there is a wide difference be- 
tween a scientifically balanced ration 
and a palatable one. 
Individual taste is as marked in 
fowls as in human beings, so if we 
wish our flock to be healthy and con- 
tented we must cater to their tastes. 
I This the writer has seen done in n sim- 
ple, inexpensive way by the use of 
hoppers and automatic feeders sus- 
pended by two wires from the rafters. 
These hoppers were round, and the ad- 
justment was ball bearing, so that 
the slightest touch of the bait bar 
shaft scattered some grains about, in 
fact, all the little chicks on the plant 
visited were fed. or. rather, got their 
own feed, from the automatic feeders. 
What to Put In the Feeders. 
For a flock of 100 layers four feeders 
and two dry mash hoppers of the thir- 
ty-two quart s'zt w ill hold a week's 
supply. Fill each feeder wiih a single 
variety of grain—corn. oats, wheat and 
buckwheat—or, if the fowls prefer 
more oorn. use two feeders for corn 
One of the dry mash hoppers should 
be filled with tlie best meat scraps and 
the other with a mixture of brans, 
middlings in equal parts, with 20 per 
cent alfalfa meal added during the 
winter. In addition to this feed, green 
food must be provided, such as man- 
gel wurzels or cabbage or. better still, 
sprouted oats, and it is important to 
add that frozen greens are as bad as 
the fresh ones are wholesome. 
Fed in tills way. the breeding stock 
will balance their own rations to their 
satisfaction, and if plenty of litter is 
kept where the automatic feeders hang 
'hey will get exercise, and their eggs 
■vlll be fertile. The question of water 
tipply will depend on the conditions 
p'evailing on each particular plant. 
If there is running water bandy am. 
one provides oneself with an ai::-> 
matic lamp heated fountain the (pics 
fion of water in cold weatliei hc-cuin--s 
\ simple one. 
THE RELIABLE HEN 
Hatching Chicks tlie Old Fashioned 
Way. 
E. K. PARKINSON. 
For beginners and raisers of fancy 
poultry the ben, as an incubator, has 
never been improved upon—that is, the 
gentle, motherly type of Biddy, whose 
ambition consists of hatching and 
rearing large broods of chicks and of 
scratching in the family flower bed. 
Such liens are indeed worth their 
weight in g"!d, especially when of the 
various American breeds. In setting 
hens it is more convenient to set sev- 
eral at the same time, while the ideal 
spot for their nests is in a semi-dark 
room with access to a sunny place for 
feeding and the daily dust hath 
Make the nests large enough to pre 
vent the eggs from being crowded or 
piled on one another. Cover the bot- 
toms with two inches of earth or sand, 
and over this put a thick layer of fine 
hay hollowed out to hold thirteen eggs 
lying side by side and then sprinkle 
over it a handful of insect powder be- 
fore putting in the eggs. Personally 
the writer has found boxes about 22 
! by 15 by 15 inches, turned on their 
; sides, with a slat nailed across the 
open side to keep the hay in, make ex- 
cellent nests. 
Set the Hen at Night. 
See that the eggs for setting are from 
vigorous stock, fresh and uniform in 
size, and set the hens at night, moving 
them to their new quarters as quietly 
as possible. When they have settled 
| down cover the nests with hags and ! leave Biddy alone for twenty-four 
| hours. The bag may then be lifted 
: sufficiently for her to get in and out 
with ease. In the room where the sun 
| Huiutb proviue plenty or ury earm iur 
dust baths, a pan of whole corn, water 
and grit, and keep them replenished. 
With the exception of an occasional 
visit nothing more is required until 
| the twenty-first day, when the chicks 
; should begin to arrive. 
| Where the hens are quiet it is well 
on the twenty-second day to raise each 
one gently and remove the eggshells 
and unhatched eggs in order to make 
1 the chicks and their mother more com- 
fortable. After the youngsters have 
been hatched twenty-four hours re- 
move them with the hen to a coop 
with a board floor and a small run. 
The first feed may consist of one-third 
stale bread, one-third rolled oats and 
one-third hard boiled eggs, with shells 
and all, mixed with sweet milk if pos- 
sible, otherwise with water. I'eed five 
times for the first four days, keep pure 
water before the chicks in fountains 
and provide plenty of grit and char- 
coal. Chick feed composed of cracked 
grains may be fed after the fourth day. 
bllsworth wants Keach trade. 
The new president of the Belfast Board 
of Trade, in outlining work for the com- 
ing year, suggests that one of the things 
to be worked for is the establishment of 
steamboat service to Eggemoggin Reach. 
This is reaching after business that ought 
naturally to come to Ellsworth, and 
would come if adequate transportation 
facilities were afforded that section. A 
cross-country elpctric road, from Ells- 
worth to the Eggemoggin Reaehjowns 
and up around to Cast.ine, would put a 
steamboat line from Eggemoggin Reach 
to Belfast out of commission. Let Ells- 
worth work for an electric road; steam- 
boats are too slow.—Ellsworth American. 
EQUIPPING A TRUCK FARM 
Returns Warrant the Investment 
JOHN W. LLOYD, 
University Illinois.' 
The amount and kind of equipment 
needed for a truck farm will depend 
upon the size of the farm, the locality 
and the kinds of crops to be grown. 
The foundation equipment in soil work- 
ing tools is essentially the same for a 
truck farm as for any other kind of 
farm. There must be plows, harrows 
and cultivators suited to the type of 
soil to be farmed and harness and 
wagons for moving the machinery and 
the crops. Special tools for planting, 
cultivating and harvesting particular 
crops will also be needed, if early 
crops requiring transplanting are to be 
grown the equipment must include 
sash, canvas and lumber for hotbeds 
and cold frames. 
If twenty acres of truck are to be 
grown, consisting of live acres early 
tomatoes, five acres early melons or cu- 
cumbers and ten acres cabbage and 
celery, all of which require transplant- 
ing, It will be possible, with careful 
management, to produce the plants for 
these acreages iu two hotbeds and four 
cold frames, each 6 by 100 feet. 
Tools Required. 
The only special tools required for 
handling the crops mentioned above 
would be a siugle shovel or one horse 
turning plow for furrowing out pre- 
paratory to planting the tomatoes and 
melons, a spike tooth cultivator for the 
tomatoes and melons, a spray pump 
and outfit with a three row attachment 
for spraying the melons and tomatoes, 
spades and hoes for transplanting and 
hand tillage, baskets and bushel crates j 
for harvesting the crops. 
Again, a truck farm might grow an 
eutirely different set of crops, such as 1 
onions, pickle cucumbers and late cab- 
bage. Special barrows, plnnkers and ! 
rollers would be needed for fitting the 
onion ground, seed drills and wheel 
hoes for planting and cultivating the ! 
onions, a transplanting machine for 1 
setting the cabbage and shallow crates j 
and curing shed for handling the on- 
ions. 
Now as to cost, which will in a 
large measure depend on the location— 
the farther north the more expensive. 
For example, a man iu south Jersey 
could start a five acre patch with $500. 
In Illinois it would cost about $75 an 
acre for everything; in the vicinity of 
Norfolk. Va„ about $100; near Phila- 
delphia on twenty or thirty acre plots 
a fair average would be from $200 to 
$300 per acre, according to the number 
of hotbeds used. A well known trucker 
in Green Bay, Wis., states that to 
equip and start a ten acre farm would 
require about $o.i>uu. 
CARE AND FEED OF LAYING 
DUCKS 
Proper Feed and Cleanliness Essen- 
tial. 
E. PARKER, 
Poultry and Duck Raiser. 
Are the ducks laying yet? If not. 
perhaps it is because they haven’t been 
handled just right. The breeders 
should be from last year's (May's) 
hutches, and the general rule is to 
place thirty in each pen in the propor- 
tion of one drake to five ducks, the 
drake being easily distinguished by the 
curl in his tail and his softer voice. 
The duck house should be dry, well 
ventilated, free from drafts and kept 
clean. A house 12 by 16 feet will 
house comfortably a family of thirty. 
Provide plenty of nests made from 
i soap boxes with the fronts cut down 
1 or from boxes of any kind that are 
large enough; also put in a V shaped 
feed trough of sufficient length to al- 
low the ducks to feed without crowd- 
ing, and a box of grit and one of oys- 
ter shells complete the equipment.« 
During the colder weather a good bed- 
ding of straw, planer shavings or 
marsh hay will be appreciated and if 
added to a little each day can always 
be clean and dry. If possible provide 
a pond or stream for the ducks to swim 
! In, although this is not an absolute ne- 
| cesslty, but should there be no stream 
available an excellent drinking place 
| may be made by digging a hole 2 by 2 
by 2 feet and over it laying a wooden 
; frame covered with heavy screen wire. 
J such as is used in making gravel ! screens: then set the water pan on the 
middle of it, and this will keep the 
| ground around it dry. Of course free 
I range reduces labor and always adds 
| to the health of the birds. 
Now as to feed. An excellent mash 
may be made from the following: Two 
; parts cornmeal, two parts ground oats 
| or barley, oue part wneat Dran, two i and one-half parts beef scraps, one- 
half part sharp sand and two parts cut 
1 green clover or alfalfa meal. This 
j should be moistened and fed morning 
and evening, while at noon a light feed 
of dry grain should be given consisting 
of one part oats, one part wheat and 
two parts cracked corn. Ducks lay 
1 early in the morning, between 5 and 8 
: as a rule, nnd thus are better confined 
until after that time, 
i In selecting the breeders pick out 
! the large, vigorous ones with long, 
deep bodies, bright eyes and typical 
! shapes. There are ten distinct breeds 
of duck recognized by the American 
j Poultry association, so that one may 
pick out a variety that particularly ap 
| peals to him, and by study and carefu' 
| selection become known to the pub- 
I lie as a breeder of high class birds. | For commercial purposes in this coun- 
I try the Peking takes first place. 
A Winter Cough. 
A stubborn, annoying, depressing cough 
hangs on, racks the body, weakens the lungs, 
and often leads to serious results. Tbe first 
dose of Dr. King’s New Discovery gives re- 
lief. Jlenry D. Sanders of Cavendish, Vt., 
was threatened with consumption, after having 
pneumonia. He writes: “Dr. King’s New Dis- 
covery ought to be in every family; it is cer- 
tainly the best of all medicines for coughs, 
colds or lung trouble.’’ Good for children’s 
coughs. Money back if not aatnfied. Price 
50c. and $1.00. At all Druggista. 
H E. B aeklea It Ca. Philadelphiaar 81. Laala 
t 
PROFITABLE AND FRIENDLY 
SQUABS 
How a Suburbanite Made $500. 
E. K. PARKINSON. 
A friend of mine had half an acre, 
with a house and barn, in the suburbs, 
where his mother lived with him, but 
he was of the kind who enjoy experi- 
ments and was always wondering how 
he could increase a small income. One 
day ho noticed a pigeon fly into the 
barn through a broken window, and 
curiosity prompted him to go upstairs, 
where he discovered the pigeon on a 
rafter near a nest on which sat its 
mate. That proved his inspiration, 
and those two birds were the starting 
point of a business which today nets 
about $500 annually, and this is the 
simple way he went about it: 
The barn. 20 by 30 feet was divided 
upstairs into six pens, 10 by 8% feet, 
a three foot walk between, while down 
stairs was a pen. 10 by 10 feet. Each 
pen bad a big window, and. the long 
way of the barn being north and south, 
the birds had plenty of sunshine. The 
partitions between the pens were 
boards, while partitions on the alley 
were of wire. The nesting places were 
of boards twelve inches wide (with 
parallel cross cleats nailed on, nine 
Inches r.parti set upright twelve inches 
apart, with edges against the partition 
nailed top and bottom. These boards 
extended from floor to roof, and when 
In position boards twelve inches square 
were cut and laid on the cleats for 
floors for nest boxes, making little 
homes for the pigeons. 
Nests and Feeding. 
Each pen had two sets of boxes, one 
against each portion, so every pair of 
birds had two nests, for pigeons start 
laying before squabs are out of the 
nest. No perches were allowed, the 
birds resting in their own boxes, and 
outside each pen had a flyway for 
them to exercise in. The breed of pi- 
geon chosen was the Homer, decidedly 
the best on the market for squab rais- 
ing. and the feeds used were sifted 
cracked corn. Canada peas, wheat, 
German millet, Kaffir corn and hemp. 
On the floor of the pens a bushel of 
clean sand was spread, and a box divid- 
ed into throe partitions was kept con- 
stantly tilled with fine table salt, crack- 
ed oyster shells and ground charcoal. 
At (> o’clock in the morning a ration 
consisting of equal parts of cracked 
torn, wheat and pens, well mixed, was 
fed at the rate of six pints to each 
pen of fifty pairs of birds. The after- 
noon ration consisted of cracked corn, 
Kaffir corn, miliot and peas in equal 
parts. Every pen was provided with 
smsiii iiiitnuiii.s, or pigeons are rouu ui 
Da thing. 
SUCCESS OTHERS HAVE HAD 
Georgia Man Makes Over $1,200 
From Eighteen Acres. 
P. K. EDWARDS. 
Put the man who has success stamp- 
ed on him anywhere and he will make 
a go of It. In western Massachusetts, 
for Instance, on top of a wind swept 
mountain, is a man who has made 
some $40,000,. making it on top of that 
mountain too. But that is another 
story. 
In a small town in Georgia lives a 
farmer who owns eighteen acres of 
land, a comfortable house, good barn, 
poultry houses, etc. Some years ago 
his place yielded nothing beyond a 
meager living, but Norris was young 
and determined to succeed. Cotton at 
that time was his mainstay. Soon, 
however, he realized that all the cotton 
he could raise on eighteen acres and 
keeping his farm up at the same time 
would never yield him a satisfactory 
income. So he managed to save a few 
dollars and decided to invest it in poul- 
try, having become interested through 
some bulletins on the subject sent him 
by the United States department of 
agriculture. His hens proved money 
makers and after the first year began 
to bring in quite an addition to the 
income. In the meantime he made a 
practice of breeding his mares to a 
fine stallion every year and sold his 
colts to his neighbors for prices rang- 
ing between $150 to $225 each. Things 
were beginning to look up and savings 
accumulated more rapidly. 
Registered Stock Are Added. 
His ambition grew faster than his in- 
come, and it was some time before he 
could afford to add three registered 
Jersey heifers to his live stock, for 
W UR 11 CAlia>agauv.C UIO umguuvao vvu 
eluded he was a bigger fool than he 
looked. But, as in so many other cases, 
time proved the wisdom of his pur- 
chase, and in a few years his fine heif- 
ers became producers of the richest 
sort of milk, which was turned into 
butter and sold to a hotel in a nearby 
city for 5 cents above the regular mar- 
ket price. 
Last spring Norris sold in one month 
a bull calf, two heifers and a colt for 
$750. His place is also free of all debt, 
and he has found time to Improve and 
beautify It with shade trees, shrubs 
1 and flowers in abundance. His ambi- 
tion does not stop here, however, for 
he aims to average $100 an acre off his 
farm, but it should be added his suc- 
cess Is not due to any particular abil- 
ity, for he only had such chances as 
are open to thousands of others in the 
country, but he does possess the, fac- 
ulty of sticking firmly to his job. 
Which is perhaps the surest way to an 
ultimate success in fanning or any 
Dther path in life. Why not make $100 
an acre our motto? 
Feel Miserable ? 
Out of sorts, depressed, pain in the back— 
Electric Bitters renews your health and 
strength. A guaranteed Liver and Kidney 
remedy. Money back if not satisfied. It com- 
pletely cured Robert Madsen of West Bur- 
lington, Iowa, who suffered from virulent 
liver trouble for eight months. After four 
doctors gave him up he took Electric bitters 
and is now a well man. Get a bottle today; it 
will do the same for you. Keep in the house 
for all liver and kidney complaints. Perfectly 
safe and dependable. Its results will surprise 
you. EOc. and $1.00. * 
H. E. Book Ion L Co. PbilaMphla or St Loolo 
HEW "GRANGEHOME. 
Verona grange of Buckeport celebrat 
ed its 38th anniversary in a pleasing man' 
ner Saturday evening, Jan. Slat., when, 
in spite of tbe storm, more than 70 mem- 
bers held tbe first meeting in their new 
hall. The hall is beautifully situated ir 
the central part of tbe village on the 
southern side of Main street and is in a 
building 60 by 50 feet. 
There are three floors and a basement. 
On the first floor are two stores which 
with the basements are already occupied 
by the Bucksport Farmers’ Union. A 
beautiful lodge room, 26 by 60 feet, U 
located on tbe southern half of the second 
floor. Adjoining are the kitchen, dining 
room, ante-rooms, etc. On the third 
floor is a room 60 by 60 feet which the 
members mean sometime to convert into 
a dance hall, a moving picture theBtre or 
devote to some other purpose which will 
make it a source of income. 
Much credit is due Mrs. Grace Ripley, 
who has worked faithfully for Verona 
grange to have a home. With the as- 
sistance of part of the members she has 
succeeded in getting this building in 
which the members feel they have quar- 
ters they may well be proud of. 
A Maine Record Breaker. 
Lewiston, Feb. 7, Ruth B., owned and 
driven by George R. Pattee of this city, went 
a quarter mile on the ice Saturday in 80 1-4 
seconds breaking tbe State record and coming 
within three quarters of a second of tbe 
world's record of 80 1-2 seconds made at 
Rockford. Ills., Feb. ISth of last yerr by Dean 
Oakley. 
The name—Doan’s inspires confidence— 
Doan’s Kidney Pills for kidney ills. Doan’s 
Ointment for skin itching. Doan’s Reg-lets 
for a mild laxative. Sold at all drug stores. 
RHEUMA Purifies the Blood and Throw: 
Off Complicating Diseases. 
Weakenng of the blood tissues by continued 
attacks oi Rheumatism effects the heart and 
produces complications which result fatally. 
RHEUMA puts the blood in condition to ward 
off other diseases and eradicates Rheumatic 
conditions from the whole system. Recom- 
mended for all forms of Rheumatism. 50 cents 
at A. A. Howes & Co’s. This letter will con- 
vince you of its great value: 
”1 was so crippled with Sciatic Rheumatism 
I could not walk. Doctors could do nothing for 
me. After taking three bottles of RHEUMA, 
the Rheumatism had entirely left me.”—Guy 
Torley, 129 Summit Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 
[-
WHT UUUIUno NU LUNbtn 
CLAIM TO “CURE” PEOPLE 
A few years ago it was a common thing 
for the family doctor to say, “I will cure 
you in a few days.” This cheerful 
prophecy often gave the patient new hope 
and courage but it is no longer good 
form. Doctors still “cure” malaria and 
a few other troubles in which their medi- 
cines have a direct or “specific” action 
on the virus of the disease. In other 
cases they simply give supporting medi- 
cine and keep up the strength of the 
patient until nature eii'erts a cure. 
Dr. Williams’ Pink 1111s cure chlorosis 
and other trouble due to thin blood be- 
cause they have a specific action on the 
blood, building it up, purifying and en- 
riching it. Tliis direct action on the 
blood also makes them the best support- 
ing and strengthening medicine. If you 
are thin and weak, breathless after slight 
exertion, if you have palpitation of the 
heart, gas on the stomach, cold hands 
and feet, if you are nervous and easily 
irritated and show other signs of weaken- 
ed vitality, try these strengthening pills at 
once and let the rich, red blood cure you. 
Get a box today attlie nearest drug store 
and begin at once to build up your health. 
Write now to the Dr. Williams Medicine 
Co., Schenectady, X. Y., for the free 
booklet, “Building Up the Blood.” 
STATE OF MAINE. 
WALDO, SS. 
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme 
Judicial Court next to be holden at Belfast, 
within and for the County of Waldo, on the 
third Tuesday of April, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand nine hundred and four- 
teen. 
Margaret p. Richards of Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo and 
State of Maine, respectfully libels and gives 
this Honorable Court to be informed that she 
was lawfully married to Leonard B. Richards, 
whose residence at the time of said marriage 
was Providence, in the State of Rhode Island, 
1 and whose present residence is to the libellant 
unknown, on the twenty-third day of Septem- 
; ber, A. D. 1903, at Boston, in the County of 
Suffolk and State of Massachusetts, by Rever- 
end J. C. Young, a Minister of the Gospel duly 
authorized to solemnize marriages, and evei 
1 since said marriage has conducted herself to* 
wards the said Leonard B. Richards as a faith- 
1 ful, chaste and affectionate wife; yet the saic 
I Leonard B. Richards, wholly unmindful of hit 
marriage vows and duty, on the fifth day ol 
September, A. D. 1909, utterly deserted youi 
j libeilant without cause, since which time she 
has never seen him or heard from him or re- 
ceived from him any support. That your libel 
1 lant has reason to believe, and does believe 
that said Leonard B. Richards is outside the 
State of Maine; that his residence is unknowi 
to her, and cannot be ascertained by reasonable 
diligence, which reasonable diligence she hai 
used; lhatsuch utter desertion has continue* 
to the present time, being more than three 
consecutive years next prior to the filing o: 
this libel. 
Libellant further avers that she has by saie 
Leonard B. Richards one child, born Marcl 
11, 1906, whose name is Ruby Richards; tha 
she haB resided in Stockton Springs, Maine, ii 
guuu laiiUi iui uiuic kuau uuc tai 
to the date of this libel. 
Wherefore, your libellant prays that sh< 
may be decreed a divorce from the bonds o 
matrimony now existing between her and sai< 
Leonard B. Richards, and that the care am 
custody of said minor child be given to her. 
Dated this 24th day of January, A. D. 1914 
MARGARET P. RICHARDS. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
Waldo, ss. January 24,1914. 
Personally appeared the above named Mar 
garet P. Richards and made oath that the state 
ments contained in the foregoing libel fo: 
divorce by her signed are true. 
| Justice | S. B. MERRITHEW, 
} Seal. ) Justice of the Peace 
STATE OF MAINE. 
Waldo, ss. 
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation. 
Belfast, January 28, A. D. 1914. 
Upon ihe annexed Writ and Libel, it is ol- 
der ed by me, the undersigned, a Justice of saic 
Court, that notice be given to the Libelee bj 
publishing an attested copy of the same, oi 
an abstract thereof, together with this ordei 
thereon, three weeks successively in The Re 
publican Journal, a newspaper printed in Bel- 
fast, in the County of Waldo, the last publics 
tion to be thirty days at least before the nexi 
term of said Court, to be holden at Belfast 
within and for said County, on the third Tues- 
day of April next, that he may then and there 
appear in said Court and answer thereto, if he 
see fit. WARREN C. PHILBROOK, 
Justice Supreme Judicial Court. 
A true Copy of the Libel and Order of Court 
thereon. 
6 Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk. 
H. C. Hoffses 
CLEANING. 
STEAMPRESSING 
and REPAIRING. 
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER 
At 52 High Street. TeL 216-11 
+ i;jl)ivz )»**• « -tuyi. f/t ,»/| 
for Infants and Children. 
Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare- 
foric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. t contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nar- 
cotic substance. It destroys Worms and allays Fever- 
ishness. It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all 
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea. It regulates the 
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. 
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend. 
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought 
Bears the Signature of 
In Use For Over 30 Years. 
-f »IT>oa COMPANY. NtW VOWK CiTV 
! 
i. !' 
! 
! 
\ 
1867 LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE 90 f 
j‘ They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured &> 
k in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine. 
\ JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS. « 
£jHE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK $ 
Our Clubbing Offers 
The following clubbing offers apply only to subscrip- 
tions paid in advance; and when payment is made it 
should be stated what premium, if any, is desired. It 
is also necessary to say that none of these publica- 
tions are mailed with The Journal or from this office. 
We have to pay for these piblications one year in 
advance, and they are then sent from their respective 
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as 
follows for one gear’s subscription paid in advance: 
The Journal and Farm and Home, $2.00 
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine, 2.10 
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2.25 
The publications included in our clubbing offers 
may be sent to different addresses. 
Republican Journal Publishing Co. 
Blended 
Rheumatic 
^Ol Lif* 
The original of the compound Rheumatic 
Oil. The original formula has been pur- 
chased and the oii is being prepared by the 
Blended Rheumatic Oil Company. 
WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS. 
BELFAST. MAINE. 
Try it. Prices: 15, 25 and 50 Cents 
t23 
NOTICE, 
i Guaranteed work In Chirac ody, Manicur- 
ng and Shampooing. Alto Fecial Work. 
; Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at ■> 
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row. 
32j) MISS EVIE HOLMES. 
City Lunch Room 
DINNER BILL 
25c Special Course Dinner 25c 
Oar special 25c dinner includes one order soup, 
one order fish or meat, one side dish with pie 
or pudding. DENNETT & MOUNTAIN. 
3m49 66 Hign Street, Belfast. 
Second-Hand 
goods of every de- 
scription. Furni- 
ture. bedding, car- 
pets, stoves, etc 
Antique furnitun 
a specialty. If vot 
have anything tc 
sell drop me ; 
post a card and you will receive a prompt call. v WALTER H. cOOMBS, 
Corner Cross ami Federal 8tr ts, Belfast, 
Hardwood Matched 
Floorings, 
MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCH. 
MANUFACTURER OF 
Clapboards, Spruce, Basswood, Pine. 
20tf L. C. MOUSE. Liberty, Me. 
Dr. E- H. Boyington 
EYE SPECIALIST 
Twenty-fire years experience and altill in 
fitting glaaaes enables me to fit any eye that 
glasses will help. Consultation Free. 
44 8outli Mail St., WINTERPORT, MAIN! 
Office Days, Mundavt and Tuesday a. 
THE PENNSYLVANIA FIRE INSUR 
ANCE COMPANY 
Assets December 31, 1913 
Real Estate.$ 189,377 O'. 
Mortgage Loans. 181,500 CO- 
Collateral Loans. 475,c84 12 
Stocks and Bonds. 6,717,523 00 
Cash in Office and Bank 2u8,457 32 
Agents’ Balances. 693,445 38 
Interest and Rents. 101,200 98 
Gross Assets. $8,566,927 87 
Deduct items not admitted. 563,965 66 
Admitted Assets. ... $8,002,562 21 
Liabilities December 31, 1913 
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 342,519 7? 
Unearned Premiums. 4,544,383 09 
All other Liabilities. 40,000 0C 
Cash Capital. 750,000 00 
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2,326,053 3? 
Total Liabilities and Surplus... $8,002,362 23 
W. H. LORD, Agent Winterport, Maine 
3w6 
SPRINGFIELD FIRE & MARINE INSUR 
ANCE COMPANY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS. 
Assets December 31, 1913 
Real Estate...$ 300,000 00 
Mortgage Loans. 1,994,970 00 
Stocks and Bonds. 6,670,492 00 
Cash in Office and Bank. 826,371 56 
Agents’ Balances. 1,091,066 80 
Interest and Rents. 61,012 5 
Gross Assets.$10;943,902 88 
Admitted Assets... .$10,943,902 88 
Liabilities December 31, 1913 
Net Unpaid Losses. 483.024 68 
Unearned Premiums. 5,286,834 80 
All other Liabilities. 342,669 59 
Cash Capital. .. 2,500,000 00 
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2,331,373 86 
Total Liabilities and Surplus. $10,943,902 88 
W. H. LORD, Agent, Winterport, Maine 
3w6 
WANTED 
THOSE who are rot saving their votes f* the pony contest at the Colonial Theats#. 
for anyone, to plea&e give them to me. 
MISS HELEN E ELLIS, 
23 Bay View Street, 
4m44 Belfast, Maine. 
William Lincoln West 
Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Anic jo 
Industry l. S. Department of Agriculture 
VETERINARIAN: 
TREATS ALL DISEASES OF AN1BXA ) S, 
Hospital, Pharmacy and Office, 
SPRING STREET, BEDFAST MAI.' E 
Hospital Never Closed. 
Phones— Hospital 6P-I3. Residence ? •-X\ 
NOTICE 
FOSS Cold Tablets will cure your cold 
in one dav. Try them. 
CITY DRUG STORE 
The Republican Journal 
BELFAST. THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 12,1914 
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY 
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co 
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, [ Bu"Manager 
Advertising Terms. For one square, one 
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week 
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion. 
S BSCRIPTION TERMS. In advance, $2.00 a 
year; $1.00 for si* months: 60 cents for three 
months. 
Twenty divorces were decreed at the 
January term of the S. J. Court in Rock- 
land. 
John A. (not John L) Sullivan has been 
/appointed corporation counsel for the 
/city of Boston, The salary is $9,000 a 
I year. 
The mayor says that when a boy he 
“fished for flounders from our bridge.” 
He has since been mostly engaged in 
fishing for suckers. 
During the past year not a single sail- 
ing ship of any dimensions was built in 
Great Britain. Well, they cannot lay 
that to Republican legislation. 
In reviewing the Berry case the Bridg- 
ton News remarks: “The recall of 
Judges doctrine of the last campaign is 
likely to be more popular this year than 
last.” 
A man named Worst is a candidate for 
the Senate in North Dakota. —Boston 
Globe. 
That’s nothing. A man named Han- 
son is a candidate for mayor of Belfast. 
Former United States Senator Joseph 
E. Bailey in a recent address said: “The 
boss is better than the demagogue, be- 
cause it is easier to get rid of him.” But 
suppose the boss and the demagogue are 
combined in one individual, what then? 
On another page will be found mention 
of a movement for the State-wide de- 
velopment of Maine, and in furtherance 
of this laudable object a meeting of all 
interested will be held in Augusta Feb. 
27th. Morning and afternoon sessions 
will be held and good speakers will be in 
attendance. 
___ 
The mayor’s only speech is showing 
signs of wear and tear. It is so thread- 
bare in spots that you can see through it, 
as through a fabric eaten by lye. The 
gilding has worn nff the halo he bestows 
upon himself, showing the brass of which 
it is composed; and, to make matters 
worse, the “organ” accompaniment is 
sadly out of tune. 
The Maine Farmer has got back to its 
old form, which no doubt will be more 
acceptable to its readers, and the edition 
last weeK was twelve laige pages, mreu 
with live and interesting matter to Maine 
farmers and their families. The writar 
was a reader of the Maine Farmer in 
early boyhood, has known personally 
many of its editors, and has always been 
interested in its success. 
It is urfortunate that outsiders having 
no knowledge of conditions here should 
undertake to state the issues involved in ; 
our coming municipal election. A Maine i 
paper says that Hon. Robert F. Dunton 
has been selected by the Democrats to 
“rebuke Mayor Hanson for his stand | 
against Wm. R. Pattangall in the last 1 
Congressional campaign.” This is not I 
true. Mr. Dunton would not accept the 
nomination unless assured that both Re- | 
publicans and Democrats wished him to 
head a ticl.et w bich should represent the 
business and property interests as op- 
posed to continuance of present condi- 
tions; ai d it is certainly a time when 
party f< t ; g should be laid aside for 
the good f the whole community. 
Presidt nt Wilson departed from his do- 
nothing Mexican policy last week by 
raising the embargo on the exportation 
from the United States to Mexico of 
arms and munitions of war, and the fol- 
lowing headlines from the Boston Globe, 
a supporter of the administration, show 
how the order is regarded. “President’s 
act expected to aid Mexican Rebels. 
Americans flee Mexico City when news 
is received.” The newspapers at the 
City of Mexico call President Wilson the 
“friend and accomplice of bandits” and 
an "exponent of commercialism.” Of 
course shipments of munitions of war to 
the rebels began as soon as the Presi- 
dent's order was promulgated. The worst 
feature of the Mexican affair, however, 
is the failure of this government to af- 
ford protection to Americans and their 
property in Mexico. 
II.' __ 
and well-informed correspondent, Mr. C. 
E. Smith, that it is both wise and patri- 
otic to make the best of the situation 
under Democratic legislation; to give 
home manufacturers the preference, and 
to hope for the best, even if we are 
fearing the worst. As to Wannamaker, 
he is r.ot only a large importer but has 
interests in several foreign mills, and 
for business reasons would prefer to buy 
foreign goods cheap. He was in Presi- 
dent Harrison’s cabinet and in a recent 
speech said that he urged Mr. Harrison 
to advocate a revision of the tariff down- 
ward. The Democrats revised it down- 
ward under Cleveland, and the world 
knows the result. Under McKinley the 
tariff was revised upwards, and the na- 
tion for many years enjoyed the greatest 
prosperity ever known. 
The Democrats were let alone appar- 
ently because the speakers, including 
Mr. Perkins, Walter C. Emerson, Mat- 
thew Hale of Massachusetts, Rev. H. F. 
Dunnack, Frank L. Dingley, A. C. 
Wheeler, Rev. Dr. Pickard and H. P. 
Gardner felt that the Republican party 
was the enemy immediately in front of 
them, and that the defeat of that enemy 
was a sort of religious duty. 
This is what the Portland correspondent 
of the Bangor Commercial says of the 
Progressive banquet in Portland last 
week. It is practically an admission 
that the Progressive leaders in this State 
are working in the interest of the Demo- 
cratic party, snd which for some time 
baa bean a self evident fact. The Ur, 
Perkins mentioned ia a man who as i 
trust magnate became a multi-millionaire 
and he ia now engaged in financing those 
who are seeking to destroy the Republi- 
can party, under which this country en- 
joyed the greatest prosperity it has evei 
known and greater them sny other coun- 
try has enjoyed since the world wae 
created. 
OBITUARY. 
Mrs.Ann Augusta Jackman,widow of the late 
Reuben Jackman and eldest child of the late 
Jesse and Hannah Carrol Robbins, passed away 
at the home of her daughter in Dover, N. H 
on the evening of Jan. 81. She was the Iasi 
surviving member of her father's large family 
and was in her 83rd year. She waa born ir 
Union, Me. but moved with the family wher 
she was eleven years of age to the farm on th« 
Robbins road where she attended school in the 
Pitcher district and will be remembered by 
some of the old residents there. In early life 
she married Reuben Jackman of Newburyport, 
and went there to reside and most of her life 
was spent there and at Ipswich Bluffs, where 
she with her husband managed the Cross farm 
for more than forty years. Her husband passed 
away eight years ago and since then she had 
made her home with relatives. She is sur- 
vived by one daughter, by five grandchildren 
and several nephews and nieces. The remains 
were brought to Newburyport, Feb. 3d, and 
services held in the historic old North church 
where the family had formerly owned a pew. 
The service was largely attended by relatives 
and old friends and tue many beautiful flowers 
testified to the love and esteem for the de- 
ceased. 
_ 
Angler W. Tapley, whose father was one of 
the famous mariner family of Tapleys of West 
■ Brooksville, Me, died recently in Portland, 
Me., while in the employ of the Lighthouse 
! Service as mate on the tender Hibiscus. He 
was with his uncle, Capt.Geo. H. Tapley, in the 
bark Ironsides and ship Hattie E. Tapley, from 
his 16th to his 22d year. A better opportunity 
to become a seaman could not be imagined 
than that embraced by those who were fortu- 
nate enough to ship under this natural born 
cnil.ir Ac q nnnccnilpriPP. the Lighthouse 
Service lost a valuable officer when Angier 
Tapley died. There wasn't a more sincere 
mourner in the little village of West Brooks- 
ville, at the bier of the deceased, than his 
former shipmate and uncle, Capt. Geo. H Tap- 
ley, who is the last living of that coterie of 
brothers, eight in number, seven of whom in 
their day had commanded sailing vessels on 
voyages through all of fc’ e seven seas, and to 
all the important seaports in the world. The 
writer learned to “reef, hand and steer” under 
four of them, and we know whereof we speak 
when we state th t as seamen, navigators, 
husbands and fathers they had no superiors. 
We cannot close this brief notice of the death 
of one of the younger generation of Tapley's 
without sending greeting to our shipmate of 
the olden days, Capt. Geo. H. Tapley, who we 
learn is sitting by his comfortable fireside 
these cold winter evenings smoking the pipe 
of contentment while living over the happy 
days of his useful past —Capt. George L. Nor- 
ton in The Marine Journal. 
Mrs. Martha Knight Tate, who died in Rox- 
bury, Mass., January 12th, was the widow of 
Capt. Thomas T. Tate of Rockland, Maine, 
and lived there during their married life. Mrs. 
Tate was a great granddaughter of Micajah 
and Elizabeth Bradford Drinkwater, and a di- 
rect descendant of Gov. Bradford of the Mass- 
achusetts Bay Colony. The very sad and 
sudden death last {September of her only son 
George Tate, from the explosion of a gas 
stove,was a most severe shock to his devoted 
mother, and from which she did not rally. 
Mrs. Tate was proud of her son for his brill- 
i ancy and marked ability. He had served as 
Consul to Cuba and at the lime of his death 
was expecting an appointment to the Isthmus 
of Panama. Mrs. Tate possessed all the virt- 
ues that go to make up a noble woman. She 
was a cousin of Mrs. George W. Miller, Waldo 
avenue. She leaves a daughter-in-law and 
several relatives and friends in the surround- 
ing towns. The interment was in Rockland, 
beside her husband and son. 
Augusta R wife of George B. Paul, died at 
her home on the Judson L. Warren place in j 
Searsmont, Feb. 8th, aged 40 years, 4 months 
and 2 days. She was a native of South Boston 
and came to Searsin« nt about two years ago. 
She had been ill for some time with Bright’s 
disease, but for a few days was unusually well, 
wal king to the Paul Ranch, one-half mile dis- 
tant, to spend Saturday evening, but was taken 
violently ill Sunday evening, passing away in a 
very brief time in convulsions. Her husband 
and two young daughters survive. A prayer 
service by Rev. Harry P. Taylor, Methodise, 
w’as held at her late home Tuesday at 10 a. m. 
and the remains were brought to Belfast en 
route to South Boston, where the funeral will 
Miss Abigail Fannie Hazeltine died early 
Monday morning, Feb 9th, at her home No. 
6 Commercial street. She was born in what 
was formerly known as the Hazeltine Tavern 
in Searsmont village, October 13, 1827, the 
daughter of the late Harry and Betsey Bow- 
land Hazeltine. For many years the family 
have made their home in this city, living at 
one time on Bridge street. Two sisters made 
their home with the deceased, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Jackman and Mra. Sally B. Prescott. The 
funeral took place Wednesday at 2 o'clock, 
Rev. Chas. B. Ames, Unitarian, officiating. 
Belfast relatives received a telegram Mon- 
day announcing the death of Clara Frances, 
the only child of William F. and Lillian Mason 
Kimball of Portland, formerly of Belfast. The 
little girl was taken ill Feb. 2nd with a bad 
cold that developed into diphtheria and was 
practically recovering from it when heart 
failure caused her death. It is a severe be- 
reavement to the young parents, as Clara was 
an unusually bright and attractive child. Her 
age was 6 years, 1 month and 7 days. 
Funeral services for Capt. Chas. Veazie.aged 
77, were held Feb. 8th at his late home in Brew- 
er. He had visited nearly all the important 
ports of the world. In 1850 he went to the Cali- 
fornia gold fields and remained there several 
years. His last command was the brig Irene, 
in which he made three trips from New York 
to the west coast cf Africa. He retired about 
20 years ago. He was one of the oldest mem- 
oers of Rising Virtue Lodge of Masons of Ban- 
gor. 
Doris Meservey, the four-years-old daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Benj. E. Meservey of Lewis- 
ton, passed away at her home at 1.80 o'clock 
T hursday morning Feb. 5th after an illness of 
only a few hours. The funeral services were 
held Saturday afternoon and the floral tributes 
ware exceptionally beautiful. Beside her 
parents little Doris is survived by her sister 
Emma and brother Letter. 
Funeral services of Mias Lucy Brown of 
Brooklyn N, Y., wars bald in the Universalist 
church, Rockland, Feb. 8th. She was a sister- 
in-law of the lata Maj.Gen.Hiram G. Berry and 
formerly lived in Rockland, where she had a 
summer estate many years. She wss 86. 
Slops Falling Hair 
Hall’s Hair Benewer certainly stops 
falling hair. No doubt about ft what- 
ersr^Yo^wfll^rog^hsji^^sdL 
GET RID OF HUMORS 
AND AVOIDSICKNESS 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla* Old-time 
Remedy, Purifies the Blood. 
Humors in the blood cause inter- 
nal derangements that affect the 
whole system, as well as pimples, 
boils and other eruptions. They 
may be either inherited or acquired. 
They affect all the organs and func- 
tions, membranes and tissues, and 
are directly responsible for the 
readiness with which some people 
contract disease. 
For forty years Hood’s Sarsapa- 
rilla has been more successful than 
any other medicine in expelling 
humors and removing their inward 
and outward effects. It is distin- 
guished for its thoroughness in puri- 
fying the blood, which it enriches 
and invigorates. No other medi- 
cine acts like it, for no other has 
the same formula or ingredients. 
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today. In- 
sist on having Hood’s. 
Home Folks in Florida. 
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost Sojourning at 
Fruitland Park Make Two Excursions. 
A personal lett r from Mrs. E. P. Frost un- 
der date of Fruitland Park, Fla, Feb. 4th, tells 
of two excursions Mr. and Mrs. Frost had 
made the past week: 
The first was to Silver Springs, the terminus 
of the famous Ocklawaha river trip. Leaving 
the Park on the noon tr in we arrived in the 
pretty and good sized town of Ocala about one 
o'clock and went by autos the five or six miles 
to the Springs, over a very smooth and well 
shaded road, one part of which, called “Lovers 
Lane", was especially attractive. At Silver 
Springs the party embarked, a few at a time, 
in a glass bottomed boat to view the various 
Springs, which are similar to the Sulphur 
Springs to be seen in other parts of the State— 
at Green Cove Springs for instance, which we 
visited from Jacksonville, and where Mr. E. J. 
Morison is at present located, I believe. The 
Springs are fantastically named, “Ladies Par- 
lor”, “Gentlemen’s Smoking Room", “Devil’s 
| Kitchen", &c and vary in depth from about 
fifteen to sixty-five feet. Except where the 
[ Springs are located the water is very shallow | 
and filled with grasses and lily pads. At one 
point, called “Thousand Springs", hundreds of 
tiny springs apparently throw ing up a white 
sediment, may be seen within an area of a few 
square feet, but the principal beauty is the 
trans parency of the water, which allows the 
tiniest spot on the bottom to be seen clearly, 
and*the irridescent blue coloring of the rocks. 
After making friends with the tame “ra- 
zor backs” that were roaming about, and 
waiting for a shower to pass, we returned to 
Ocala, where we experienced a charming bit of 1 
Southern hospitality. A former Fruitland Park 
girl invited the entire party of thirty-eight to 
a bountiful supper of sandwiches, cakes, tea 
and coffee, which she served to us on her lawn. 
Fancy a six o’clock picnic Jan. 29th in the 
open! After a social hour with some music we 
left for the Park, arriving about ten o clock. 
The other excursion was even better. All 
available conveyances were utilized to carry 
the party of iwenty-four to Leesburg, four 
miles away, (those who had carriages or autos 
managing to find spare seats for those who had 
none,) and there we took the gasoline launch 
‘Dixie” for a most perfect water excursion 
over Lakes Harris and Eustis, and through 
Dead River. The day was made to order— 
soft clouds over the sun all day, so that we 
might not burn or strain our eyes, yet so warm 
that many of us sat on top both ways without 
wraps, and not a sprinkle of rain. The water 
had just the faintest ripple, like pebbled glass, 
and the moss-covered old cypress tress along 
the banks, the majestic pines, the tall pal- 
mettos, the occasional orange groves sloping 
down to the water, the fishing boats drawn up 
into the lily pads, the dusky fishermen answer- 
ing our salute with a gleam of ivory, all com- 
hined to make a picture long to be remember- 
ed. We passed through *two drawbridges on 
the way, and arrived about noon at Palmetto 
Point in Lake Eustis, where a st: Iwart and 
1 
feurless gentlemen named Hisccx has an alii- j 
gator and snake farm, iror our benefit he: 
made some of 1 is rattlesnakes “perform,” 
maddening one till it struck the bag he was ! 
swinging at it. Its fangs being fastened in j 
the bag it was helpless, and he took it by the 
neck as fearlessly as I would a kitten, held its : 
mouth open with a stick and allowed us to see j 
the drops of poison oozing from the fangs j 
which appear like two long curved teeth, and | 
act as a sort of hypodermic needle. Within I 
the sound of his rattle, in the shade of tangled 
palmettos and moss-bearded trees, our picnic 
table was spread close by the water, and after 
the inner man was satisfied we embarked 
again for a short visit to the pretty little town 
of Eustis, where we did some shopping and 
viewed the new Ocklawaha hotel, a rather im- 
posing structure, arriving home soon after 
dark. This section of Florida has the highest 
land in the State, yet Primrose Hill would com- 
pare very favorably with the highest hill about 
here, and even that hill they are expecting to 
circumvent soon by building a new section of 
Quail are plentiful in the woods,and we have 
seen bittern, cranes, ducks and other water 
birds, while in cur own yard the bluejays are 
scolding a good part of the time, and mocking 
birds and cardinals are frequent visitors, re- 
galing us with their grand opera arias. I have 
also seen wrens, mourning doves, red headed 
wood peckers, and blackbirds, while the “Board 
of Health” (local name for turkey buzzards) is 
never far away and it is not uncommon to see 
the skeleton and skin of a dog or pig in the 
woods with not a bit of flesh left on them. 
We can get good green peas, spinach, chard, 
n ew beets, carrots, &c. and ripe strawberries 
in the neighborhood, and our huntsman neigh- 
bor supplies our table with quail. The fisher- 
man remembers us,too. Although it is not the 
flo wer season, some of our neighbors have 
ro see in beautiful variety besides otter bloom- 
in g vines and plants. 
“Comfort Bungalow” is very conveniently 
located on the main street in a small grove 
containing a variety of trees. We have Kings 
satsumas and tangerines of the kid glove va- 
riety, besides the native sour, blood, russet 
sweet and California naval oranges, grape 
fruit, kumquats and loquats. There are also 
mulberry and peach trees in bloom, pear and 
other trees, the names of which wo hava not 
learned. 
Judging by newspaper reporta from other 
aections of the country.east and west,we made 
no mistake this winter in coming to Florida. 
I only wish you 16 deg. below sero victims 
might all be here, too. Sincerely yours, 
Evelyn O. Frost, 
“Comfort Bungalow” Fruitland Park, Fla. 
Pownal Lodge, F. * A. If., of Stockton 
Springs, baa invited Timothy Chase I*dge of 
Belfast to be their guests Feb. 18th and s 
la rga delegation is planing to secant the invi- 
te turn. There will be work in t»e Master 
M ason degree and a banquet. 
EAST BELFAST. 
Isaac Mason is reported a very little bette 
At thia writing. 
Mias Lucy Leavitt is reported not as well f 
this writing, Feb. 10th, ar.d is a great suffere: 
from acute rheumatism. 
Chag Mackintosh returned last Saturdaj 
from Boston, where he bad been to consult 
phyaici&n for cancer. 
Mrs. John Crosby returned Monday fron 
Bangor, after accompanying to her home it 
that .city her sister Mrs. Jennie Robbins, whc 
had been her guest for a week. 
Mrs. Leon Shute.who has been suffering wit! 
an abscess, was operated on Tuesday afternoor 
by Drs. Tapley and Eugene Stevens and if 
quite comfortable. 
Miss Clarice Brassey-Brierly left last Mon- 
day for Alberta, Canada, accompanied by hei 
uncle from that place. Miss Brierly was not 
blessed with good health and was obliged tc 
return for that purpose. During her stay 
here she- has made many friends, especially 
among the school children, and all regretted 
her departure and hope for her speedy re- 
covery. 
Among those from this vicinity who attend- 
ed the meeting of the Veteran association in 
North Searsport last week were Mr. and Mrs, 
A. K. Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. S K. Richards, 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Stinson, Mrs. Etta 
Savery and Miss Ethel Savery. The lattei 
sang very sweetly Mciuniey s iavorite uong, 
"Beautiful Isle of Somewhere.” There was a 
large att ndance and all reported a fine time, 
Friends in this vicinity of Mr. and Mrs. Wm, 
Kimball received the sad news of the death ol 
their only child, Clara Frances Kimball, in 
Portland Monday morning, of diphtheria, aged 
about 6 years. She was a bright and lovable 
child and the family are grief-stricken and 
have the deepest sympathy of many friends. 
Mrs. Kimball is the youngest daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. H. F. Mason. 
The Hiramdale Gun Club had the building 
given them by Elmer Sherman moved to its 
new location last Saturday. Fred N. Savery 
had charge of the moving, and Walter Achorn 
and the Belfast Tiucking Co. did the work. 
The club feels very proud to know they will 
soon have an up-to-date club house. It will 
be renovated and a veranda added, and they 
are anticipating many pleasant evenings in 
their new qnarters. 
Bishop Ccdman of Portland, Me., delivered 
very able sermons at Mason Mills chapel last 
Sunday morning an d at Trinity church at 2 30 
p. m. There was a very large and apprecia- 
tive audie’ice at both churches. Bishop Cod- 
men returned to Portland Monday morning. 
He was the guest over Sunday of Rev. and 
Mrs. Wm. Vaughan. Rev. Wm. Vaughan left 
Tuesday morning for New York for a few 
weeks* vacation. There will be no service or 
Sunday school until his return. 
Hon. J. H. Montgomery of Camden re- 
cently gave a very able and interesting 
address on the History of the Courts of 
Maine before the students of the Uni- 
versity of Maine College of Law. In 
opening his address, the lecturer referred 
to the fact that he was before a most 
critical audience, and that youth was the 
most critical age of man. He then spoke 
of the judiciary at the time of the estab- 
lishment of the State, as provided for by 
the constitution in terms even more con- 
cise than those of the Federal constitu- 
tion. 
The Legislature established a Supreme 
Judicial Court. There were three su- 
preme justices for holding the trial and 
law terms in the nine counties of the 
State and making rules of procedure es- 
tablishing the calm supremacy of the 
law, to which all are bound to surrender 
in obedience and submission. 
Attorneys were required to prepare 
for practice of the law by seven years’ 
study, the last three to be spent in the 
pursuit of the law, two of them in the 
State. A distinction was made between 
attorneys and counsellors, those admitted 
as lawyers being attorneys for two years 
and then becoming counsellors with full 
rights of legal practice. 
The county courts were known as 
Courts of Sessions and were presided 
over by chief justices. These courts | 
were superseded by the Supreme Judical j 
Courts which retained jurisdiction over 
all matters of trial, both great and snail. 
In 1889, the tenure of justices, until then 
during good behavior, was fixed at seven 
years. Maine was a sparsely settled 
territory and only a little over 200 law- 
yers practised in the State at the time of 
its establishment while only a little ove. 
a hundred young men had graduated 
from Bowdoin, To relieve the Supreme 
Judicial Court of the pressure of the 
=mall cases, superior courts were estab- 
lished in Kennebec and Cumberland 
Counties. Numerous municipal courts 
have been established. 
The lecturer gave an account of how 
the supreme justices have humanized the 
law and gave numerous instances of great 
interest. He suggested a number of re- 
medies and reforms called for by the ad- 
ministration of justice and recommended 
that the students direct their attention 
to the important subject, Courts in Maine. 
— Camden Herald. 
Hyomei Gives Instant Relief 
If suffering from a cold or catarrh causing 
lull headaches or an itching and burning sen- 
iation in the nostrils, surely try Hoymei. It 
jives quick, effective and permanent relief or 
money refunded by A. A. Howes & Co. It goes 
right to the spot—you feel better in five inm- 
ates. 
No roundabout method of stomach dosing 
with Hyomei—you breath it This health giv- 
ing medication goes directly to the inflamed 
membrane, all irritation and congestion is 
quickly relieved, the delicate tissues healec 
and vitalized. 
Hyomei should be in every household. Drug- 
gists everywhere sell it. Ask for the complete 
outfit—11.00 size. 
I 
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SCENE FROM “RUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS.” 
1 m. _ ,.u:_.,4- r.f iLn ...... i- 1 rra of 
"runty runs the strings me niggest 
theatrical novelty of many seasons, will be the 
attraction at the Colonial Theater on Monday, 
Feb. 16th. The remarkably successful run 
that it enjoyed in New York, is, no doubt, 
known to all who keep alive in things theatri- | 
cal. j 
"Bunty” remained over fifteen months at 
ordinary even f»»r New’ York. The fun of 
“Bur.ty Pulls the Strings” lies not so much in 
plot or situation ns in the transparent work- 
ings of the minds of its characters. Everyor e 
of :hem is, or has been, or wants t<» be, a 
grasper ol something, and everyone .of them 
except ‘•Bur.ty” is more self-deceivir.g than 
dangerous, because every one is “on to the 
I The fact extends to tli ? old lady wh 
| Scotch regard tor the proprieties of the k; 
could fit id no other way of satisfying 
curiosity as to why the policeman was iw 
out during the service than by fainting ai ■ 
ing carried out where she could see whar 
going on. Sale of seats opens at the 
llice next Friday morning, at 9 o’clock. 
EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS 
Belfast Public Buildings t'oiipuy, 
5 °lo First Mortgage Real Estate Gold Bonds. 
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST CUARANTEEC EY LEASE TO THE 
CITY OF BELFAST. 
The Belfast Public Building Company, a Maine Corporation organized for the pur- 
pose, has acquired a paicel of lard, totaled in the center of the business and residence 
districts of the City of Belfast, and proposes to erect thereon a building suitable for 
public school purposes. A contract has been entered into between the City of Belfast 
and the Company, whereby the City pays to the Company tor a period of twenty-five years 
an annual rental sufficient to pay the interest and retire the principal of the bonds. These 
bands are subject to cal! on any interest paying period. 
The City agrees !o pay all taxes and other charges, and to maintain the property in 
the same condition as when delivered to it. ordinary wear and teat excepted,-leaving 
the ent're income available tor payment of interest and principal of these bonds. 
REN 1 AL. 
The rents have been assigned to the Waldo Trust Company, as 'rustee for the 
bondholders, thus providing funds for the retirement of the bonds and payment of the in- 
terest, without regard for the solvency ol the Company. 
SECURITY. 
The security behind Ihe bonds consists of 'he building, erected at a cost of $75,000, 
and the real estate, valued by competent appraisers at $10,000, and the lease to the city. 
OFFERING. 
Tt esc bonds are offeied locally, and not only provide a safe investment, but in addi- 
tion appeal strongly to the public spirit of the citizens of Belfast. The City is already up 
to Its debt limit and cannot provide funds for the building of a central schoolhouse out 
of new borrowings. The condition of the present schoolhouse is unsanitary and wholly 
inadequate to the educational needs of the children. 
In order that all who may desire may participate in the issue, the bonds are made in 
the denominations of $100.00. 
Subscriptions will be received at the City National Bank. The Waldo Trust Company, 
or Belfast Savings Banks. 
$61 500 worth of bonds have been already subscribed for, and the remainder Is 
offered at par and accrued interest_ 
If you desire to be 
listed in the next 
issue of the Wal- 
do Tel. Co, book| 
you must notify 
their office before 
Feb. 14, 1914. 
TROY. 
The High School, taught by Mr. Wilson of 
Bowdoinham, closed last week....Will Damon 
of Montana, called on old neighbors and 
friends in Troy last week_Miss Angie 
Garcelon is visiting her sister, Mrs. Allie 
Bradford, in Auburn... .The Art Club will 
meet Feb. 12th with Mrs. L. J. Sanderson_ 
On account of the fire which destroyed the 
home of Truman Cook, John Harper of 
Lewiston came to Troy last week, intending to 
take his wife’s mother, Mrs. Knowles, home i 
with him, but she decided to remain at the | 
home of a neighbor until warmer weather-j 
Friends of Mrs.. Abbie Myrick, regret to learn | 
that she recently fell on the ice, breaking her j 
hip. She is in Fran Klin County Hospital 
Greenfield, Mass.... The Sunshine Society 
held a most enjoyable meeting last week with 
Mrs. Hattie Sanderson. Much admiration 
was felt and expressed for her beautiful oil 
paintings, two of which she recenty sold for $50 
The next meeting will be with Georgia Woods, 
Feb. 19th. 
Hows This? 
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward 
(or any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured 
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. 
F. J. CHENEY ft CO, Toledo, O. 
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. 
i Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him 
perfectly honorable in all business transactions 
and financially able to carry out any obliga- 
te na made by bis firm. 
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, 
Toledo, O. 
Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, act- 
ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur- 
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free. 
Price 16 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- 
gists. 
Taka Hall’s Family Pills for eonstipotion. 
| Good Goods 
j -AT_ I 
Fair Prices. 
We make a specialty of quality, no' 
quantity. It costs but a little more 11 
standard goods than it does for an in 
ferior article. For instance, try 
i 
i "Superba” Canned Goods 
) They suit the most fastidious and u 
no more than any line of fancy can1 
j goods, every can as represented 
j money refunded. 
\ 
l “Superba” Coffee, Hue nniii 
Pancake Flour 
■ 
[ in packages. Try them. 
We wish to thank our customers tnr 
the loyal support which they ha 
given us in the past nine years and 
licit a continuance ot the same. 
H. L. WHITTEN CO. 
Phone 125 
Valentines 
IN TWO SIZES 
I 
25c. and 50c 
ALSO 
Ribbons for Dolls 
In all Colors. 
“You ask why we are hurrying so, 
We’re going to be dolls you know. 
Rose O’Neil haa showed u. how 
Come in the store and see us now. 
Kewpie Doli. 
From Kewpie you’ll not wish to part 
But when you’ve learned his smile by 
heart 
Just give that little smile away 
To somebody every day.” 
Kewpie Doll. 
Carle & Jones 
BASEMENT SALESROOM [ 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
—=——— 
l 
The News of Belfast 
WINTER. 
Snow ! snow ! snow ! 
Winter has come again. 
Blow ! blow ! blow I 
Frost on the window pane. 
It foretells the spring 
When the grass is green 
When the robins sing 
And the buds are Been. 
When the flowers appear 
And the trees leave out 
And summer is here 
We sing and shout. 
Celia Mabel Nickerson. 
-wanville, Maine. 
njsiness is rushing at the Coe-Mortimer 
,:;t and the shipments are larger than ever 
Trains are coming and going at all 
,ur? of the day and night. 
Mrs. Aogustus Myrick, formerly of Belfast, 
a nose home is now in Massachusetts, recently 
ffli on the ice, breaking her hip. Her address 
_ j ranklin Co. Hospital, Greenfield. Mass. 
Mger F. Wellman and Thomas Woodbury, 
who have been employed in the Leonard & 
Barrows factory, left Saturday for Auburn, 
wheie they have like employment 
There will be a public card party under the 
... :Ces of the Sons of Veterans in Memorial 
jiall next Monday evening. A cordial invita- 
an is extended to all who enjoy the game. 
Admission 15 cents. 
next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua 
!e will be held with Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon, 
Agrees street, Monday afternoon February 
Roll-call, Current Events, lesson from 
,Pter one of the C. L S. C. book, -Studies in 
a poetry of Italy." All members are re- 
-tt-d to be present as some matters of busi- 
will come Deiore tms raeeung. 
examination of candidates for Teachers' 
Certificates of Elementary Grade will be 
on Saturday, February 28th, at the Bel- 
High school, 8 a. m. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 p. 
Candidates desiring to take this examina- 
and who have not already applied should 
at once for the preliminary application 
which will be sent on request to the 
uperintendent of Public Schools, Au- 
Maine. 
lace Palmer of T .orndike has one of the 
herd of Jersey cows in Waldo county. 
19 cows during December he received 
iowing results: The net gain per day 
; 73. The total cost of feed per day was 
The daily profit from each cow was 
rS, Mr. Palmer is a member of the 
t. die Cow Test Association. The testing 
by the agricultural students of Free- 
,, .demy under the supervision of R. P. 
:!. principal. 
1 c' S. Edeecomb has some feathered 
r.--, a number of English sparrows having 
up their winter quarters in his hen 
where they share the rations of the 
l’hey made their way in through the 
of the wire netting and when Mr 
-rib enters the building show little con- 
at when the cat appears they make a 
exit, only to return when the cat has 
; ] North Church Guild. Miss Annie V. 
pleasantly entertained the Guild of the 
>r:h Congregational church last Monday 
u ng for Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl, who with 
earl is her guest for the week. There 
is a large attendance of members and the 
rning was spent very enjoyably with needle- 
... rk. Mrs. Pearl was introduced by Miss 
Ar.r.e M. Kittredge, the president of the guild. 
1 he work committee distributed a number of 
:eces to be completed in preparation for the 
May fete, when it is planned to make a special 
f-ature of a table of babies and children's 
.ngs. The next meeting will be held with 
ss Amy E. Stoddard, Monday evening, Feb. 
23rd. 
\ Reply to the Mayor. There was a good 
: nee in the Opera House last Friday even- 
g to listen to Dr. G. C. Kilgore in reply to a 
n of the mayor a few evenings before 
ihe same stage, and he had the close at- 
in of his audience throughout. The may- 
s very much in evidence, facing the au- | 
from a table in front of the stage, but | 
rpanizjJ gang who hissed and otherwise i 
varbed a Republican meeting held in the 
II a-e a few years ago were not on 
nd nnry of them are said to have seen 
rrur of their ways. Dr. Kilgore told ome ! 
•g- about tiie mayor that are, or should be, 
:.- of common knowledge. He did not 
r- o mud-slinging or personal abuse, but 
plain facts in a business-like way, and 
i' i:uve made it evident to the unprejudiced 
that the present mayor should not be 
dtted to perpetuate further his one-man 
> government. 
\ Visit to Edison. Fred D. Jones and Roy 
mg wood returned last Saturday from a trip 
Boston and New York and a visit to the Ed- 
•. factory in Orange, New Jersey, when 
hey had the honor, and pleasure, of meeting 
Thomas A. Edison, the greatest inventor of 
jffice, and after a pleasant call were shown 
?r the factory, which occupies over 80 acres, 
and were then taken m Mr. Edison’s limousine 
the Millionaire Country Club, where they 
lunched with F. K. Dolbeer, one of the impor- 
tant officials of the company. They also visit- 
1 the Knickerbocker building in New York 
where the records are made, met a number of 
the artists and heard an orchestra which was 
making a record. At the Orange plant they 
•'sited the moving pictures department in 
vvhich the talking movies are tried out and 
perfected. Altogether it was a never-to-be 
rgotten experience. The Edison plant at 
Orange employs 7,000 hands and has a monthly 
■ayroll of $100,u00. 
LOST 
\ hlack and white setter dog, answers to 
:he name of Budd. Collar marked F. S. 
Mall, Searsmont. Ketum to (and receive 
eward) E. M. HALL, 
lt7 23 Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
The five inmates at tbs Homs for Aged 
Women have been ill the past week with the j 
prevailing epidemic. 
There was no quorum present at the ad- 
journed meeting of the City Government last 
Thursday evening. 
The public supper at the Universaliat church 
last Thursday evening was all that could be 
desired as to menu, but counter attractions 
kept away some who usually attend. 
The Woman’s Alliance of the First Parish 
(Unitarian) church will meet at the home of 
Mrs. Morris L. Slugg, Church street, this, 
Thursday, afternoon at 3 o’clock. The Wallker 
Art Gallery will be the subject of a paper by I 
Mrs. E. L. Stevens. 
The annual short courses in the college of 
agriculture, University of Maine, which open- 
ed last week, have attracted 34 students. This J 
is an increase over last year. The courses | 
continue until Feb. 20th. Harold L. Piper of 
Troy is registered in the poultry management 
course, and A. C. Pitcher of North port in 
horticulture. 
Pocahontas Sewing Circle met last Friday 
evening with Mrs. Walter H. Juan, Bridge 
street. After a delicious picnic supper whist 
was played. Mrs. Omar won the first lady’s 
prize, a pretty picture, and Mrs. Charles E. 
Chapman the consolation, a match-holder. Mr. 
Arthur Dinsmore won the first gentleman’s 
prize, a bonbon dish,and Mr. George A. Hus9ey 
the consolation, a “September Morn” sofa 
pillow top. A good time is reported. The 
meeting February 20th will be with Mrs. Chas. 
E. Chapman, Church street. 
The card party in Odd Fellows Hall, Feb. 
4th, under the auspieces of Aurora Rebekah 
Lodge, was a social and financial success. There 
were twenty-one tables in the dance hall at 
which plain, bridge and auction whist were 
played, with cribbage in the anteroom for de- 
votes of that game. After the play dough- 
nuts, cheese and coffee were served, the gen- 
tlemen pouring the coffee. The committee of 
arrangements was Mrs. Samuel Adams, Miss 
Grace E. Walton and Mrs. Alex Lindgren. The 
proceeds will be used for repairs on the lodge 
room. 
Colby College Concert. The Colby CjI- j 
lege Musical Club gave a concert at the Colo- j 
nial last Saturday afternoon to a rather small j 
but interested audience. The orchestra num- 
bers were especially good, and the violinist, G, 
W. Pratt, was much enjoyed. “The College 
Minstrel Rehearsal", an original sketch by 
Messrs. Jones, Braun, Weston, Mars ton, Car- 
roll and Brunnelie, was very entertaining. ; 
Ralph A. Bramha’l ot Belfast was a member 
1 
of the Glee Club, which furnished some good 
numbers. The Clubs were en route to Rock- 
land, where they gave a concert in the evening, 
leaving by a special boat after the performance. 
The New School House Proposition. At1 
a meeting of the Belfast Public Building asso- 
ciation Thursday evening, Feb. 5th,W. E. Man- 
sur of Bangor was selected as the architect 
for the proposed new public school building. 
Mr. Mansur was in the city during the day, 
was informed as to 1 he requirements and shown 
the location, and made a preliminary sketch. 
He will have detailed plans ready for the ex- 
amination of the building committee within 
four weeks and if they are approved bids for 
the construction of the building will be called 
for and work begun as soon as practicable, j 
There is no doubt but that the bonds will all 
be taken up as over $61,000 had been dispjstd 
of at the end of iast week. The advertise- 
ment in another column gives particulars as to 
these bonds. 
Seaside Hose Co. Ball. The annual ball 
of Seaside Hose Company will take place Feb. 
26th in Seaside Grange hall and the proceeds 
will be given to a member of the company who 
has had a critical illneis and undergone a sur- 
gical operation and is now slowly convalescing. 
People will go to this ball because they are as- 
sured a good time, because they in this way 
will show their appreciation of the “boys” who 
turn out at all hours to protect lives and prop- 
erty, and on this occasion there will be the 
added incentive of wishing to aid the firemen 
in their kindly purpose. Keyes orchestra will 
furnish music and the members of Seaside will 
leave nothing undone that will contribute to j 
the success of their annual ball. 
Daughters of Veterans. The officers- I 
elect of Emma White Barker Tent, D of V. 
were installed Wednesday night, Feb. 4th, by 
Mrs. Maude Merrick of Waterville, depart-' 
ment president,as follows: President,Mrs. Etta 
P. Savery; senior vice president, Mrs. Annie M, 
Frost; junior vice president, Miss Annelia 
Guptill; chaplain, Mrs. Winnefred Kimball 
Holmes; treasurer, Miss Louise Ferguson (ab- j 
sent); secretary, Miss Alice E. Simmons (ab- 
sent); guide, Mrs. Alice Mason; trustees, Mrs 
Emma Brown, Mrs. Mary Achorn, Mrs. Myra 
Dutch; guard, Mrs. Phemie King; color bearers ( 
one, Miss Florence Kimball; two, Mrs. Ethel 
wluting; tnree, Mrs. Beryl L.udwics; lour, 
Mrs. Myra Dutch; patriotic instructor, Mrs. 
Belle Nickerson; musician, Mrs. Isabelle 
Howes. Following the installation refresh- 
ments were served and an informal hour 
passed. During her stay in Belfast, Mrs. Mer- 
rick was the guest of Mrs. Annie M. Frost in 
Cedar street. 
An Announcement Party. At a chafing 
dish party given Wednesday evening, Feb. 4th, 
at Dreamlea, the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
George E. Kittredge, by Miss Stella M. Durgin, 
her engagement was announced to Carl H. 
Hopkins of Camden. The guests included the 
members of the Waldo Telephone Exchange, 
of which Miss Durgin is one, and the announce- 
ment came as a complete surprise. The mar- 
riage will take place in the early summer. 
Miss Durgin is an Islesboro young lady but 
for several years has made her home with her 
sister, Mrs, George E. Kittredge. She has 
been a local and toll operator for some years. 
Mr. Hopkins was for a time a student at the 
University of Maine but left college to take a 
lucrative position with the Knox Telephone 
Co. and is now wire chief at Camden. He is 
building a bungalow in Camden, where they 
will make their home. 
W 
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try a Pearl 
Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown in 
Maine. For sale at all dealers. 
A few of the friends of Samuel R. Stevens 
give him a genuine surprise party on the an 
niversary of his birth. Feb. 4th, and he was the 
recipient of several gifts. Games were played 
and a social time enjoyed. Mrs. Stevens 
g’rved light refreshments. 
Albert Cuzner and Claude Nutter, leaders, 
and the following delegates from the Raptist 
church. William M. Greenlaw', Harry C. Snow, 
Roy Ellingwood, Eugene E. Gannon, Ralph 
Clifford, Sturgis Dexter, Clifford Tinker and 
Edward W. Benson, and Donald Spear from 
the North church, will leave today to attend 
the Boys’ State Convention in Lewiston. Mr. 
0. E. Frost will act as toastmaster at the 
banquet Friday night, and Rev. Walter F. 
Sturtevant will be in attendance Friday. 
Some Ancient Philosophers. At the meet- 
ing of the Reading Department of the Arts 
and Crafts rlub Monday evening, Mrs. E1- 
ward R. Pierce, president, presiding, there 
was a good attendance of members and sev- 
eral guests, who are members of other city 
clubs. The paper of the evening was by Mrs. 
Giles G. Abbott on “Some Ancient Philoso- 
phers and their Philosophies.’’ Her paper, 
which showed much painstaking research, 
treated in a bright and entertaining way of such 
philosophers as Socrates, Aristotle and Plato, 
and was so appreciated by the club that it was 
unanimously voted to have it printed and sent 
to the Reciprocity Bureau of Women’s Clubs 
for general distribution. There was an ex- 
tended and informal discussion on merging 
the Arts and Crafts Society and its various 
departments with other organized clubs in the 
city into a General Woman’s club, a pian that 
has been privately discussed for some time. 
No formal action was taken, but the matter 
will be further considered at an early day. The 
meeting was one of unusual interest. The 
next regular meeting will be Feb. 24th, when 
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie will present a paper on 
“Arnold Bennett and his Books.” 
The Lincoln Memorial. The union meet- 
ing Mondsy evening in Memorial Hall of A. E. 
Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, and the Home 
and School Association was an unqualified suc- 
cess. The audience, which taxed the seating 
capacity of the hall to its limit, included 100 
pupils from the schools. This idea of holding 
this meeting originated with Commander A. T. 
Gay of the Sons of Veterans and he was ably 
_L- Cunt W R WonHhnrv whn is 
also a member of the Sons of Veterans, and 
great enthusiasm and interest was manifested 
by both societies. The following program 
was carried out: Selection by the B. H. S. 
orchestra; address of welcome by Commander 
A. T. Gay of the Sons of Veterans; response by 
S. A. Parker, President of the Home and 
School Association; song, “Our Flag Colors,” by 
pupils from the South school; recitation, “Your 
Flag and My Flag,” by Winnifred Welch; or- 
chestra; Talk on Lincoln by Rey. W. F. Sturte- 
vant; piano solo by Doris Cuzner; recitation, 
“The Flag Goes By,” by Donald Knowlton; flag 
exercise, the North school; recitation, Lincoln, 
Elmer Keene; song by South school, 4th Grade; 
reading from “Gov. Walsh’s Lincoln Day Proc- 
lamation,” by Frank Downes; piano solo, “Oh 
to Joy,” Louise Clement; song by pupils of the 
7th Grade; recitation, “My Captain,” Djrothy 
Chamberlain; recitation, Elmer Ellis; song, 
“Dear Native Land,” by the five ChalmerB 
Sisters; flag drill, 6th Grade pupils; orchestra; 
Gettysburg address by Wesley Wood; singing 
“America” by the audience. 
Teachers’ Pensions. Up the the end of 
last week 126 applications for teachers’ pen- 
•_:___nitk 1 a nr 4-UA 
last session of the legislature had been re- 
ceived at the office of the State superintendent 
of public schools, and of this number 111 have 
been approved and certificates have been is- 
sued entitling the applicants to the pensions. 
Of the number approved, 22 are drawing pen- 
sions of $250 per year; two, $200 per year; none 
at $150 per year; 39, $125 per year; 29, $100 
per year; and 19, $75 per year. The pensions 
thus far granted call for total annual pay- 
ments of $14,950. The law, which went into 
effect on October 1st, provides for two classes 
of pensions, one for teachers who were active 
up to and including the school year of 1913 and 
the other for teachers who had already retired 
before the school year ending 1913. Teachers 
of the first class draw a maximum pension of 
$250 per annum, which is paid if they have 
served at least 35 years. If they have served 
less than 35 years and more than 30 years they 
will receive $200 per annum. If they have 
served less than 30 years and more than 25 
years they will receive a pension of $150 per 
annum. Teachers who had already retired 
will receive one half the amount received by 
those who were actively at* work at the close 
of the year 1913. The oldest pensioner on the 
list is Mrs. Rachel B. (Pratt) Roix of Belfast, 
who was born in 1824 and is therefore nearly 
90 years of age. She began teaching in 1842 
at the age of 18 years and taught for 88 years, 
retiring in 1876, at the age of 61 yean. The 
second oldest pensioner is Thomas C. Smart of 
Waldo, who is 86 yean of age, having been 
born in 1828. He began teaching when he was 
28 yean of age and taught for 80 yean, from 
1866 to 1886. Following are the names and 
addresses of those in Waldo county who are 
dnwing teachen pensions: Mrs. Abbie Steveni 
Daniels, Belfast; Juliet A. Wiggin, Belfast; 
Lucy Abby McDowell, Belfast; Thomas C. 
Smart, Waldo; Rachel Pratt Roix, Belfast. 
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try a Pearl 
Brook mads from Cubes Tobacco grown Un 
Maine. For sale at all dealen. 
Remember t£j’patiriot«e%p|S>ral thftfetb- 
odist church, Friday. Feb. S)th. 
The County Commissioners were in aces ion 
Tuesday on routine matters. 
The little house near the “Muck” owned and 
occupied by Willis Harrey was burned last 
Monday night and Mr. Harrey barely escaped 
with his life. 
There are 11 from Waldo county in the 
school for feeble-minded in West Pownal and 
the author of the ••menu” distributed in this 
city last week should be sent there to make an 
even doxen. 
Mr. Joseph Trussell has called attention to 
an error in the last chapter of Gor. Crosby’s 
Annals, in which the tonnage of the ship 
Coronet, built here in 1854. is given as 136 
tons. This is as originally published in The 
Journal, and is a typographical error. The 
Coronet waB 1367.64 tons, as correctly given in 
the first volume of Williamson's History of 
Belfast. 
Advertised Letters. The following let- 
ters remained uncalled for in the Belfast ptst 
office for the week ending Feb. 10th: Ladies— 
MrB. Annie Bigford, Miss Leora Eaton. Gen- 
tlemen—Thomas Copp. G. R. Connors, E. D. 
Curtis, Wm. N. Fletcher, Wm. H. Hamilton, 
Arthur W. Rumney, Withan Lane, Harry 
__ n _»_ _ ti ll:_ 
niCKengii, *. u. *■ ■■ -—» —- —- 
Geo. W. Wentworth. 
The first semi-annual promotion in the Be 
fast public schools took place last Monday 
mornings, when some of the students from all 
of the grades were moved ahead one room. 
In some rooms quite a number had done 
extra work and were competent to pass 
along. In a few cases the parents have not 
approved of the promotion and the children, 
although competent, will remain in the grade 
until the annual promotion. 
The prediction of “bloci on the moon” last 
Saturday night bailed to materialize. Accord- 
ing to street rumor the mayor was to exhort 
in post office square, march at the head of his 
army to the courthouse, throw the citizens 
there assembled out of doors and nominate 
himself for the second time for mayor. But 
none of these things happened. The moon 
shone undimmed upon a peaceful community 
and the caucus at the courthouse was undis- 
turbed even by the presence of the incitor of 
strife. 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Cushman of Sharon, 
Mass will arrive Saturday and spend Sunday 
with Rev. Charles B. Ames at the Unitarian 
I pars rage. Monday, Feb. 23rd, they will ac- 
company Miss Marian Wells and Mr. Ames to 
Augusta, where they will be married in the 
Unitarian church by Rev. Paul S. Phalen, an 
intimate friend of Mr. Ames. Rev. and Mrs. 
Phalen will entertain the party at luncheon, 
after which the bride and g oom will leave for 
a wedding trip. They will return to Belfast 
before Sunday, March 8th. 
West Belfast. The Thimble club met with 
Annabelle Underwood last Thursday. The 
next meeting will be with Mabel Miller,Thurs- 
day afternoon, Feb. 20th — Percy Simmons ar- 
rived home Jan. 30th and will remain until the 
fir>t of March_Albert Miller went to Cam- 
den Tuesday, returning Wednesday afternoon. 
Harry Knowltan of Citypoint is working 
in Equity Grange hall, finishing the kitchen 
and anterooms.... Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elms 
attended Pomona Grange in Liberty, Feb 3d. 
_Mr and Mrs. F. L. Toothaker spent Sunday 
with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hamilton-May- 
ford Morris has been quite sick the past week, 
with the mumps. 
Two Caucuses. A caucus called by Mayor 
Hanson met at the courthouse last Thursday 
evening and nominated him for mayor. T. S. 
Thompson was chairman and C. A. Pooler 
clerk. Frank H. Mayo moved the nomination 
of Hanson and was seconded by W. H, Arnold. 
There was no other candidate and 122 votes 
were cast for Hanson and he was declared the 
nominee and addressed the caucus. A Demo- 
cratic caucus to nominate a candidate for 
mayor was held in the courthouse last Satur- 
day evening and was largely attended. 
Dr. G. C. Kilgore presided, Frank I. Wilson was 
secretary and Raymond Rogers < lerk. S. A. 
Parker in a few well chosen remarks presented 
i the name of Robert F. Dunton, several second- 
| ed the nomination, and it was voted that the 
! secretary ca3t the ballot and Mr. Dunton was 
; declared the nominee of the caucus for mayor. 
| The Daytona, Fla., Gazette-News of Feb 
: 6th, gives an account of a fire Feb. 2nd at S -a 
| Breeze, Fla in which four cottages owned by 
Mrs. H. L Kochersperger were destroyed and 
i M»-s. Kochersperger and Mrs. W. H. White 
i had a narrow escape with their lives. The fire 
j :s thought to have originated from a defective 
flue or an electric wire. Mrs. K. was awakened 
by the flames making their way in the ceiling 
of the room. She ran to her guest’s room 
with the alarm and they had barely left the 
house when the roof fell in. In addition to the 
four houses she lost a valuable collection of 
curios and art, gathered from all parts of the 
world, statuary valued at several thousand 
dollars, tapestry, Persian rugs, antique furni- 
ture, handsome paintings, cut glass and valua- 
ble books. The loss is $20,COO to $26,000, with 
comparatively little insurance. The Clarendon 
Hotel fire department rendered prompt and effi- 
cient service, but could not save the property. 
THE nluH schuul ourrsK. roe gruuuaimg 
class of the Belfast High school departed from 
the established precedent of presenting a class 
play and instead had a graduation benefit sup- 
per in Memorial Hall last Friday, which was a 
complete success in every way. Misses Ida S. 
Carleton, Agnes M. Coombs and Myrtle Frost 
were the general supper committee, and the 
menu was a varied and excellent one. The 
eight tables were set twice, and at each table 
were two seniors and an assistant from the 
junior class, as follows: Louise Innes, Myrle 
Smith and Ruth Macomber; Myrtle Frost, Mal- 
colm Cottrell and Mary Hayes; Marian Hayes, 
Malcolm Vaughan and Susie Braley; Agnes 
Coombs, Frank Waterman and Jessie Hart; 
Arline Wadlin, Carl Noyes and Mildred Ran- 
dall; Evelyn Richards, Esther Wiley and 
Martha Knowlton; Margaret Craig, Ethel 
Stnrtevant an'! Annette Holt; Ida Carleton, 
Alton Johnson and Helen Kictridge. The B. 
H. S. Victrola was used during the supper and 
the social hour, and a dance followed with 
music by Frank Mudgett and Alphonso Ritchie. 
A satisfactory sum was realized. The class 
wish to thank all who assisted them in any 
way. 
Miss Edith M. Southworth will entertain the 
Hit or Miss Club this, Thursday, evening in 
honor of Mrs. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor, 
who i9 visiting Belfast friends. 
| The Waldo County Veterans Association had 
I a very large gathering at their meeting last 
Thursday in North Searsport. A very pleas- 
ant day was enjoyed and it was one of the best 
meetings held by the association. About 125 
j took dinner. Our usual report failed to reach 
ua and only this brief mention can be given 
this week. 
“Bunty” will pull the strings at the Colonfpl 
Theater Monday evening, Feb. 16th, and you 
cannot afford to miss seeing this popular play, 
with Molly Pearson, the original Bunty, sup- 
ported by a specially imported company. The 
| play has drawn crowded houses everywhere. 
Sale of seats at the box office begins at 9 a. m. 
tomorrow, Friday. 
Poors Mills. Mr. Jellus of Watervilie, 
who is interested in the lumber business in 
Morrill, spent Monday night with J. F. Sheldon. 
1 ....Orrin L. Wentworth had his ankle quite 
badly hurt last week when loading logs in the 
woods, but is able to get around on his foot 
this week and has gone to work.... Mr. and 
Mrs. Foss Rankin of Lincolnville were week- 
end guests of Capt. and Mrs. Wade ... We are 
sorry to hear that Mrs. Elsie Banks is very 
sick at this writing ...Rev. George Lincoln 
and Carrie Caler of Washington, Me., visited 
Rufus Dyer last week. Mr. Dyer has been 
quite sick, but is somewhat better.... Mrs. 
Orrin Stimpson of Brockton, Mass., visited at 
W. A. Banks recently. 
New Advertisements. Last week the 
readers of The Journal were notified that 
they would be tuld in this issue how to save 
25 per cent, and this information will be found 
in the advertisement f the “Divide by Four’ 
sale at The Dinsmore Store. This sale in- 
cludes shoes of all kinds for men, women and 
children, rubbers, rubber boots, and the Hole- 
proof hosiery, sold only at The Dinsmore Store. 
_ 19ft> 
13th and 14-h. and you cannot afford to miss it. 
_Kewpie dolls for valentines, in two sizes, 
25 and 51 cents, also ribbons for dolls in all 
colors, at Carle & Jones, basement salesroom. 
... .See list of local dealers who sell Molassine 
Meal, food for horses and farm stock-Carle 
& Jones announce a cut in the price of Edison 
Wax Records for Thursday, Friday and Satur- 
day of this week....The Frenchboro Land & 
Fisheries Co., whose wharf, office and ware- 
house is at the foot of Main street, Belfast, 
has a great variety of fresh fish, including 
frozen salmon and halibut from Alaska and 
mackeral from Halifax, N. S., fresh cod from 
( Penobscot bay, and Mclntire’s guaranteed 
! natural smoked cod ....See statement of the 
■ Fitchburg Mutual Fire Ins. Co. of Fitchburg, 
| Mass., James Pattee & Son, Belfast, agents, 
j ... Mrs. Olive P. Randall, Mary A. Randall 
and Gertrude M. Peavey of Liberty publish a 
card of thanks... .The Old Corner Drug Store 
has received a new invoice of their special 
transparent glycerine soap.... February is the 
I month of hearts and valentines, 
and Locke’s 
window, which is always attractive, offers 
many suggestions for pretty and useful 
I valentines.St. John Alewives at Bram- 
hali’s Market.Lost, a black and white 
setter dog, answers to the name of Budd. 
Collar marked F. S. Hail, Searsmont. Return 
to E. M. Hall, 23 Main street, Belfast, and re- 
ceive reward.A. A. Howes & Co. carry in 
stock everytning they have to eat at the Food 
Fair ...The Wyman & Knowlton Land Co. 
offers several big bargains in city property in 
Belfast. 
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE. 
The following transfers in real estate were 
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds 
for the week ending February 11, 1914: 
Nora J. French, Lincolnville, to William A. 
Routh, Augusta; land and buildings in Lincoln- 
ville. 
Roscoe A. Barden, Brooks, to Wilbur r. Lm* 
mons, do.; laud and buildings in Brooks. 
Guerdon N. Messer, Worcester, Mass., to 
Herbert L. Rand, Salem, Mass.; land and build- 
ings in Unity. (Two deeds.) 
T. N. Pearson, Morrill, to Mary H. Merri- 
thew, do.; land in Morrill. 
Robert W. Hardy, Camden, to Robbie P. 
Hardy, Lincolnville; land and buildings in Lin- 
colnville. 
Robbie P. Hardy, Lincolnville, to Mary E. 
Thurlow, do; land and buildingB in Lincoln- 
ville. 
Eva A. Wing, Belfast, to Charles C. Marden, 
do.; land and buildings in Belfast. 
Lewis W. Young, Orrington, to Emma J. 
Young, Winterport; land and buildings in Win- 
terport. 
%G. E. Bryant, et. als., Freedom, to Benjamin 
& Wing Company, Waterville; land in Thorn- 
dike. 
j Albert T. Toothaker, Northport, to Geo. P. 
Fletcher, Waldo; land and buildings in North' 
port. 
Jessie E. Matthews, Camden, to George A. 
Matthews, Belfast; land and buildings in Bel- 
fast, 
Jerius S. Cookson, Pittsfield, to Everett Dun- 
ton, Burnham; land in Burnham. 
Cnas. R. Nickerson, et als, Swanvilie, to Al- 
bert T. Nickerson, do; land in Swanville. 
‘•Generally debilitated for years. Had sick 
headache, lacked ambition, was worn out and 
all run down. Burdock Blood Bitters made me 
a well woman."—Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moosup, 
Conn. Cut in Prices of Edison 
. Wax Records 
Thursday,Friday and Saturday 
OF THIS WEEK. 
2 Minute Edison Wax Records, 15c. 
4 “ “ “ “ 25c. 
(Cannot play records sold at above prices.) 
Yours truly, 
CARLE & JONES' 
TODAY 
tomorrow and Saturday, 
you can enjoy the oppor- 
tunity of buying the cele- 
brated 
tMegroof 
hose at our ‘’Divide By 
Four” prices, which means 
a saving to you ot Twenty- 
Five Per Cent, from regu- 
lar. This means: 
The $3-00 hose for $2.25 
2.00 1.50 
« 1.50 " 1.15 
Further comments are un- 
necessary, for everyone 
knows the quality of Hole- 
proof and at above extraor- 
dinary prices, one should 
certainly lay in a stock for 
months to come. 
FEBRUARY—AMETHYST 
THE MONTH OF HEARTS AND VALENTINE833" 
MAKE YOUR VALENTINE 
* A Pretty, Useful Bit of Jewelry or Silverware. 
It Will Boost the Value of that Heart of Yours Wonderfully. 
our window- 
Will offer many suggestions. Come in. 
Positively no trouble to show goods. 
H. J. LOCKE & SON, District Watch Inspector M. C. R. R. 
» 
! 8T. JOHN f 
I-+ALEWIVES* | I _AT_ f 
1 Bramhall’s Market j 
BUY YOUR 
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry 
j of. and be sure to have your work dope by 
! W. M. THAYER, Jeweler, Phoenix Row. 
! ■ ■ == -=r7=r=r:-:—= 
I —- 
-— --- 
Miss Marian Savage’s “Forgotten Melody” 
will he given in the pictures at the Opera 
House Feb 20th and 21st. 
Mrs. Amos Clement will be hostess of an 
Arts and Crafts benfit auction bridge party on 
Thursday afternoon, Feb. 19ih. There will be a 
i large number of tables and light refreshments 
n>ill r,Li otifrorl 
j 
i 
j 
I 
j 
WE CARRY iN STOCK 
Town Talk, 
Bay State 
AND 
Doughnut Flour 
Chase & Sanborn’s 
COFFEES 
and TEAS 
KELLOGGS 
Corn Flakes 
AND 
Wheaj Biscuit 
I 
i Cox’s Gelatine 
j And everything they have to eat 
at the fOOD FAIR. 
A. A. Howes & Co. 
GROCERIES, DRUGS, MEDICINES. 
NOTICE 
Wilson’s Laxative Tablets Cure Con- 
stipation. Only 25c a 100. 
Try them. 3t5 
CITY DRUG STORE 
Dr. W. C. LIBBEY. 
DENTI3T, 
93 MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE 
A 9 9 .tv S'. ■ n 
Colonial Theatre 
i MONDAY, FEB. 16 
> 
l 
> 
i 
! 
i 
3 
5 3 
1 
\ 
WITH 
MOLLY PEARSON 
The Original BLINTY 
AND A SPECIALLY 
IMPORTED COMPANY 
Prices 35c. to $1.50 
i 
I 
Have you fried our sugar cured BREAK- 
FAST BACON and sweet pickled HAMS? 
They have a flavor of which you never tire 
We use only choice native pig pork and there 
istju dity in every slice. Call and get samples 
of our bacon, free for the rsking. 
PERRY’S CASH MARKET 
IN CITY PROPERTY IN BELFAST. 
Apply to 
M. R. KNOWLTON 
i At City Building, or 
, WYMAN &. KNOWLTON LAND CO. I 3*7 
-WE HAVE- 
Frozen Salmon and Ha! ibutj 
_FROM KETCHIKAN, ALASKA, | 
FRESiT UNFROZEN HALIBUT 
From the White Sands of Georges Shoals. | 
I LATE FALL CAU61I LARGE FROZEN MACKEREL f 
|_FROM HALIFAX. I 
f FRESH HADDOCK FROM THE SOUFH CHANNEL i: 
i fresh Cod from the Ice Cold Waters of Penobscot Bay: • 
:: Mclntire's Guaranteed Natural Smoked Cod, ;; 
! FREE FROM ALL CHEMICAL PRESERVATIVES AND ARTIFICIAL COLORING ! > 
< I ___ « • 
i! Frenchboro Land & Fisheries Co. ii 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
»'MIIMHlt««l»KiW»WHW♦ I»h' • 
A Game of Chance. 
• By W. H. Winslow, Ph. D. 
CHAPTER I. 
"Mmm!” “Ahrrr!” “Ohooo!” mingled 
with raucous roar of contentious voices 
came from the Board Room of South- 
wick, Wiener & Co., Brokers and Bank- 
ers, of 23 Bramble street. The uncouth 
sounds of speculative business expanded 
into wordB and phrases and sense within 
the room, where tickers rattled, tele- 
phones tinkled and gabbled, men shouted 
stock quotations from the tapes to the 
markers at the boards, and a motley 
crowd of men filled, the traders chairs 
and surrounded the tickers. 
The news from the tickers and the ex- 
changes of great cities was exciting this 
morning. Strange statements and con- 
tradictory tipB arrived at intervals to 
stupefy judgment and upset carefully 
laid plans of operating. The most ex- 
perienced traders could not interpret the 
sphinx-like hieroglyphics of the swiftly 
running tapes. Amateurs and experi- 
enced traders floundered amid differing 
opinions like drowning men in surf and 
undertow. 
The Board Room was thirty feet long 
and fifteen feet wide. One side was 
covered by a rectangular-lined and spaced 
blackboard, having abbreviated names 
of railroads, industrials, mines and mis- 
cellaneous stocks above the columns of 
parallelograms more or less filled by 
card quotations in fractions or numerals. 
The ticker tapes recorded quotations of 
prices; men called them to the marker 
lads, who walked forth and back before 
the boards, and flicked the printed fig- 
ures out and into their appropriate 
spaces, thus recording the markets of 
the world to the despair or delight of the 
traders. They saw the shrinking or the 
swelling of their margins, as the eighths, 
quarters, three-eighths, halves, nve- 
eighths, three-quarters, seven-eighths 
and units, shuffled from one to another 
momentarily. 
A small blackboard at one end of the 
room, labelled across the top likewise, 
with wheat, corn, oats, sides, pork, lard 
and cotton, showed columns of chalked 
quotations; but it attracted little atten- 
tion from the New York stock market. 
a £. in fhoop linps came and 
surveyed the figures carelessly, inspect- 
ed the telegraphic news and tips on clips 
and hooks, and went away to more im- 
portant business. Excitement over this 
board was rare, and the Bull Rings or 
New York and Chicago furnished the 
spectacular exhibitions of the Bears and 
Bulls. 
The other side of the room had tickers 
along the wall, hooks and racks for 
brokers’ letters, official sheets of quota- 
tions, and the financial journals of the 
country. 
An entrance door from the corridor, 
the side of a small office, and a mahog- 
any counter, completed the traders 
quadrangle. Telegraphers and telephon- 
ed sat behind the counter working ex- 
citedly, operating the .keys of instru- 
ments and shouting through telephones 
to transmit orders from “Buy” or “Sell 
slips, which they received constantly 
from nervous or phlegmatic^ customers 
between them and the quotation boards. 
The rows of chairs Before the greater 
blackboard w'ere filled; the standing- 
room was crowded; messengers and 
salesmen elbowed roughly through the 
throng, and the air was fouled by many 
breaths and clouds from cigarettes, 
cigars and pipes. 
Fire and smoke hung over this battle- 
field of fortune, and men talked, gesticu- 
lated and moved with the frenzy of sol- 
diers storming a fort, or sailors boarding 
an enemy’s ship. A panic was threaten- 
ing on the exchange; stock prices were 
changing rapidly; the margin clerk was 
hunting money among shilling and a half 
traders, and he scrutinized his list of 
larger operators with stern impartiality. 
Henry Wendell, a young attorney of 
Baxter’s Building, entered this n ael- 
strom of humanity and stood squinting 
through the smoke at me rapiuiy vary- 
ing quotations on the board. He was a 
clean-cut, well-dressed, amiable looking 
fellow of about twenty-five years of 
age, not yet overburdened with legal 
business,for which he had prepine 1 faith- 
fully at the university. He made small 
investments and took frequent turns in 
the stock market, when cases were 
scarce and lunch-time lured him out for 
a stroll and a smoke among the specu- 
lators. 
“Good morning, Wendell; the market 
is jumping this morning,” said a man of 
miduie-age, with a thin nose, pointed 
chin, beady, black eyes, and black mus- 
“Sume stocks are moving a little,” 
replied Wendeli evasively. “Any deal 
on this morning, Hambright?” 
“Nothing special. Cornucopia is ac- 
tive. I think it will soon go to par.” 
“So? Is it listed yet?” 
“No; it is still on the Curb.” 
“That’s a good place for it, if you 
wish to keep its condition secret.” 
Hambright scowled and stepped over 
to the curb ticker. These men did not 
like each other very well. Hambright 
had been guilty of some shady transac- 
tions in stocks and Wendell knew too 
much about him to trust his opinion in 
anything. 
“Hello! Golden; still at it?” remarked 
Wendell to the man at the main ticker, 
who was calling off the quotations for 
the markers. 
“Yes; that’s what I am here for, but 
my salary isn’t paid every Saturday. 
Pennsy tine twenty,—Mop. ninety-Bix 
and a half,—Tele, one ten and one-quar- 
ter,—Steel thirty-five and three-eighths, 
— Maggie eighty,—Arizona thirty and 
three-quarters. People’s favorite! Can- 
not do without it! Buy now!” Someone 
bounced a spit-ball on Golden's bald 
head and bunches of paper were thrown 
among the lazy sitters. 
“0. come off your perch; your turkey 
is a buzzard,” called Adams derisively. 
“It may turn out a strange bird, but I 
don’t believe it should from the inside 
reports we receive. Car sixty, Loco, 
eft., niviripml snon.M 
‘•That’s the stuff! It’s going to seven- 
ty-five. I have three points profit al- 
ready,” cried Oberman. 
“Better snatch it while you can,” ad- 
vised Cutnet, the bear, as a young fellow 
hit him with a paper-ball. 
“Not much! I’m on board for the voy- 
age* Loco., Steel, Range, Calument, 
Central and St. Paul are steady, but cats 
and dcgs like Can, Fuel, Erie, Toledo, Del 
Monte and Cornucopia weaken. Ham- 
bright is tired supporting the latter; his 
stock deals have become beautifully less 
lately.” ,. 
“He has not played all his cards yet. 
Wait until he has his acquaintances and 
friends loaded.” 
“What’s that? asked Wendell, and 
Cutnet repeated. 
The former went to the Curb ticker 
and watched quotations. 
Golden continued, "Onion one seventy. 
Soup seventy-seven, Reading eighty and 
five-eighths. A plum is coming aftei 
awhile. No need to mind this downward 
manipulation.” 
“Glory! I sold out my Smelters at five 
points profit and it is now off foul 
point ,’’ said Dr. Chapman. 
“Good. You acted wisely. Buy ii 
back again. Always take a good profii 
and buy back on a reaction, advisee 
Wendell quietly. 
Two fellows at a ticker were chewin* 
gum to beat the band and the doctoi 
called it the “cow comer.” 
"I sold my Reading at aeventy-nve a' 
a loss and now it is seventy-eignt. urn 
the luck! I once bought Tombstone oil 
ver. but it proved to be a grave foi 
fools,” growled a morose man in one o! 
the chairs. 
‘‘What goes up must come down. A 
pendulum swings both ways,” remarked 
Moody, a rather cool operator. 
‘‘Sell the market for a ten point drop, 
called Clark. 
“Would you buy or sell? asked a cab 
low youth of Dyer, an active trader foi 
many customers. 
“Wheat is going up and stocks are 
going down—the usual way. Wher 
wheat goes down, stocks will rise again. 
Watch and catch the turn if you can. 1 
cannot tell when it will come.” 
“The market goes down when I buy 
and up when I sell. I break or boom the 
market on ten shares. 
“That’s true. It is because you dc 
not take my advice. You buy on a bulge 
and sell on a decline.. You become en- 
thusiastic over sunshine, or you get 
scared at a shadow. You should not 
hurry to trade. It is good to be out of 
the market occasionally in order to ob- 
serve movements unbiased. The market 
is always with us. Do not be in a rush 
to get in or out, except—well, that s an- 
other story.” 
Men were coming and going constant- 
ly. Middle-aged and old men, having 
large commitments, spent a few min- 
ute over the despatches, looked over the 
board prices and observed the trend of 
the market. Some wrote or gave an or- 
der or two and departed; others lingered 
and discussed the weather, crops and 
dividend prospects. 
"Mr. Dean, I would like a little more 
margin. Your account shows only six 
points now,” said Nelson, the margin 
clerk, quietly to a shabby-genteel trader. 
“All vinrkt Viow much?” 
“Four hundred will do at present. 
“I’ll give you a check. No,^ sell one 
hundred Rio Grande preferred. 
Thus a good stock was sold to protect 
shaky coppers that ultimately ruined 
him. 
“Very well; put up or sell out. It is 
all the same to us.” 
“Dean went over in the corner, light- 
ed a cigar and cursed to himself. It 
makes many a man indignant and sore to 
put up more margin when losses are pil- 
ing up against his account. 
Digman, the cotton man, whose coat 
was white with chalky quotations, part- 
ly caught from the board and partly writ- 
ten by the waggish crowd in his corner, 
greeted a Mr. Peck, “Bad for bulls in 
cotton today, sir. Charleston delivery 
yesterday was twenty thousand bales.” 
“Indeed! Buy me five hundred bales 
of March.” 
“Buy, sir? Are you crazy? Look how 
it has gone all the morning, down, down, 
down!” 
Peck showed Digman a private tele- 
gram from Texas which read, “Hard 
frost last night in Texas.” 
Digman smiled, sent the order, and his 
customer departed. Cotton rose forty 
points during the afternoon after the 
sleepy traders had awakened. 
Wendell got a bunch of tips and read: 
“The market is reactionary this morn- 
ing, but we think we detect accumula- 
tion and advise buying on recessions. 
Landoff.” 
“Buy Smelters for a turn. Important 
movement is impending, which will cul- 
minate shortly. Lamson.” 
“We think Mo. Pac., Kansas & Texas, 
Amai. and Steel good for a long pull. 
Crews & Co. 
“The bears are making a raid arid we 
should not be surprised to see a further- 
break in prices. Ricnard & Co. 
“Traders on the floor are buying wheat 
and cotton and selling railroads and in- 
dustrials. We think the latter stocks 
will go lower. Muller & Co.” 
“Sell coppers; the market is down 
three shillings in London. 
Braun & Co.” 
“Sell Hot Springs Consolidated. 
TJ 
“The latest from a recently deceased 
speculator: ‘Buy Ice.’ Sagendorf.” 
“Ah! weather is warm in Arkansas 
and Hades,” remarked Wendell. 
One can find little comfort in these ad- 
vices and may go wrong whichever side 
he favors. The novice should let the 
market alone until its trend is establish- 
ed, but he will not. An irregular mar- 
ket sometimes puzzles the wisest of men. 
Wendell lighted a cigarette and seated 
himself in a chair next to Mr. Low, a re- 
tired merchant, who amused himself by 
careful speculation, and said, “This is a 
rather peculiar market. Mr. Low.” 
“Yes; some one is going to get hurt 
before long,” muttered Low. 
“Stocks are on the toboggan this morn- 
ing. Is the trend downward, sir?” 
“Looks so,” dryly, with a puff of smoke 
from his cigar. 
“A little healthy reaction. I had an 
influence from Spirit-iand.” Ever ex- 
perienced one?” said a listener in the 
next seat. He was a middle-aged, 
wrinkled-faced man, with watery eyes 
and a gouty tendency. 
“Rubbish! I had an aunt, who con- 
sulted her husband’s spirit about invest- 
ments, through a long-haired professor 
and a slate, and lost forty thousand,” 
sneered Cutnet, winking at Low and 
Wendell, and tapping his brow careless- 
ly with his forefinger. 
“What do you think ot this move: 
ment?” asked Wendell of Cutnet. 
“It is difficult to think in this racket. 
Steel, Saint Paul, New York Central and 
Union Pacific look promising.” 
“To buy or to sell?” 
“I do not know. Toss a penny anc 
trust to luck.” 
"All right. Heads, I buy; tails, I sell: 
here goes, and it is a tail. It means keef 
out, as I never short the market. 
"He who sells whit isn’t his’n, 
M ust pay up or go to priB’n. 
Low chuckled good-naturedly and re 
marked, "You have a wise head foi 
young Bhoulders. This is a good markei 
to let alone.” He lighted another cigar 
for he was an .inveterate smoker, am 
continued to blow rings with the utmos 
complacency although thousands of dol 
lars loss threatened him by the change: 
in the market. 
[TO be CONTINUED. [ 
Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers 
rely on Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil. Pine fo 
cuts, burns, bruises. Should be kept in ever 
home. 25c and 50c. 
WOTBS--A Duprto Cbilire] 
Childhood has many ills; but worms, wliethe 
pinworms or stomach worms, must be vigoi 
ously guarded against. No gain in health an 
strength is possible until the 
are removed. If you auspet 
that your child is sufferin 
from worms, do not lose anothe 
minute, but get a bottle of thi 
time-tried, dependable remed 
—Dr. True’s Elixir. Discovers 
by my father,this compound he 
for over 60 years been growin 
jn reputation ss a sure remed 
for Iworms of all kinds and for keeping tt 
stomach in the pink of condition. 
Send for list of symptoms. 
Do not endanger YOUR child’s health, but gi 
a bottle of Dr. True'a Elixir, the Family Laxi 
tive and Worm Expeller, at once. Good fi 
adults also. At your dealers, 86c, 60c and $ 
Advice free. Special treatment for tapeworm 
Send for book. 
^ 
Aiibarn, Maine. c/iaaal 
IA Houaahold Friend iff I for 103 Yoars jj 
BBB^^riret aid to the B 
injured—surest relief ■§; 
from Coughs, Colds, ■ ■ Cramps, Rheumatism. 9 
I JOHNSON’S I 
I ANODYNE B 
I liniment! 
B Use it for both internal and B ■ external ills. Sold every- ■ 
■ w here in 25c and 50c bottles. H 
B I.S. JOHNSON^^^^^M B a CO.,lne.^^^^^B| fl Boston, r Parsons’^ 
■ Make the liver M 
9 active. M 
GENEALOGICAL AND HISTORICAL. 
To the Editor of The Journal 
“Some Temple Pedigrees,” a Genealogj 
of the Known Descendants of Abrahan 
Temple, who settled in Salem, Mass., ir 
1636, published by Levi Daniel Temple, 
contains the following: 
Levi, 6; (Abraham, 1; Richard, 2; 
Abraham, 3; Joseph, 4; Joseph, 5;) Tem- 
ple, of Bowdoin and Lisbon, Maine, was 
bom about 1751, probably near West- 
ford, Mass. He married Rachel Nut- 
ting of Westford, March 10, 1774. He 
served as corporal in Capt. Timothy Un- 
derwood’s Company, Col. William Pres- 
cott’s Regiment, at the Concord fight. 
Is said also to have fought at the battle 
of Bunker Hill. His autograph signa- 
ture is preserved upon a military docu- 
ment in the Massachusetts Archives,vol. 
35, p. 151. He became a Free Will Bap- 
tist minister. Died about 1821 and is 
buried on Beaver Hill, town of Freedom, 
Me. 
Children: 
1. Martha, b. 1776. She was the sec- 
ond child born in the town of Bow- 
doin, Me. 
2. Noah, b. 1778. 
3. Sarah, b, 1780. 
4. Stephen, b. 1782. 
5. Levi, b. 1784. 
6. Joseph, b. Oct. 13, 1786. 
7. Wilson, b. 1788. 
I would like very much to learn any 
further facts about the above-mentioned 
Levi Temple, and also, any facts about 
his son, Stephen Temple (who is thought 
to have been a resident of Montville or 
Freedom) and his descendants. 
F. F. B. 
To the Editor of The Journal: 
Memorandum of agreement between 
! Thomas Goldthwait of Fort Pownall in 
i the County of Lincoln on one part and 
tt_m l. a- ai ....a.. 
Suffolk, Saddler, on the other part, viz: 
said Goldthwait agrees to sell unto the 
said Black, a tract of la: d lying on Pe- 
nobscot River near Fort Pownall afore- 
said, commonly called upper Sandypoint, 
adjoining to a lot of land sold Jacob 
I Shute, to have 40 rods in the front and in 
i the rear and to run back so far from the 
! shore as to measure 100 acres, and is 
butted and bounded as follows, southerly 
on said Jacob Shute’s, easterly on Pe- 
nobscot River, northerly ori land belong- 
ing to Stephen Wellman, westerly on the 
land laid out for a township known by 
the name of Frankfort, for which land 
the said Black agrees to give eight shil- 
lings law full money an acre and pay 
or give sufficient securities to pay for 
i the same with interest, within six months 
from the date hereof, also the said Black 
obliges himself to build upon said tract 
of land a house of 18 feet by 24 feet (6 
feet) stud, within 9 months from this 
date, settle a family in the same and 
within 5 years cleave fifteen acres of 
j land the said Thomas Goldthwait is here- 
! by obliged upon payment or security as 
aioresaid to give a sufficient deed of the 
same, for the performance of this agree- 
ment the parties do bind and oblige 
! themselves each to the other in the pen- 
| alty of fifty pounds. Nevertheless it is 
, understood by the said parties that as 
Thomas Flucker, Esqr, & others are 
proprietors in the said tract of land with 
the said Thomas Goldthwait that in case 
the said Thomas Flucker and others 
should refuse their assent to the fore- 
going agreement the same is void & of 
no effect, otherwise it remains in full 
force & in witness thereof have here- 
unto interchangeably set their hands 
and seals this sixteenth day of October, 
1767. 
Olgll u, OCttlCU U6 UCliVCICU 
in presence of us. 
The words 6 feet on the 
25th line of the last page 
interlined before signing. 
Tho. Goldthwait. [seal]. 
Henry Black, [seal], 
Jona. Low Derfor. 
Thos. Goldthwait, Junr. 
Boston, Decern. 24th, 1767. We Thomaf 
Flucker & Francis Waldo, do consent & 
agree to the aforegoing bargain so fat 
as it concerns us. 
Thomas Flucker. 
Fras. Waldo. 
The above, which came into my posses 
sion some time ago, may prove of in 
terest to the many descendants of Henr; 
Black, now located in Waldo county am 
elsewhere. F. F. B. 
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS. 
Mrs. J. W. Manson was in Bangor fc 
the day Tuesday. 
j P. E. Dinsmore of Bucksport has bee 
visiting relatives in town this week. 
Dr. E. A. Porter, who has been in i 
health for some time, is confined to hi 
r house. 
Charles Bradford of Corinna sper 
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E 
E. Condon. 
I Mrs. W. L. Cargill has returned froi 
a visit with her parents, Mr. and Mn 
r W. D. Merrow, in Bangor. 
j Miss Annie Farnsworth and Mrs. Jos< 
r phine King spent Saturday in Burnhai 
t with Miss Blanche Foster. 
\ Dominik Susi left town this week f< 
B Portland, from which place he will sot 
y leave for British Columbia on buBines 
1 — Pittsfield Advertiser. 
B 
__ 
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t for Tnfc.wta Children. 
I Thi Kind Yob Haw Always Bought 
Firmer Holding ot Potatoes bj 
Farmers. 
Supply Neatly Normal, but Distribution Un 
usually Useven. Principal Potato-Pro 
during State* Hold Supplies, with Short 
age to a Number of Consuming State*. 
The yearly estimates of the amount o: 
potatoes remaining in growers handi 
and the stocks in dealers hands on Jan 
uary 1st in the important potato States 
just completed by the Bureau of btatis 
tica (Agricultural Forecasts,) Unite; 
States Department of Agriculture, wdi 
cate that a larger proportion of the mar 
ketable crop of potatoes was still in tb< 
bands of farmers on January 1st thai 
had been the caae for four years P*®* 
The proportion estimated to ne in deal 
era’ hands was smaller than for any Jj** 
of the four except January 1, 1912. loi 
figures showed that the total estimate! 
potato production was below normal 
but, owing to the slow movement ot tn< 
crop up to January 1st, the supply foi 
the remainder of the year will be almosi 
normal. Distribution, however, seerai 
to be unusually uneven. The holdings ol 
potatoes are relatively large in the im 
portant producing StateB of Maine, 
Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota; anc 
relatively small in New York, Ohio, In- 
diana, Illinois, Iowa and Kansas, whicl 
are important both as potato-producing 
and potato-consuming States. 
In consequence of the firm holding by 
farmers, the price early in the season 
has been unusually high, being on De- 
cember 1st about 17 1-2 cents per bushel 
higher than a year ago, and 16 1--. cents 
higher than three years ago, but 11 1-2 
cents lower than two years ago, when 
_i.i. _1 * ..mra aallinor Tnr 
pvvnivto vii ubiiuoi 
77 1-2 cents per bushel, and the supply 
was unusually short owing to the drought 
of the previous year. 
Present conditions do not seem to fore- 
cast material, if any, advance in prices 
in the important producing States this 
year. In 1911, when supplies were but 
moderately larger than now, and in 191a 
the price movement after January 1st 
was downward instead of upward. I he 
only other factor which may enter to 
change the experience of 1911 and 1913 
is the somewhat different distribution of 
the crop which exists this year. 
Southern growers who plant in the 
spring for the early market would seem 
to be justified, from present conditions, 
in putting out a normal acreage, but 
should not expect the big advance in 
prices which prevailed two years ago. 
The estimates indicate that about 42.1 
per cent of the marketable supply of 
potatoes of the 1913 crop remained in 
the hands of farmers and 9.5 per cent in 
the hands of dealers on January 1st in 
the important potato-growing States. 
These figures compare with 39.8 and 9.8 
per cent similarly estimated a year ago, 
33.1 and 8.6 per cent two yearB ago. 40.2 
and 10.9 per cent three years ago, and 
41.2 and 9.9 per cent four years ago. If, 
for the purpose of comparison, these 
percentages were applied to the esti- 
mates of total production, it would show 
total stocks of 123 million bushels on 
January 1, 1914 (in the 19 States analyzed 
below) compared with 150 million a year 
ago, 91 millions two years ago, 133 mil- 
lion three years ago. and 142 million four 
years ago. These figures would indicate 
that the quantity to be carried toward 
the close of the season will not be suffi- 
cient to cause depressed prices, as was 
the case particularly four years ago (in 
some States last year also,) nor, on the 
other hand, will they be so scant as to 
cause such high prices as prevailed in the 
spring of 1912. 
To show the relation between supplies 
and prices, the following tabulation is 
given, showing for the past five years 
the production, stock on hand Jan. 1st, 
and the prices paid to producers on De- 
cember 1st and the following March 1st 
in 19 important potato-growing States: 
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Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Bittei 
taste? Complexion sallow? Liver perhapt 
needs waking up. Doan's Regulets for bilioui 
attacks. 25c. at all stores. 
The Shoe Situation. 
Fair sized mail orders for foot wear are re 
ceived in the Boston market, but busmnesi 
continues of a conservative character. Sup 
■ plies in buyers' hand are limited and the con 
tracts received stipulate the earliest possibli r deliveries.—Dun's Review, Feb. 7th. 
_——- 
A Really Tasteless 
Castor Oil at Lasl 
r Something That Science Tried to Ge 
for 3000 Years. 
Good bye, drugs and pills! 
j The perfect laxative has arrived- 
s Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil-mad. 
tasteleBB by a method which chemist 
j have tried to find for 3,000 years. 
This is not a flavored or disguised cas 
tor oil. It is just pure castor oil withou 
n taste or odor. 
Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is a bet 
ter castor oil than the old evil tasting 
!' evil smelling kind. While none of th 
n taste remains, none of the good has beei 
taken out. Kellogg’s Tasteless operate 
* 
quickly and freely, without griping 
). causes no gas, and does not turn th 
stomach. Children take it easily and re 
tain it. 
The drug Btores have all been supplied 
You bave only to ask for Kellogg’s Tastr 
less Castor Oil, 26c or 60c size. It is no 
sold in bulk. The trade mark is a gree 
castor leaf on the label, bearing the Ke 
logg signature. 
Made only by Spencer Kellogg & Soni 
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of veg. 
table oils. 
unco rruro. 
Fanner’s WMt May Add to VarMy of Dafly 
Pan by Using Them. Alone or In Cakes, 
Puddings and Confectionery. 
Freak traits are divided into two class- 
es, "flavor fruits” and "food fruits”, 
according as they are valued for their 
flavor or as a food, says the Chief of the 
Office of Nutritionjnvestigations. Those 
that are 80 per cent or more water foil 
under the first classification (applas, 
pears, peaches, and most of our common 
i fruits), while those containing leas fail 
under the latter (bananas, grapes, and 
figs). The food value of s pound 0f 
[ dried fruit is, of course, much greater 
| than that of a pound of fresh fruit. A 
pound of the latter will yield an average of about 6 ounces dried, but the amount 
of water in the original fruit is no guide 
to the food value of the dried product. 
! The main change which takes place 
during drying is the loss of water, but 
other changes also occur. Very often 
the right degree of heat produces chang- 
es not unlike those which occur during 
natural ripening on the plant. In some 
■ cases the crude liber which forms tbs 
basis of the plant structure is reduced in 
amount or softened. Much of the starch 
is changed to some form of sugar. The 
change in flavor is due partly to the pro- 
portionate increase of sugar from loss of 
water and to absolute increase from 
chemical changes. 
To determine which of two fruits is 
more economical, not only must the cost 
per pound be known, but the amount of 
I_1*1.. J!_1 4.1_i. __ 1_ nnnsmi nnrl 
protein (muscle-building material) a 
pound of each would supply. One must 
also consider what expense is required to 
prepare each for the table. Grapes com- 
monly cost less a pound than raisins, but 
a given sum Bpent for grapes will buy a 
smaller amount of nutritive material, 
since the proportion of water is much 
hiarher than in the raisins. 
On the other hand, low-priced fresh 
fruit is 'sometimes as economical as a 
somewhat cheaper dried fruit, since the 
latter would require sugar and fuel to 
make it ready for the table 
Attention should also be directed to the 
extent of inedible material. 
DRIED FRUITS REASONABLE IN PRICE AS 
COMPARED WITH OTHER FO DSTUFFS. " 
Numerous studies made of nutritive 
values by the Office of Experiment Sta- 
tions have shown that dried fruit may 
be termed an economical article of diet. 
Fruit products in general contain little 
protein, but as sources of energy, de- 
rived almost entirely from their sugar, 
dried fruits are decidedly cheaper than 
meats and compare favorably with dairy 
products. They are, however, more ex- 
pensive than cereals and starchy veget- 
ables, such as dried beans and potatoes. 
Under no circumstances should fresh 
and dried fruits be thought a luxury, 
since they supply the needed nutritive 
material as an integral part of the diet, 
besides adding to the attractiveness of 
the daily fare. If they are to be eaten 
raw, brands made and marketed in a 
cleanly way should be obtained. 
The amount of dried fruit produced in 
the United States increased 575 per cent 
between 1899 and 1909. California pro- 
duces more than four-fifths of the yearly 
output. According to a very rough es- 
timate, each person in the country con- 
sumes on an average 5 to 6 pounds of 
dried fruit a year. 
The value of the product rose from be- 
tween $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 to over 
$21,000,000 in 10 years. The average 
wholesale price, however, has not ad- 
vanced with the increased demand— on 
the contrary it has dropped trom about 
CIO --f „Unf A 1 -O nanta nop rmiinH 
Dried fruits are especially useful when 
the supply of fresh fruits is limited, or 
where storage space for fresh fruits is 
lacking. Besides being used alone, they 
may be mixed into cakes, puddings, con- 
fectionery, and other dishes. They af- 
ford a nutritious and economical way of 
securing a variety in the diet, which is 
often overlooked by the housewife. 
The King of Ail Laxatives 
For constipation, use Dr. King's New Life 
Pills. Paul Mathulka of Buffalo. N. Y., says 
they are the “king of all laxatives. They are 
a blessing to all my family and I always keep a 
box at home.” Get a box and get well again. 
Price 25c. At Druggists or by mail. 
H. E. Bucklen & Co. Philadelphia & St.Louis 
THE PROGRESSIVE PROGRAM. 
A resolution that the Progressive party 
of Maine has decided to put a complete 
ticket in the field at the coming State 
election, “as it is on principle opposed to 
any form of merger or amalgamation,” 
was adopted Feb. 5th at a conference of 
Progressives in Portland. George W. 
Perkins of New York, a retired trust 
magnate who aided materially in finan- 
cing Roosevelt, was present and said ef- 
forts would be made to have candidates 
for every office in every State from Maine 
to California and that the success of the 
party throughout the country depended 
largely upon the result in Maine. The 
State committee voted to hold the State 
convention at Bangor on Tuesday, March 
24th,__ 
PLAIN TALK 
From Two Prosperous House- 
wives, About Peruna. 
__ ir_- W rp rin d 
dis, of Marion, 
North Carolina, 
writes to the Pe- 
11 runa Co., Co- 
Ilumbus, 
Ohio: 
"Before I com- 
menced to take 
Peruna X could 
not do any hard 
work without 
suffering great 
pain. I took Pe- 
«nn nrwl \Ifln- 
Mr*. E- T. Saddle alin> and Can say 
with pleasure they have done more 
for me than any other medicine I 
have ever taken. Now I am as well 
as ever. I do all my own work and 
it never hurts me at all. I think 
Peruna is a great medicine for 
womankind.” 
Mrs. Sarah Frye, No. 105 Sylvan 
Ave., Asbury Park, N. J., writes: “I 
have no words to express my grai.1- 
> tude for the wonderful cure that 
Peruna has done for me. It is a 
godsend to all suffering women. Pe- 
runa has done wonderful work for 
me. 
“I was sick over half of my life 
with systemic catarrh. I want this 
letter published far and wide, as I 
was a great sufferer, but to-day I 
! feel as well as anybody can feel. 
1 “Nearly all my life I have spent 
g nearly all I could rake and scrape for 
doctors, but none of them did me 
any good. But since I started on 
1 your Peruna one year ago I have at 
last found relief In your wonderful 
Peruna. I had begun to think that I 
was not going to get well, but thank 
God I am well to-day. 
“I hope and pray you may live long 
t to help others as you have helped 
y me. Instead of being a walking drug 
store I am growing fat and doing 
well. I will never be without Pe- 
runa” 
• Those who objeot to liquid modi- 
oines oan now procure Peruna 
Tablet*. 
Is famous pie-crust flour 
—makes it tender and light 
and flaky and perfectly di- 
gestible. Just as good for 
bread and cake and biscuits 
and whatever you are baking. 
And the most economical flour 
milled — gives you most 
loaves to the sack. 
Your grocer keeps William 
Tell. Insist on it next time 
you order flour. 
SOLD BY YOUR GROCERS. 
JOE, THE BOOK FARMER. 
In view of all that is being said 
and done and written about the improve- 
ment of country life, through schools, 
churches, university extensions, and most 
of all, perhaps, through the work of the 
Department of Agriculture, it is not sur- 
prising that some one should undertake 
to write a story for boys with a view to 
Bhowing what enterprising country boys 
can do; rather it is surprising that a 
Btory like Garrard Harris’s “Joe, the 
Book Farmer”, hasn't been written be- 
fore. Mr. Harris has made all the bet- 
ter story because he sticks close to his 
theme, and young and old will respond 
to the spirit of the tale of which enter- 
prise and intelligent self-improvement 
are the dominant notes. Mr. Harris has 
enthusiasm and facts to back it; his story 
contains nearly as much information as 
any popular book dealing with scientific 
agriculture, and the knowledge is put 
into a form certain to appeal. Joe is a 
real boy, and his father, Tom Weston, is 
a typically stubborn farmer of the old 
type. There is human nature in the 
man’s scoffing attitude toward “book 
farming” and in the eager desire for im- 
provement on the part of the boy who 
has never had a chance. In more than 
one State the very things are happening 
which are related with all the interest of | 
personality and the excitement of pro- : 
gress in Mr. Harris’s story. Men are I 
sent to some backward, rural neighbor- 
hood to lecture and demonstrate; the old- 
er generation are slow to take the thing 
Beriously; the boys join a corn club.” 
Finally the fathers, seeing what the boys 
accomplish, wake up arid begin to try the 
new methods, with results no doubt as 
surprising in some instances as the eco- 
nomic and moral redemption of Tom ! 
Weston. The joy of knowledge conies j 
for most people in its immediate applies- I 
tion. To learn what wonderful results a 1 
farm of four acres “fertilized with 
brains” may yield may not only stimu- I 
late ambition, but may reveal the pos- ; 
sibility of joy and pride in the mastery j 
of an inteiesting subject. Such stimu-j 
lus any boy may find in the pages of 
“Joe, the Book Farmer. Joe’s success 
is thrilling; there is excitement in every 
one of his devices and carefully consider- 
ed expenditures. What is more, the 
story is based upon scientific knowledge 
and economic truth. 
“Generally debilitated fur years. Had sick 
i_l../.bnd ombttinn utaa utnrn nil! anti 
all run down. Burdock Blood Bitters made me 
a well woman.’ —Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moosup, 
Conn. 
STATE-WIDE DEVELOPMENT OF 
MAINE. 
To the residents of the State of Maine 
and every organization within its borders 
of a business, social, fraternal or educa- 
tional character, an earnest appeal is 
made for hearty co-operation in a con- 
certed movement for State-wide develop- 
ment of our many and wonderful natural 
resources. 
Definite plans have been formulated, 
which, if realized, will immediately place 
every city, town and plantation of the 
State in line for participation in the 
developments that will surely follow. 
Briefly outlined—The aim is to unite in 
a federation all organized bodies, espec- 
ially State and local Boards of Trade, 
the State and local Granges, agricul- 
tural clubs, travelers’ organizations, all 
social and fraternal bodies, ladies’ clubs, 
schools, churches and local governments 
of cities and towns, each city or town 
through their Board of Trade, Grange, 
municipal officers or business men, to 
prepare a concise list of all their natural 
resources, including agriculture, water 
powers, manufacturing, summer resorts 
and the many other varied resources that 
can be profitably developed and made 
beneficial to our people as individuals, 
communities and the State as a whole. 
Resolutions embodying these features 
have already been unanimously adopted 
by the State Grange, Commercial Travel- 
ers’ Associations and approved by every 
professional and business man to whom 
they have teen presented. Enthusiasm 
has developed to such an extent that a 
self constituted committee consisting of 
interested citizens of the State, have de- 
cided to issue this call for a State-wide 
meeting to be held at Augusta, Maine, 
L'.'i.J.-itr PoKmaru 97fh fnrpnnnn 
afternoon session, beginning at 10 o’clock 
a. m. 
The specific purpose of this meeting is 
for organization and the selection of men 
and women to serve as its officers and di- 
rectors. Preliminary consideration and 
discussion of ways and means will be 
participated in by the strongest and 
most agressive men in the State. Short 
speeches will be made by a large number 
of our best orators, who are thoroughly 
familiar with the grand possibilities of 
our State and vitally interested in its 
development. 
The committee will be in session at the 
Augusta House Thursday evening to 
meet every interested lady, gentlemen 
or organization that may be present for 
consultation, the exchange of ideas and 
the promotion of enthusiasm. 
Responsibility for the success of this 
meeting rests not only with the individ- 
uals but with the organized bodies and 
local governments of the State, every 
one of which is requested to select dele- 
gates and see that they are in attend- 
ance Maurice C. Rich, Secretary. 
34 Exchange street, Portland, Maine. 
Children Ory 
FOR FLETCHER'S 
CASTORI A 
THIHTY-KIF T II YEAB 
IF ITS 
ITS A CURE 
For Liquor, Opium, Morphine 
and other Drug Using 
Our methods are humane, rational 
and scientific; no sickness, “knockout” 
or bad after effects. 
All business, including correspond- 
ence, is strictly confidential. 
| Write for free booklet which will be 
sent in plain sealed envelope. 
THE KEELEY INSTITUTE 
151 Congress St., Portland, Maine 
SPECI AL TO WOMEN 
The most economical, cleansing and ( 
germicidal ol all antiseptics is 
i 
* 
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to 
be dissolved in water as needed. 
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches 
in treating catarrh, inflammation or j 
ulceration of nose, throat, and that 
caused by feminine ills it has no equal ^ 
For ten years the Lydia E. Finkham > 
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine i 
in their private correspondence with * 
women, which proves its superiority. * 
Women who have been cured say 1 
it is ‘‘worth its weight in gold.” At i 
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail. 
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass 
ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY. 
PHILADELPHIA, PENN. 
Assets December 31, 1913. 
Stocks and Bonds.....$2,126,822 55 
Cash in Office and Bank. 13&.,364 20 
Agents’ Balances. 134’2o? I? 
Bills Receivable. 666 42 
Interest and Rents. 22.167 90 
All other Assets. 3,07c 00 
Gross Assets. ...on 
Deduct items not admitted. 144,11c 09 
Admitted Assets.$2,278,199 77 
Liabilities December 31, 1913. 
Net unpaid Losses. ^9.581 00 Unearned Premiums. b7„,868 32 
^sb0thcapiu?billt,e8::::::$ 
Surplus over all' Liabilities. 690,760 45 
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$2,278,199 77 
JAMES PAT TEE & SON, Agent, Belfast. 
BION B. SANBORN, Agent. Stockton S pri ngs 
3w6 
LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION 
LONDON, ENGLAND. 
Assets Dec. 31,1913 
Stocks and Bonds.^’ois osi 90 
Cash in Office and Bank. 218.951 
Agents’ Balances. «8,08S 
84 
All other Assets. 44’707 86 
C.ross Assets.$4,041,673 17 
Deduct items not admitted. 227,289 81 
Admitted Assets.$3,814,383 36 
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1913 
Net Unpaid Losses.* 4 
Unearned Premiums. 2.248.640 92 
All other Liabilities.. .fx’SSf ‘b 
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1,1.16,121 
2a 
Total Liabilities and Surplus,.$3,814,383 36 
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agent. 
3w6 Belfast, Maine. 
m mm are curable. All kinds EalB ^ ffl mran 
^ A danger. '1 lie CAUSE ■V ■ ■ is 
E lit,, H__IJr. Lee, nhar.lt s ■ HEM-ROID 
tablets produce amazing results by attacking the 
INTERNAL CAUSE. The piles are driedlup and 
permanently cured. 24 days trcatmemC »E00. 
DR. LEONHARDT CO., Buffalo, N. Y. free boom 
Sold by Wm. O. Poor & Son and all druggists. 
MUCKING. 
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking 
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. 
Leave 
orders at the stable, corner of Main 
and Cross 
streets, and they will receive prompt atten 
Mr n Telephone connection 
kW. W. BLAZO. 
Ulf 126 Waldo Aveour. 
Bellas! 
been duly appointed adminirtratnx of the 
s 
tate of 
MARGARET A. SARGENT, late of Searsport, 
the countv of Waldo, d^oVbaVgde- bonds as the law directs-A Heceased are 
mands against the estated (s®. ,ettlemeut ,and 
an8taddebtedPrthSerStotl;?e9r%uested to make pay- 
meat immediately. makhabet 8. parse. 
Searsport. January 18, l»l*-3w6 
A Chance for Patriotism and 
Statesmanship. 
To the Editor of The Journal: I 
ver\ much liked the tone of John Wana- 
taker’s speech before a meeting of 
prominent business men in Philadelphia 
jast month. He said he saw no reason 
to fear that the new tariff law would 
work injury to business,unless cowardly, 
pessimistic business men should set up 
ttu, (,ld cry of "wolf” and stampede other 
cowards, as they are very apt to do when 
anything occurs to cut down some of 
[hJir unreasonable profits. I see some 
,f :,ur narrow-minded congressmen cen- 
fUr, Wanamaker for evidencing a patri- 
;-m ihat can extend beyond the dollar 
,, 
The tariff law end banking law 
r. now on the statute book, and they 
lllUSt stay there four years at least, and 
v business man who does not sincerely 
u, make his business conform to the 
:fw constitution is not fit to be an 
American citizen. And I cannot see as 
•ra-re has been any great change after 
»k 
Wo are paying as much or more for 
f.„ ,is as we ever have, and I was eonfi- 
t this would be bo. I did not believe 
u reasonable reduction of the tariff 
largely affect the retail price of 
:s And I told Congressman Payne 
ars ago that if he did not see to it 
, the tariff was reduced to meet the 
portable demands of the people that 
party would be put out of power, 
think he believed so himself; but 
could not control the “interests,” 
think every candid man now thinks 
We had passed this same taritt 
,n 1908 that we have now (with the 
s P].tion of free wool) there would 
( v r have been all this cry of hard 
threatened that we hear now. And 
W'anamaker says, if we will let our 
.t ism rise above our partisanship all 
;,e well. Instead of laying back and 
mg because they cannot make as 
rutlts as before let our manufact- 
-tudy to run their shops with more 
ncy and greater economy and all 
in well with them, 
ator Aldrich declared that our gov- 
't could save $300,000,000 a year 
•: i._’t business efficiency. Brandeis 
h"\v the railroads can save $1,000,- 
:ay by the most approved methods, 
rd and others have made it plain 
American manufacturers are in 
p?perts far behind their foreign 
iters in efficiency because condi- 
ave assured them large profits 
v old methods, when if they had 
:n tlie advance they might have 
■ ,.,i liieir proaucts at less cost to 
.I.it- and still made good profits. I 
report of the hearings before 
i: rwood Committee last winter, 
tig of several thousand pages, and 
he evidence presented I saw no 
to fear that the new tariff law 
work harm in any way save a few 
business. The woolen manufac- 
> admitted that a reduction of 50 
nt would not hurt them; the lead- 
el men said it would not injure 
and common sense would teach 
one that if we can export $20,000,- 
werth ol boots and shoes a year and 
rt less than $1,000,000 worth in the 
■ time that the reduction of 10 or 15 
r ent duty could not hurt them very 
nnrl »mnt KflVP thp nrnKnprt of 
r shoes, with shoes on the free list. 
leavored to show by articles in The 
•ia! when the Reciprocity Treaty 
under discussion that it would not 
Maine farmers, for we were sell- 
e Canadians several times as much 
produce as they sold us and paid 
duties, which were about the same 
irs; and surely we could hold our 
v were taken off on both sides. 
.surer of one of the.largest pulp 
New England said in the house 
: my friends last year: “If the 
uld be taken off of pulp our 
-s would be ruined.” 1 said: “The 
ust either be a big liar or a big 
fur the duty was taken off of pulp 
Reciprocity Treaty 15 months ago 
does not seem to know it, or if he 
now it he is trying to fool us, but 
uv not so ignorant as he thinks we 
are.” 
nator Burleigh told me soon after 
treaty was passed by us that he 
iited if it would have any great in- 
us effect on our commerce. There 
much demand for our goods as'ever, 
:r manufacturers can find no fault 
’n the prices they are getting, and 
\ will not have any cause to if all do 
i- 1 did, in buying a suit of clothes. The 
der brought out a suit and said: “This 
imported suit.” I replied, "I do 
care for it, I believe in patronizing 
home industries.” 
new tariff law leaves a duty of 
ents a bushel on Canadian wheat as 
as 3he places a duty on American 
Canada does not seem inclined 
ove her duty. If she would, wheat 
Mine in here free of duty. Can- 
..dl sell 50,000,000 bushels of her 
MAY PROVE FATAL 
:i Will Belfast People Learn tht Im- 
portance of It,? 
ache is only a simple thing at first; 
f you find 'tis from the kidneys; 
serious kidney troubles may follow; 
it dropsy or Bright’s disease may be the 
fatal end, 
1 u will be glad to know the following ex- 
perience. 
Tis the honest statement of a resident of 
this locality. 
Mrs. S. B. St. Clair, 17 Trinity street, Rock- 
land Me., says; “I can still recommend Doan’s 
Kidney Pills for they live up to all the claims 
made for them. They fixed me up in good 
shape when I was suffering from kidney trouble 
and at that time I publicly recommended them. 
My kidneys were badly disordered and my 
bladder was inflamed. On consulting a doctor, 
He advised me to use Doan’s Kidney Pills, say- 
ln« that he knew of nothing equal to them for 
surh troubles. This remedy soon rid me of 
the complaint.” 
tor sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fos- 
ter- Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole 
aKenta for the United States. 
He member the name—Doan’s—and take do 
other. 
wheat in foreign markets thin year in 
competition with American wheat. If 
we could bring in that wheat free of 
duty, our millers could buy millions of 
bushels of that wheat, grind it in Ameri- 
can mills (which have the capacity to 
grind much more than our own crop) run 
by American laborers, furnishing mil- 
lions of barrels of flour to be packed in 
barrels made by American coopers, 
transported .to tidewater on American 
railroads to be shipped to foreign na- 
tions in American ships and leaving the 
profits in American hands, instead of 
having the work done by our competi- 
tors, as it now is. 
Some shortsighted ones may say: “But 
this will compete with American wheat 
and reduce the price!” What a ridicu- 
lous idea to suppose that our millers 
would sell this in competition with their 
own product when they can obtain a 
larger price abroad. If our millers can 
buy up the Canadian surplus wheat and 
grind it into flour in our own mills they 
can dictate the price of flour abroad in- 
stead of having to compete as they now 
do with Canada, as they would then have 
it all in their own hands. The sooner we 
get this trade coming our way the better, 
for Canada will soon erect her own flour 
mills and grind her own wheat and then 
we will lose the trade forever. 
C. E Smith. 
Washington Whisperings. 
Washington, D. C., Feb. 9, 1914. 
With the passing of Shelby Moore Cul- 
lom there is broken one of the very, 
verv few remaining links that bind the 
present to the ante-bellum period of pub- 
lic life. He was a close friend of Lin- 
coln when Lincoln was but a country 
lawyer in Springfield, 111., and the friend- 
ships of boyhood held through the years 
that brought fame and high esteem to 
both the “Great Emancipator” and the 
man who began his political career as a 
city attorney in Springfield in 1855, com- 
ing to the House of Representatives in 
1865 and continuing in public life until 
March of 1913, when he retired from the 
Senate of the United States with years 
and with honor to his credit. 
Such a remarkable career, a long life- 
time holding elective office of the h gh- 
est Dublic trust, is the highest testimon- 
ial of the trust and affection of the peo-' 
pie; and that is not to be won save by 
deserving it. 
No man of his generation—or rather 
of his three generations—had so wide an 
experience of public life as Shelby Moore 
Cullom and none knew more beautiful 
friendships and fewer enmities. And he 
died believing in the immortality of the 
soul. 
A measure which, if passed by Con- 
gress and is signed by the President, I 
| will be of vital interest to the thousands 1 
of employes of the Bureau of Animal In- I 
dustry scattered throughout the country, 
especially in meat packing centers or vi- : 
cinity, is the bill which has been intro- [ 
duced by Representative C. O. Lobeck of 
j Nebraska, providing for a reclassification 
of the salaries of these employes. Those j 
affected by the bill will be the veterinary 
inspectors, meat inspectors, inspectors’ 
assistants, stock examiners, skilled la- 
borers and clerks employed by that big 
branch of Uncle Sam’s government. 
Under it they will all receive higher 
salaries. The bill is before the Agri- 
cultural Committee of the House, and 
hearings upon it will be commenced 
within a short time. Members of Con- 
gress are being urged from all sections 
of the country, by friends of the em- 
ployes. to work for the measure, as it is 
believed if the measure once reaches the 
floor of the House it will surely pass. 
About 400,000 prairie dogs have been 
destroyed in the Cochetopa and the Pike 
National Forests of Colorado and the 
Tusayan and Coconino forests of Ari- 
i zona, according to a report recently made 
I by the Biological Survey of the Agri- 
! cultural Department. 
It is estimated that the amount of for- 
age that these rodent3 feed upon would 
! be sufficient to feed about 15,500 sheep or 
about 1,800 cattle which would be valued 
at about $150,000. The cost of exter- 
minating these pests of the prairies was 
about $12,000. 
Last year the Biological Survey used 
35,000 pounds of oats, 4,000 pounds of 
carbon bisulphid and about 1,800 ounces 
of strychnine in the Cochetopa Forests 
in the work of prairie dog destruction. 
I The agents of the Survey prepare the 
J poison, which is mixed with strychnine 
with a starch mucilage of about the con- 
sistency used in starching linen, and by 
applying this to the oats each kernel re- 
ceives a film of poison starch. 
No market for the hides of these 
prairie dogs has been found, in view of 
the fact that American and English fur- 
riers secure better skins from Siberia 
for five cents apiece which are much 
better adapted to be worked into gloves 
than are the American bides. 
The U. of M. Musical Chibs. 
ORONO, Me Feb. 5. The University of 
Maine Musical Clubs will leave Feb. 12th 
for the first New York trip in the 
history of the university. Concerts 
[will be given in Portland, Boston, JNew York and Brooklyn. Dates at 
Biddeford, Hartford, Conn., Reading, 
Pa., and Albany, N. Y. are contemplat- 
ed. The clu|> thiB year contain a host of 
good material and have been exception- 
ally well drilled. 
IWAMVIIJLB. 
Jana, Widow of Z. L. Downs of SwanviUe, 
Had in Sear*port Fab. 8d, and waa buried from 
the church in SwanviUe Fab. 6th. Rev. C. H. 
McElhiney preached the sermon and sang two 
■elections. She waa buried in Green Lawn 
semetery.... Mra. ,H. F. M. Phillips went to 
Saet Belfast Sunday to care for Iaaac Maaon, 
who is seriously iU....Chief Engstrom of the 
■teamer Millinocket, waa a guest at J. W. 
Nickerson's Sunday.... Capt. Cleveland Downs 
ind wife of Belfast were in town Thursday to 
ittend the funeral of Mrs. Jane DoWrs. 
WINTEkPORT. 
The Jolly Club of 12 met at Hillside farm, 
the home of Mr. and Mra. Sears E. Littlefield, 
lan. 30tb, the moat beautiful day of the win- 
ter, with all the members present. A delicious 
thicken dinner and all the trimmings ware 
■erved by the hostess to a dosen hungry 
mouths. The noon hour over, whist was en- 
joyed for two hours. Mrs. Fred Lowe won 
first prise and Mrs. Elmer Clements the second 
prise. A program of reading and music was 
listened to. Mrs. Mary Bussey rendered the 
song. In the Harbor of Home Sweet Home, in 
her usual pleasing manner. The next meet- 
ing will be at the home of Mrs. Charles A 
Campbell on Feb. IStb. 
The officers-elect of Ezra M. Billings, W. R. 
C. were installed Wednesday afternoon, Feb 
5th, by Belle J. Palmer, Past Dept. President, 
in a very impressive and pleasing manner. 
The officers were as follows: Pres., Mrs. El- 
meda E. Bowen; b. V. pres., Mrs. Caro Bussey; 
J. V. Pres., Mary H. Putnam; treasurer. Belle 
J. Palmer; chaplain, Mrs. Susie E. Dawson; 
secretary, Louise F. Larrabee; conductor, Mrs. 
Pearl Jewel); gu;rd, Mrs. Betsey J. Col- 
son. The Corps was much pleased to have 
Mrs. Palmer with them, as it had been four 
weeks since she was able to be out of doors. 
Following the installation a short program was 
carried out, which included select readings by 
Chaplain Dawson, President Bowen, Secretary 
Larrabee, and Conductor Jewell. After the 
closing of the Corps a short Bocial was en- 
joyed. 
5EARSMONT. 
G. C. Rollerson has resigned his position as 
clerk in the store of V. A. Simmons & Co. to 
attend a commercial school in Lewiston.... 
Mrs. H. P. Taylor visited in Bangor last week. 
...The minstrel show given by the Appleton 
people in Dirigo hall, Thursday evening, Feb- j 
ruary 6th, was first class and drew a full j 
house_E S. Wing and C. H. Cunningham ! 
attended the meeting of Aurora Lodge, F. & 
A. M., in Rockland by special invitation, Wed- 
nesday night, Feb. 4th. This was the official 
visit of D. D. M. G. Charles S. Wilson. Twenty- 
six lodges were represented and the W. M. j 
degree worked on four candidates. Two hun- | 
dred and fifty men sat down to a fine supper ; 
prepared and served by Golden Rod Chapter, 1 
D. E. S_Mrs. John Levansellar and Mrs. 
Woodbury Davia are on the sick list ...Mr. I 
Eugene Joses has sold his business and gone 
to live with his son. Charles Richards takes 
the barber business and will occupy the houes 
jwned by C. Q. Brown. 
MORRILL. 
Mrs. Charles Meservieis in Limerick, Maine, 
nursing her mother, who recently met with an 
accident... Mrs. Sadie Brewster of Belmont is 
spending a few days with Mrs. T. N. Pearson. 
.... Miss Annie Paul has returned from Farm- 
ington Normal school on account of ill health. 
.... A large delegation from Honesty Grange 
attended the county grange in Liberty Feb. 
5th... .The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet with 
Mrs. Lottie Murch today, Thursday. It is a 
business meeting, as they are talking about 
building a hall and have chosen a committee to 
seeure a site.... Miss Flora Murch recently had 
a telephone installed in her home.... Miss Flora 
Knowlton of Liberty is visiting her sister, 
Mrs. George Dow-D. O. Bowen, who has 
been ill the past month, was out to Sunday 
school last Sunday, much improved in health. 
_Prof. W. S. Wight, who has been conduct- 
ing a singing school here, will give a closing 
concert in the church Tuesday evening, Feb 
17th. 
LIBERTY 
W. J. Knowlton left last week for a short 
business trip to Washington, D. C., where he 
has real estate interests... Mrs. Susan Nor- 
ton, who has bepn visiting friends in Brooks 
and Brewer for the past few days, returned 
home Monday.... Mrs. F. P. Bennett and 
daughters Euraniaand Bernice went to Brooks 
last week and attended the K. of P. ball.... 
Hon. L. C. Morse was a business visitor in 
Searsmont one day last week-George Cram 
went to Gardiner last week and bought a fine 
horse of C. W. Trask_Will Light and son 
Ernest of Washington were business callers in 
town one day last week....Walter Young has 
bought a new piano, which arrived last week 
from Portland.... Mrs. Walter Knowlton, who 
is on the sick list, has had a phone put in her 
residence... .W. J. Greeley was a business 
visitor in Gardiner for two days last week.... 
The Waldo County Pomona Grange held its 
monthly meeting with Georges River Grange 
last Tuesday, with fully two hundred visiting 
patrons present. Mrs. Cela Nelson, member 
of Georges River Grange, in her usual pleas- 
ing manner, gave a fine address of welcome, 
which was responded to by O. B. Keen. The 
meeting was an interesting and profitable one. 
The next meeting will be held with Diricro 
Grange, Freedom, March 4th-A regular 
meeting of Arbutua Chapter, O. E. S., will be 
held Monday eve, Feb. 9th. There will be 
work ana refreshments. 
NORTHPORT. 
Clarence Martin, who has been living on the 
F. A. Abbott farm for the past three years, has 
bought from Osgood Woodbury his Oak Hill 
farm and moved his family there for a per- 
manent residence. Mr. Martin is serving at 
the present time as engineer in Joel P. Wood's 
steam iuiil-Albert Toothaker has sold his 
farm in West Northport to Captain Fletcher of 
Belfast and he and his son plan on doing an 
extensive business on the farm. They bought 
it all stocked and equipped with cattle and 
farm machinery. Mr. Toothaker plans to run a 
store in Harvey Town, Swanviile, where Mrs. 
Toothaker originally came from_E. L. Hills 
is having a park laid out on the west shore of 
Pitcher's pond, to be named Monterey Park. 
W. P. Greenlaw is doing the surveying and 
will make a large map of the survey and have 
it on file at the Waldo county registry of deeds 
office soon. Mr. Hill has already sold several 
lots in the park and it is expected that several 
new cottages will be erected there the coming 
spring....Stanley Hills has bought from hia 
father 100 acres of the home place and plans to 
build a new set of buildings and develop a new 
farm....J. O. Hills met with a serious loss 
recently, when his horse went onto a slippery 
place and fell breaking his hip in two places. 
Mr. Hills is remodelling his house inside, put- 
ting in new windows, building new cupboards 
and laying a hardwood floor....The Ladies’ 
Aid met last week with Mrs. Mabel Beach. 
The society is making a number of quilts.which 
are quickly sold.... M. G. Black has had sever- 
al men chopping for him this winter and has 
hauled out a fine lot of logs and wood. His 
object is to make more and better pasturage. 
Mr. Black is one of the town’s successful 
farmers. 
r^:r »«• been chopping a 
8. Adams, has Urad with V. A. Simmons A 
Co. and began work 8wi«T—C.M. Haw. 
who has been confined to tbs house for nearly 
two weeks with s grip eoid, is art again.... 
Hn. Olive Randall sold s horse recently to 
Huldah Ramsey of Center lfentviUe....G. A. 
Sprague was quite badly injured recently. He 
received a gash on the fort bead that required 
five stitches. The accident was caused by a 
runaway horse. 
SWANVILLE CENTER. 
Mrs. Fred Small and Mrs. Harry Gross of 
Searsport spent Tuesday with Mrs. Briggs.... 
By the death of Mrs. Downs this town has lost 
another of its good reliable old people, and too 
few of that noble generation are left now.... 
Mrs. E. A. Robertson ia ill with the grip..... 
The young people are enjoying the Ane sliding 
and moonlight evenings....Quite a party of 
the younger people went to Brooks to the K. 
of P. ball and report a grand time-Business 
is booming this winter in the country, as there 
has not been such a run of sledding for years. 
.... E. A. Robertson returned home from the 
Waldo County hospital last Monday.... Mr. and 
Mrs. Herbert Nealley of Monroe were guests 
Sunday of W. M. Clements. 
CENTtR MONTV1LLE. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Banks of Searsmont 
spent the day Feb. 6th with her brother, Mr. 
T. S. Erskine_Mr. and Mrs. Perley Allen 
went to Belfast for a few days’ visit with his 
sister. Mrs. Ralph Cartar.... Harold P. Foster, 
who bas been at work in Knox for several 
months, is at his father’s, L. T. Foster, sick 
with the mumps... ■ Miss Susie Walker is visit- 
ing her sister, Mrs. Orrie Morse-Mr. Volney 
Thompson was in Belfast Tuesday attending 
a County’commissioner’s meeting ...Mr. and 
Mrs. Oramendel Morse called on Mr. and Mrs. 
i_Dn.knios loot <3nnriav Mra. Rnrhplnr'a 
mother, Mrs. Baker of Searsmont, is stopping 
with her daughter for a few weeks-The 
seh ctmen are at their office this week finish- 
ing the accounts for the year. Town meeting 
will be the first Monday in March. The ladies 
of U. H. Grange will serve dinner in the grange 
dining room at noon that day and thire will be 
a dance in the grange hall With an oyster sup- 
per that evening. 
WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.) 
Mrs. Julia White is the guest of Mrs. George 
Bickford in Newburg for a few days....Mr. 
and Mrs. C. B. Jewett visited at the home of 
Charles Page, in Jackson, Sunday-Mrs. A. 
J Stanley of Bangor is the guest of Mrs. E. N. 
Bartlett the present week-Mrs. R. L. Clem- 
ents Bpent Friday at the tome of her brother, 
Fred Barden, in South Monroe.... Several 
families from this vicinity attended the 
masquerade ball in Monroe Wednesday even- 
ing, Feb. 4th. It was the annual event of 
Monroe lodge of Odd Fellows... .E. C. Clem- 
ents, who was seriously ill for a week, is bet- 
ter at this writing_J. W. Jewett spent sev- 
eral days recently in Dixmont, Brewer and 
Old Town_MiBses Louise Libby and Laura 
Bickford were at home from the Bangor High 
school for the week-end,and Marjelia and Ellen 
Bartlett were at home from the village High 
school_Mrs. S. J. Fish was in Hampden and 
Bangor last Thursday and Friday and was ac- 
companied home by Mrs. A. D. Godsoe, who 
had been in Waterville since the holidays.... 
Margaret, the young daughter of L E. White 
of West Winterport, was successfully operated 
upon for the removal of adenoids recently by 
Dr. Walton ot' Frankfort... .Fred Barden of 
South Monroe visited at R. L. Clements Sun- 
day.... Miss Eva Cook of Monroe was a week- 
end guest at the home of C. W. Nealey. 
FRANKFORT. 
Mrs John Peirce of New York city and Mrs. 
William Bagley of Annapolis, Md., are the 
guests of Hon. and Mrs. Albert Peirce at the 
Ide farm_The many friends here of Ralph 
W. Cook are extending congratulations on his 
marriage to Miss Marian Morgan Of Winterport, 
which took place Wednesday morning,Feb. 4th, 
at St. Gabriel’s Catholic church in Winterport. 
Immediately after the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. 
Cook left for Waterville, where they will re- 
side... .Jacob Clegg and Mark Snow have re- 
turned from Hallowell, where they have been 
employed by the Hallowell Granite Works for 
several months... .Charles F. Drake has during 
the last few days shipped several carloads of 
potatoes to Boston markets... .Robert McKay, 
who for several months has been visiting his 
brother, Victor McKay, on the latter’s Mon- 
tana ranch, is spending a few week- with re- 
latives at the Tyler home_Edward Foley and 
Herman Averill, who have been employed in 
Hallowell for several months, have returned 
to their homes here ...Miss Mabel Neville, 
who has been teaching in Monroe, is spending 
the midwinter vacation at her home here.... 
The Pythian Sisterhood was very pleasantly 
entertained Wednesday, Feb. 4, at the home of 
Mrs. Burton Batchelder in Prospect, an all-day 
session being held... John P. Otis, who for the 
past year has been employed in Concord, N. H 
is at home for a visit. 
Horrible Blotches of Eczema. 
Quickly cured by Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Oint- 
ment. C. P. Caldwell of New Orleans, La., 
states: “My doctor advised me to try ‘Dr 
Hobson’s Ecxema salve.’ I used three boxes 
of Ointment and three cakes of Dr. Hobsons 
Derma Zema Soap. Today I have not a spot 
anywhere on my body and can say I am cured." 
It will do the same for you. Its soothing, 
healing, antiseptic action will rid you of all 
skin humors, blackheads, pimples, Eczema 
blotches, red unsightly sores, and leaves your 
skin clean and healthy. Get a box today. 
Guaranteed. All Druggists, 50c., or by mail. 
Klokapoo Indian Med. Co. Phil, or St Louis. 
__
NOTICK 
Belfast, January 22, 1914. 
At a meeting of the trustees of the First 
Mortgage Bonds of the Belfast & Moosehead 
Lake R. R. Co., the following bonds were drawn 
for payment May 16,1914, at which time inter- 
est on same will cease; 
2 $600 bonds, Nos. 13 and 60. 
6 $1,000 bonds, Nos. 64, 48, 22, 12, 44, 27. 
W. B. SWAM, ( 
ALBERT C. BURGESS, \ Trustees. 
BEN. D. FIELD, ( 
3w5 
NOTICE 
In conformity with Section 20 of Chapter 67 
of the Revised Statutes of the State of Maine, 
and subsequent amendments thereto, I hereby 
certify that the following is a list of the names 
of all persons entitled to deposits now in my 
hands by virtue of said law: 
Emma M. Lenley, Charles H.Thom peon, 
Charles E. Stephenson Hattie Thompson, 
Murray F. Gurney, Orleand Dunn, 
James E. Miller, Heirs of Daniel 
Elbridge Cunningham, Gardner, 
Nathan Miller. John H. Smith. 
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE, 
Treasurer of Waldo County. 
Belfast, Me., Jan. 26,1914. 5 
Freedom Notice. 
I hereby give my minor son, Franklin A. 
Warren, his time during the remainder of his 
minority, and shall claim none of wages or 
pay any of his bills after this date. 
Searsmont, Me., January 2& 1914. 
8w6 LA. WARREN. 
Skin Sufferers-Read! 
-*- 
We want all akin sufferers who have 
suffered for many years the tortures of 
disease and who have sought medicei aia 
In yain, to read tbila 
We, os old established druggists of 
this community, wish to recommend to 
you a product that lias given many re- 
lief and may mean the ;yoVr 
agony. The product is a mild, rfmple 
wash, not a patent medfcine concocted of 
various worthless drugs, but a scientific 
compound made of well known antiseptic 
ingredients It is made in the D.D.p. laboratories of Chicago and is called the 
SaE.ll. Prescription for Ectema. 
This is * doctor’s special prescription 
—one that has affected many wonderful 
cures. 
The effect of D. D. D. Is to soothe In- 
stantly, aa soon as applied; then It pene- 
trates the pores, destroys and throws 
off all disease germs and leaves the 
skin clean and healthy. 
We are so confident of the marvelous 
power of D. D. D. that we have taken 
aovantage of the manufacturers guar- 
antee, to offer you a full-slie bottle on 
trial. You are to judge the merits of 
the remedy in your own partleular ease. 
If It doesn't help Ton, It costs you 
nothing. 
D. D. D. Soap is made of the same 
healing Ingredients. Ask us about It. 
Wm. O. Poor & Son, Druggists. 
THE POSTAL SAVINGS SYSTEM. 
The exposition by Carter B. Keene, 
director of the Postal Savings System, 
of the work and results of the only bank- 
ing institution owned and operated by 
Uncle Sam, the savings Bystem of the 
PoBtoffice Department, voiced at the an- 
nual banquet of the Bankers’ Association 
of the District of Columbia, made a deep- 
er impression upon the bankers of Wash- 
ington.says the Daily Times of that city, 
than did the discussions of the new cur- 
rency law, the President’s trust message 
or the attacks on the New York Stock 
Exchange. This is the opinion of many. 
The statement by Mr. Keene that there 
are some $40,000,000 of deposits in the 
system, money that the banks could not 
have brought out; that all but 5 per cent 
of this amount is now circulating in the 
channels of trade and that $200,000 of it is 
on deposit in the banks of Washington, 
was a surprise to many and won the ap-, 
proval of ail for the system. 
There are 375,000 depositors in the 
Postoflfice Bank, explained Mr. Keene, 
and these despositors are foreigners and 
others whose money had been hoarded 
away in boot legs, stockings and mat- 
tresses. These despositors are people 
who have a natural fear of banks and 
who yet have an absolute confidence in 
the Government. 
“This is newly discovered money,” said 
Mr. Keene, “money beyond the reach of 
the banks. The Postal Savings System 
has brought it out from hidden corners 
and put it into the channels of trade. 
There is $200,000 of this money distribut- 
ed among the banks of Washington which 
they could not have gotten otherwise. 
“The Postal Savings System helps 
everyone and hurts no one and is a Gov- 
ernmental experiment in business that 
does in no way detract from private en- 
terprise.” 
Mr. Keene explained that more money 
is turned away from the postal banks 
than is taken in in deposits for the rea- 
son that the amount of deposits is limit- 
ed by law. He advocated legislation to do 
away with this restriction and to in- 
crease the maximum of deposits that 
may be received. In support of this con- 
tention Mr. Keene said that the foreigner 
who has saved an amount of money great- 
er than the maximum he may deposit at 
any one time cannot understand why the 
Government will take and protect a part 
of bis savings and refuse to touch the 
whole. There should be no need to try 
to make him understand, either, he said. 
PINKLETS 
To Clear the Complexion. 
One result of constipation is to dis* 
figure the complexion with pimples and 
blotches. This is because poisons which 
should have been expelled from the body 
are retained. Cosmetics and ointments 
will not avail to clear such a complexion. 
The poisons which cause the disfigura- 
tion must be removed as natureintended. 
To do this a laxative that will gently 
assist nature, but which will cause no re- 
acting constipation to aggravate the 
trouble, is needed. 
Pinklets, the dainty new laxative, ; 
quickly clear away all offending matter ; 
without the least griping or discomfort, j 
So simple is their composition that they I 
can be taken with any other medicine ! 
that is not in itself a laxative. In every 
household such a simple, safe medicine ; 
is needed. Pinklets are tiny, sugar- ; 
coated granules, easy to take. Yourown j 
druggist can supply you. Sold in 25 cent 
bottles only. ,, 
Pinklets are a corrective for badbreath, 
will clear the complexion, and are recoin- j 
mended fortorpidiiver, biliousness, head- 
aches, constipation and whenever a gentle 
laxative is required. Write to the I'r. 
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, 
N. Y., for Pinklet book. It is free. 
Sheriff’s Sale. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
COUNTY OF WALDO, S3. 
Taken on execution, wherein A. E. Nicker- 
son of Portland, in.the County of Cumberland, 
assignee of the estate of Edward C. Pike of 
Searsport, in the County of Waldo, is plaintiff 
and Clifton P. Ellis of Searsport. in the County 
of Waldo, is defendant, and will be sold at 
public auction, on the 18th day of March, A. 
D 1914, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, at 
the office of Harry E Bangs, in Searsport, in 
said County, all the right in equity that the 
said Clifton P. Ellis had on the tenth day of 
December, 1913, when the same was attached 
on the original writ, to redeem the following 
described mortgaged real estate situate in 
Searsport Village, Maine, and bounded as fol- 
lows: Lying on the corner of Main and War- 
ren streets and bounded south by Main street 
and east by Warren street; westerly by land 
of F. A. Nye and north by land of Gertrude 
Ellis, and containing one-eighth of an acre, 
more or less. Said real estate being subject 
to a mortgage given by the said Clifton P. 
Ellis to Frank E. Whitcomb & Son of Sears- 
port, Maine, recorded in Waldo County Regis- 
try of Deeds in Book No. 295, at Page 481, on 
which there is said to be due about thirty 
uouart*. 
Dated at Searsport this 24th day of January, 
A. D. 1914. ELMER WEBSTER, 
3w5 Deputy Sheriff. 
NOTCE OF FORECLOSURE 
WHEREAS, Mary F. Miles of Jersey City in the County of Hudson and State of 
New Jersey, by her mortgage deed dated the 
sixth day of September, 1898, and recorded in 
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Vol. 252, 
Page 244, conveyed to George Sweetser a cer- 
tain lot or parcei of land, with the buildings 
thereon, situated in Northport, in the County 
of Waldo and State of Maine, and bounded and 
describee! as follows, to wit: Being lot No. 121, 
on the Northport Wesleyan Grove Campground, 
situated on the southerly side of Maple street 
on said Campground, and lying next westerly 
of the lot of F. A. Simpson; and whereas the 
said George Sweetser afterwards deceased, 
and George W. E. Barrows and Edmund J. 
Murch were duly appointed executors of the 
last will and testament of the said George 
Sweetser; and whereas on the eighth day of 
October, 1901, the said George W. E. Barrows 
and Edmund J. Murch, as executors aforesaid, 
assigned said mortgage to the undersigned, 
which assignment is recorded in Waldo County 
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 814, Page 333; and 
whereas the condition of said mortgage has 
been broken: 
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of 
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of 
said mortgage. 
Newburgh, Maine, January 28.1914. 
STELLA M. KNOWLTON. 
By Mayo & Snare, her Attorneys. 3t6 
Dr. W. C. LIBBEY, 
DENTIST, 
13 MAIN STHEET, BELFAST. MAINE 
f-WE-j 1 invite you to call I 
I at the | 
iui! 
WE SELL FOR j, 
CASH ONLY 
jj And do not deliver : 
I 
goods \ 
i: Thereby giving you the benefit of •! 
\ these conditions. Have had 25 
f years experience, 18 years in Bos- 
; ton. The quality of goods the best 
[ and at the lowest prices. 51tf { 
\ W. A. Winchester, Prop, j; 
» k 
« 
BELFAST and 
BURNHAM. 
On and after Sept 28, 1913, trains connect- 
ing at Burnham and Waterville with through 
trains for ani from Bangor, Waterville, Port- 
land and Boston, will run as follows: 
FROM BELFAST. 
AM PM Pa 
Belfast, depart. 7 05 12 20 2 2C 
City Point. *7 10 *12 25 »2 25 I 
Waldo.. t7 20 112 35 t2 36 
Brooks. .. 7 32 12 47 2 47 
Knox. t7 44 112 59 12 59 
Thorndike. 7 50 1 05 3 05 
Unity. 7 58 1 13 3 13 
Winnecook.... .48 08 tl 23 3 23 
Burnham, arrive. 8 20 135 3 35 
Clinton. 8 39 tl 59 tS 05 
Benton. 8 48 5 13 
Bangor. 7 00 12 25 3 35 
Waterville. 9 02 2 18 5 23 
Portland. 1150 4 50 12 50 
Boston.. 3 20 p m 810 5 10 
TO BELFAST 
PM AM AM 
Boston. 3 00 9 00 
Portland. 7 00 12 40 
A M 
Waterville. 7 10 10 02 3 15 
Bangor. 7 00 10 15 1 50 
Benton. 7 21 10 08 3 24 
Clinton. 7 30 10 17 3 34 
Burnham, leave. 8 35 10 30 3 50 
Winnecook.. .. 48 45 U0 40 4 00 
Unity. 8 54 10 55 4 09 
Thorndike. 9 02 11 05 4 17 
Knox. t9 10 til 15 4 25 
Brooks..... 9 25 11 35 4 40 
Waldo. t9 35 til 45 t4 5C 
Citypoint. 19 45 til 55 t5 00 
Belfast, arrive. 9 50 12 01 5 05 
tFlag station 
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold nt 
$5.25 from Belfast. H. D. WALDRON, 
General Passenger Agent. 
U. V. I/WUUU.l' ’W, 
General Manager. Pn«*H«n:l Maine 
EASTERN STEAMSHIP 
CORPORATION. 
Bangor Line— Winter Schedule. 
SPECIAL FARES 
BELFAST AMO BOSTON. $2 25 
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAa1 
Leave Belfast at 3.00 p. m. for Boston Mon 
day and Thursday. 
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport, 
at 7.30 a. m., Wednesday and Saturday. 
RETURNING 
Leave Boston at 6.00 p. m. Tuesday and 
Friday. 
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival 
of steamer from Boston) Wednesday and 
Saturday. 
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine. 
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE 
WHEREAS, Henry O. Trundy of Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo, for- 
merly of Searsport, in the County of Waldo, 
by his mortgage deed dated the 10th day of 
September, A. D. 1912, and recorded in Waldo 
County Registry of Deeds, in Book Number 
303, at Page 336, conveyed to the Searsport 
Savings Bank, a corporation by law duly es- 
tablished and having its place of business at 
said Searsport, a certain lot or parcel of land 
situate in said Searsport, bounded and describ- 
ed as follow ■, to wit: Beginning at the north- 
west corner of land deeded by Putnam Cimon- 
ton to John L. Merchant January 25, A. D. 1855, 
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, in 
Volume 89, Page 539; thence running easterly 
along the northerly line of said Merchant’s 
land 80 feet and 6 inches, more or less, to land 
of Henry Pierce; thence northerly 60 feet, 
more or less, along the line of said Pierce’s 
land to public street running to John Black’s; ! 
thence westerly along said public street 84 [ 
feet, more or less, to Alder street, so-called; ; 
thence southerly along said Alder street 56 feet j 
and 6 inches to first mentioned bounds, together ; 
with the buildings thereon, being the same 
premises conveyed to me by warranty deed 
from Clarilia P. Blake, dated September 19, 
1912, and whereas the condition of said mort- 
gage has been broken: 
Now therefore, by reason of the breach of 
the condition thereof the said Searsport Sav- 
ings Bank claims a foreclosure of said mort- 
gage. 
Dated at Searsport, Maine, this 30th day*of 
January, A. D. 1914. 
THE SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK. 
By Harry E. Bangs, its attorney. 3w6 
SALE 
STABLE 
I have opened a sale stable on Spring 
street, where I now have, and shall continue 
to have, a good supply of 
FRESH, YOUNG, SOUND HORSES, 
which will be sold at LIVING PRICES. 
If you need a horse come and see mine. 
DR. W. L. WEST. 
SOME NAUTICAL LORE. 
“As the World Wags,” the depart- 
ment in the Boston Herald conducted by 
Philip Hale, occasionally takes a sea 
;um, and the contributions on this line 
ire of more or less interest to those who 
jo—perhaps we should say, have gone— 
"down to the sea in ships.” For ex- 
ample “J. W.” spins the following 
,'arn of 
A HERO OF THE SEA. 
Having had a relative, an old Bea dog, 
who for many years was captain of a 
well known clipper ship sailing between New York ana Liverpool, I have natur- 
ally taken a deep interest in the com- 
munications of your nautical correspond- 
ents regarding the derivation of “three 
sheets in the wind,” and similar terms. 
As a rule, it takes a seaman of the Sir 
Joseph Porter, K. C. B., persuasion to 
elucidate such matter, for the reason 
that your genuine tar is apt to be shy 
and uncommunicative, except when with 
his messmates. May I add that it has 
lurprised me that no one has referred to 
that mine of sailor lore, by James Jef- 
frey Roche, entitled: “A Sailor’s Yarn.” 
'Twas the good ship Gyascutus, 
All in the China seas, 
With the wind a lee, and the capstan free. 
To catch the summer breexe. 
'Twas Captain Porgie on the deck. 
To his mate in the mizzen hatch. 
While the boatswain bold, in the forward hold. 
Was winding his larboard watch. 
"Oh, how does the good ship head, tonight? 
How heads our gallant craft?” 
"Oh, she heads to the E. S. W. by N.. 
And the binnacle lies abaft 1” 
"Oh, tly aloft to the garboard stroke! )’ 
And reef the spanker boom. 
Bend a studding-sail on the martingale, 
To give her weather room.” 
The storm was so furious, and the sea 
ran so high, that the vessel sprung aleak; 
whereupon the noble second mate, taking 
the anchor on his back, dove overboard 
and struck out for the nearest land, 
where he made the tnudhook fast and 
warped the ship ashore. 
'Twan’t much of a job to talk about, 
But a ticklish thing to see, 
And suth’in to do, if I say it, too. 
For that second mate was me. 
SING US A SONG. 
Mr. Charles-Edward Aab contributes a 
song he found among his clippings, and 
Mr. Hale suggests that it might be sung 
at a banquet by the members of the 
Naval Strategy Board: 
The chap to skip on an ocean trip 
And the sort to leave behind, 
With his driveling store of nautical lore, 
Is the garrulous, windy kind. 
He can figure why, if you let him try— 
And you needn’t ask at that— 
How one can tell from the captain’s bell 
The time and Where you’re at. 
Both starboard, port, and a lot of that sort 
Of junk you’d fain iorget. 
He always knows, and the way “she blows,’’ 
And why the water’s wet. 
If you sight a speck from the hurricane deck, 
No matter what be you view. 
You’ll find him there in a neighboring chair 
And you’ve got to hear him through. 
So you have to hark to the seadog’s bark. 
And you sing both small and low, 
Till you learn by a look at the purser’s book 
He hails from Kokomo. 
We hope to find suitable songs for the 
"Wangan” and "Gringo” contributors. 
We are indebted to Mr. H. L. Wheeier 
of Boston for a note suggesting again 
that “gringo” came from “Green grow 
the rushes,” sung by American soldiers 
in Mexico. Another contributor writes: 
“Gringo: colloquial Spanish for ‘unin- 
telligible gibberish, applied to language;’ 
Newman & Baretti’s Spanish Dictionary, 
I in eu., iooi. vjiiuj'u nut in uic 
first edition of Baretti’s Dictionary. Let 
us not forget that he was once tried for 
murder, and although great men testified 
in his behalf and he was described as a 
gentle soul of letters, he was acquitted. 
ON CASTING ANCHOR. 
E. W. Ottie contributes the following: 
Regarding the phrase “cast anchor,” it 
should be remembered that the ships of 
the Apostles and the early English were 
very small, carrying anchors not much 
larger than those found on an ordinary 
30 or 40 loot sloop of today. When they 
anchored, therefore,the anchor was pick- 
ed up Dy one or two men, and actually 
thrown overboard. Originating in an- 
cient times, and used in corr ection with 
ancient vessels, the phrase “Cast anchor” 
has accuracy, force and vividness, as it 
describes exactly what did happen when 
the mariners of Jonah’s time came to an 
anchor. 
Ever since the 15th centurv, however, 
on sea-going vessels of any size anchors 
have been of such asiz" and and weight 
that they have been dropped and hove 
Up by means of the rather elaborate ap- 
paratus of capstan or windlass, cat heads 
(projecting timbers at the bows acting 
as cranes), and the tackle for catting and 
fishing. The Pilgrims’ Mayflower cer- 
tainly belonged to this class of vessel, 
the anchor being dropped from the cat- 
head, or bow, not "cast,” when she an- 
chored. 
Used as President-Emeritus Eliot used 
it the phrase is inaccurate. It smacks of 
affectation as well, since the much sim- 
pler word “anchored” could just as well 
have been employed in its place. 
Children Cry 
FOR FLETCHER’S 
CASTOR! A 
Announce* that ha iia .1* aital hi* ^practice 
to diseases of the 
£ye. Tar, Nose and Throat 
AND iu FRACTION. 
Office hours—10 ;i. m. tc 12 m l to 3 p. m 
7 to 8 p. ni.. and bv appointment. 
CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREET? 
Telephone connection 23tf 
LET US 
DO YOUR 
CASTING 
We have reopened the foundry on Front 
street, under the superintendence of Mr. A. R. 
LEADBETTER, an experienced iron moulder, 
have a large stock of patterns, and are pre- 
pared to fill all orders promptly and at reason- 
able prices. 30tf 
BELFAST FOUNDKY h MACHINE CO. 
GEO. E. JOHNSON. 
Attorney at Law, 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
Practice In all Courts. Probate! practice 
spec altv. 2tf 
HEALTHY HAM 
MORE DANDRUFF 
Parisian Sage Makes Dry, Unattractive 
Hair Soft, Fluffy, Abundant and 
Radiant With Life. 
It’s entirely needlees to here unsightly, 
matted, scraggy or faded hair. A little care is 
all that is needed to make It soft, pretty, per- 
fectly healthy, and free from dandruff, the 
hair destroyer. 
Use Parisian Sage—it supplies hair needs 
and is absolutely harmless. It cleanses the 
scalp of all dandruff, quickly stops itching 
head and falling hair, and is one of the best 
tonics to stimulate the hair and make it grow 
long and beautiful. 
Get a bottle of Parisian Sage today from A 
A. Howes & Co. or at any drug counter. It 
costalbut 60 cento. Rub it into the scalp—all 
dandruff disappears—your head feels fine—the 
hair is pretty and perfectly healthy. 
SEARSPORT. 
John Wallace of Albion is visiting his broth- 
cr, Isaac Wallace. 
Walter B. Tvombly of Monroe was in town 
Friday on business. 
E. W. Scarboro returned Saturday from a 
business trip in Boston. 
Mrs. Elmer Webster has gone to the Waldo 
County Hospital in Belfast for medical treat- 
ment. 
W. J. Walsh of Newark, N. J., was a guest of 
Capt. and Mrs. H. G. CurtiB, Water street, last 
week. 
The Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs. E. W. 
Gilkey on Water Btreet this, Thursday, after- 
noon. 
Miss Rita Walsh of Rockland wbb in town 
last week, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Renfrew 
Wilson. 
Ship Timranda. Capt. N. F. Gilkey. is now on 
the passage from Montevideo to Barbadoes 
for 
orderB. 
A few counterfeit half-dollars have made 
their appearance among the local dealers 
the 
paoi uiuiiui. 
Mrs. W. M. Parse, who has been confined 
to 
the house with pleurisy for the past two weeks, 
is improving. 
Miss Kathryn Elizabeth McElhiney is the 
guest of Mrs. Clara Eyre and family at 
their 
home in Orange, N. J. 
The Walker Brothers of Swanville have been 
operating thsir wood Bawing machine 
in the 
village the past week. 
Mrs. Lavona Williams was called to IsleBboro 
Saturday by the death of Mrs. Isabel, the 
wife 
of Capt. Alton Hatch. 
Miss Olive Ridley arrived last week from 
Watertown, Mass., where she had been 
em- 
ployed as a telegrapher. 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dexter of Roxbury, 
Mass., arrived Sunday and are guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. George P. Carter. 
Howard M. Perrie, ”.no has been spending 
several weeks in to wn, left last week to visit 
relatives in St. John, N. B. 
Steamer L. V. Stoddard, Capt. Berghman, 
finished discharging at the Mack’s Point coal 
dock Friday and sailed for Norfolk. 
The A. E. Nickerson Co., at Mechanic’s Hol- 
low are receiving a large amount of stave 
wood and white birch for spool wood. 
Capt. W. N. West was struck by a tailing 
tree last week while at work in the woods 
and injured his right leg quite severely. 
Frank E. Stover of West Appleton, who is 
employed at the A. A. C. cooperage plant, ar- 
rived la.t week from Bucksport and is with 
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Weymouth on Howard 
street. 
A. E. Trundy & Son are having a large 
amount ol logs hauled on the ice on Opeechee 
stream, extending from the mill bridge to 
Meyer s roint, anu mat iucj »»*»» — -— 
spring. 
Schooner Pendleton Sisters, Capt. Small, 
which has been in the harbor for several 
weeks loaded with phosphate, began its dis- 
charge Monday at the Hubbard fertilizer plant 
at Mack's Point. 
The Penobscot Bay Electric Company took 
over the plant of the Searsport Electric Light 
Co., Feb. 5th. Roscoe Arey is the local man- 
ager and has his office in the Wheaton build- 
ing on Main street. 
Mrs. Zenas L. Downes died at the home of 
her grandson, Zenas D. Hartshorn, on Union 
street, Feb. ad, aged 82 years. The remains 
were taken to her late home in Swanville Fri- 
day, where the funeral services were he d at 
the church. 
The Knights of Pythias will attend church 
in a body Sunday morning at the Methodist 
church, it being the 50th anniversary of their 
order. The sermon will be preached by Rev. 
O. G. Barnard. The annual installation will 
take place Thursday evening, Feb. 19;h, at 
Union Iiall. 
Mrs. Chester L. Bailey gave a most enjoy- 
able thimtle party on Wednesday night, Feb. 
4th, entertaining Mrs. O. S. Atwood, Mrs. F. 
K. Sawyer, Mrs. S. L. Fairchild, Mrs. E. W. 
Fletcher. Mrs. S. C. Pattee, Mrs. I. H. Have- 
ner, Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, Mrs. James Duncan, 
Miss Gladys Butman, Miss Mabel Griffin and 
Miss Florence Colcord. Dainty refreshments 
were served by the hostess, Mrs. Atwood as- 
sisting. 
Myron F. Parker, tonsorial artist, has rented 
the Andrew Leach store on Mr in street. This 
store was built by Andrew Leach in 1834 and 
was occupied by him until his death, Jan. 10, 
1871. Mr. Leach was born in Middleboro, 
Mass, Feb. 9, 1785, and came to Belfast with 
his parents in 1805. He engaged in business 
in Prospect (now Searsport) in 1809, married 
Miss Sally Black in 1811, was postmast?r of 
Prospect for 27 years, and deacon of the First 
Congregational chnrch of Searsport for over 
fifty years. In 1830 while Mr. Leach was post- 
master, John C. R. Palmer, Jr., alias Charles 
Grant, Jr., of Belfast was arrested in the 
wooden store then occupied by Mr. Leach as 
a postoffice and grocery store, in connection 
with the murder of Capt. White of Salem by a 
decoy letter. Palmer's evidence secured the 
detection and conviction of the murderers of 
Capt. White. Daniel Webster appeared for 
the government at the trial and passages from 
his eloquent argument are familiar to every 
school boy. 
Obituary. Charles H. Monroe, one of the 
best known citizens of Searsport, passed away 
at his home on Main street Sunday morning, 
Feb. 8th, after an illness of about two months 
with Bright’s disease. He was born in Thorn- 
dike Oct. 29, 1857, and came to Searsport from 
Belfast 32 years ago and engaged in his calling 
as a jeweller, which he continued until he was 
taken ill in December. Mr. Monroe was also 
an expert machinist and in the past few years 
had built up a fine business in the repairing of 
automobiles. He was a man of quiet and un- 
assuming habits and a familiar figure on the 
streets of Searsport during his residence here. 
He had a largo circle of friends who will re- 
gret to hear of his untimely demise. He 
leaves, beside his wife, four sons—Charles 
Elbert, Frank, R ;yal and Theodore Moaro e j 
The funeral services were held at his late | 
home Tuesday afternoon, Rav. O. C. Barnard j 
of the M E. church officiating, and the inter 
ment was in the family lot in Elmwood ceme- 
tery. 
Congregational Church Notes. Sunday 1 
morning, February 8th, the sermon was ap- j 
preprints to tha Lincoln anniversary. Tha 
scripture leeeon was found in the aiXtieth chap- 
ter of Isaiah. The evening aerviea wns con- 
ducted by the V. P. S. C. E. Wednesday 
evening, February 4th the annual Church 
meeting was held. The meeting was called 
to order by the Clerk, Mr. James Duncan. 
Mr. Duncan was chosen Moderator. The 
annual report of tho Clerk was read nod 
accepted. The Perish receipts for the year 
amounted to $1764.65. the expenditures to 
$1697.96, and $974.98 was contributed for be- 
nevolent purposes. The total church mem- 
bership is 103. Duriog the year there have 
been three additions, one latter of dismissal 
granted, and three deaths. The report of the 
Endeavor society wee read, accepted,and made 
a part of the church record. Total member- 
ship 81; 44 of this number residing in town. 
Receipts for the year $14.: expenditures $1138; 
Cash on hand $20.84. Members added, four 
The C. E. Missionary Committee reported $17, 
contributed to Turkish Missions; balance in 
treasury $1.00. Capt. James P. Butman and 
Dr. Frederick K. Sawyer were re-elecud s 
Senior end Junior Deacons. Mr. James H. Dun- 
can, Clerk. Dr. Sawyer waa elected Mission- 
ary Treasurer and Mr.F.B.Smith and Mr. 
H. C 
Holmes ushers. The following Music Com- 
mittee was elected; Rev, C. H. Mc.E:hir.ey, 
Dr. F. K. Sawyer, Mrs. B F. Colcord, Mrs. C, 
E. Adffr.s, Mies Roulstone. It wss voted tc 
have a parish supper at the time appointed foi 
the next annual meetings. The supper will be 
followed by both the Parish and Church meet- 
ings. 
_ 
The News of Brooks. 
Hiss Gertrude Pendleton of Dark Harbor, 
has been visiting her friend Miss Christine 
Lane of this village. 
^ Monday evening, Feb. 16th, a musical con- 
cert will be given at Union Hall by Prof. W. S. 
Wight, assisted by Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hill of 
Portland. 
Mr. Dow will start a cut-down sale of winter 
goods next week. He will turn his large 
stock into cash at prices that will be profitable 
to the customer. 
The Brooke Knights of Pythias win attend 
the jubilee convention in Belfast Feb. 19th. 
A*delegation visited the lodge at Dixmont last 
Monday evening. The Brooks boys are a live 
crowd. 
y^ln spite of the severe cold there was a good 
attendance at the Grange last Monday evening. 
Special remarks were made on current agri- 
cultural topics by Prof. Norwood, Mr. Leonard 
and others.g 
Wednesday evening, Feb. 4th, the Masonic 
lodge received an official visit from E. D.Chase, 
the District Deputy. They had a raising, fol- 
lowed by sociability and a lunch. Visitors 
were present from Jackson, Dixmont, Thorn- 
dike and Freedom. 
Herbert J. Hamlin, R. F. D. carrier No. 2, 
and incidentally a hustling farmer, sold a calf 
seven weeks old to Isaiah Crowell for the 
Frank Libby aggregation, exporters of live 
stock, for $35. Who says it does not pay to 
raise stock in Waldo county? It was a real 
toad variety and a beauty. 
Sunday, Feb. 15th, Golden Crown Lodge, K. 
of P., will attend church in a body. Rev. Mr. 
Carne will welcome them *nd the exercises 
will be conducted in accordance with their 
avowed principles. The choir will furnish 
music appropriate to the occasion and it is ex- 
pected that there will be a large attendance. 
There was a large representative meeting 
here last week of the local farmers who are 
interested in the Farmer’s Union. Mr. Embree 
of Bangor, Mr. Abbott of Presque Isle and 
others elucidated the burning question of the 
sale of »he fanners products, it was a very- 
pleasant and doubtless a very profitable occa- 
sion. Dinner was servtd in the banquet room 
Wm. N. Crosby of Brooks, 91 years of age, 
comes to the front again as one of the smart 
old men of this community. He has already 
cut in the woods, sled length and ready to haul, 
a year's wood for a fanner’s family, and is now 
preparing it for the stove and getting it into 
the shed. He will do all this work himself. 
He is the oldest man in town ana keeps the 
Boston Post cane, but is too youDg and smart 
to make any practical use of it. 
FREEDOM. 
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shjw in Bangor last week ...Mrs. Annie 
Murch visited her son, Edmund Murch, in 
Pittsfield recently... .Aibra E. Flye has re- 
turned to his business in Brighton, Mass_ 
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Webster passed Wednesday 
evening, Feb. 4th, with Mr. and Mrs. George 
Worth... Seth Banton went to Waterville in 
his auto Feb. 6th... Dr. A. M. Small removed 
a cancer from the forehead of Mrs. Knowles 
Bangs Feb. 2nd-The Samoset Club attended 
church in a body Sunday morning, Feb. 8th. 
The pastor, J. G. Vance, had a very interest- 
ing sermon, taking for his subject the religious 
life of Abraham Lincoln.... Frank Nutt has 
sold his farm to Grover Dobson and Mr. and 
Mrs. Nutt will move to the village in the 
house now occupied by Frank Flye. Mr. Flye 
will move in over his store... .The members of 
the church gave Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Vance a 
surprise party Friday evening, Feb. 6tb, tak- 
ing their refreshments with them. The even- 
ing was passed in playing gamep and other 
amusements.... Mrs. J. G. Vance visited Mrs. 
J. W. Libby in Unity Feb, 5th....Mrs. D. W. 
Dodge and Mrs. Myra Brown visited Mr. and 
Mrs. Selden Fuller in Norridgewock the past 
week....Mrs. Leander Grant and the nuise, 
Miss Barker, who is caring for Mrs. Grant's 
husband, called on Mrs. D. R. McGray Feb. 
4th....Mr. and Mrs. George Varney from 
Unity called on Mr. and Mrs.McGray Feb. 4th. 
Do not continue to suffer with indiges- tion or dyspepsia causing heartburn, dizziness, after-dinner distress, headache, biliousness! 
pain in the bowels, or sour and gassy 6tomach! 
Get effective and lasting relief at once. Buy 
from A. A. Howes & Co.—today—a fifty cent box of Mi-o-na Tablets. They quickly and 
surely end stomach misery—are pleasant to 
take and perfectly harmless. 
Mi o-na is one of tne most dependable reme- 
dies for disordered stomachs. It heals the sore 
and inflamed membranes and is not only a 
digestive antiacid giving prompt and effective 
relief, but is a tonic that tones up and strength- 
ens the entire digestive system—then the food 
is properly dige ted and assimilated—you en- joy robust health. 
Do not delay—get a box of Mi-o-na at once. 
If you are not entirely satisfied with results— 
money refunded. 
A Great Gross of Our Special lurs 
parent Glycerine Soap just received. 
THREE ODORS: 
White Rose, Violet and Arbutus. 
ALL THE SAME HIGH QUALITY. 
ALL THE SAME LOW PRICE. 
TEN CENTS A CAKE. 
OLD CORNER DRUG 8TORE. 
-- 
■ =====^^- 
I ROYAL 
BAKING POWDER 
ABSOLUTELY PUKE 
Insures the most 
delicious and healthful food 
By the use of Royal Baking Powder a 
great many more articles of food may be 
readily made at home, all healthful, de- 
licious, and economical, adding much 
variety and attractiveness to the menu. 
The" Royal Baker and Pastry Cook," \ 
containing five hundred practical !• 
receipts for all kinds of baking 
and cookery, free. Address Royal 
Baking Powder Co., New York. j 
“STOCKTON SPRINGS. 
John McLaughlin recently bought a pair 
of heavy draft horses for his livery stable. 
Mrs. H. L. Hopkins suffered a bad ill turn 
Monday. We hope her improvement may be 
rapid. 
Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, Church street, has 
been housed the past week, suffering from 
tonsilitis. 
Mrs. J. A. Flanders was quite ill Saturday 
and Sunday from a very severe cold. She is 
somewhat better. 
Miaa Muriel Goodere is confined to the house 
by an attack of bronchitis. Similar cas< a are 
quite prevalent in thiB locality. 
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist 
parish will meet with Mrs. Charles Emery, 
Maple atreet for sewing this, Thursday, aftei- 
noon. 
The Masonic Blcck Association declared a 4 
per cent dividend recently upon its stock. Al- 
bert M. Amea is the treasurer of the associa- 
tion. 
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist society 
was entertained last Friday afternoon by Mrs. 
Hoiea Renouf, Sea View atreet, for needle- 
work. 
Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street, suffer- 
ed a aevere attack of indigeBtion the past 
wee k.kut is sufficiently improved to be about 
the nouse. 
Isaac Littlefield, Sea View street, ia quite 
sick; confined to his bed by a very severe cold. 
Mrs. Littlefield has just recovered from a 
month’s illness. 
Mrs. James Crocker, Middle street, left re- 
cently for Cambridge, Mass., to visit her 
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur 
Magune, for a tew weeks. 
Mrs. Chemplin Lamphier, who resides with 
her daughter and hueband, Mr. and Mrs. Sim- 
eon B. Merrithew, Church stieet, has recover- 
ed from her severe ill turn of last week. 
Mrs. Sylvester B. Pendleton, Middle street, 
left last week to visit her daughter, Mrs. : 
Maude Demuth, at her homo in Thomaston, 
I Maine. She will be away several months. 
I The Current Events Club will meet Wednes- 
day afternoon, Feb. 18th, with Mrs. Herbert L# 
Hopkins, Church street, having ••Alaska,” for 
the topic of stuay and r.aaing, as selected by 
the hostess. 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shute came from Bos- 
ton Feb. 4th to spend a fortnight with his par- 
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Elden Shute, Sylvan 
street, and Mrs. Shute s parents, Mr. and JVlrB. 
D ockham, in Prospect. 
Lust Sunday was observed as “Go-to-church- 
Sunday” in town, the ladies of the Current 
Events Club attending the Universalist church 
in a body and greatly appreciating the fine 
discourse given by Kev. A. A. Blair. 
Mrs. Stella C. Young of Winterpcrt is with 
Mrs. Angie L. Muagett, East Main street, as 
companion and help at present; and Mrs. Mud- 
gett’s many friends are hoping the arrange- 
ment may continue while she remains so 
helpless. 
Elden Shute, station agent at Alton—eight 
miles above Old Town, on the B. & A.— came 
home last Saturday to spend Sunday with his 
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Elden Shute, Sylvan 
street. He left Monday by early train on his 
return trip. 
Mrs. Everett Staples, Church street, return- 
ed Feb. 3rd licm a month’s absence in New 
York, New Jersey and Massachusetts. Charm- 
ing visits with parents, brother and wife, sis- 
ter and husband, aunt and family, beside other 
cousins and many old acquaintances,were much 
enjoyed. 
F rom Cape Jellison piers the following ship- 
pin g report was given your correspondent 
Monday evening: Feb. 1st, steamer Millinocket 
sailed with paper for New York. ‘Feb. 4th, 
steamer Hilton arrived, light, to load paper. 
Feb. 5th, steamer Hilton sailed with paper for 
Boston. Feb. 6th, steamer Millinocket arrived 
with a general cargo from New York. 
Our treacherous weather—very mild for 
days, followed by sharp cold snaps—continues. 
Rain Saturday night, ending in sleet, brought 
a scene of rare landscape beauty Sunday 
morning; every tree, shrub, telegraph and 
telephone wire was hung with Bparkling 
jewels, and every wire was a flashing rope of 
d iamonds, while lawns and fields were glorious- 
ly white, bespangled with glistening gems—a 
never-to-be-forgotten sight! 
Lapt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle 
street, are receiving congratulations upon the 
arrival of a grandson. A telegram Sunday 
morning announced the birth, Feb. 7th, of a 
most welcome babe to to Dr. and Mrs. George 
A. Foster of Sacramento, California, with all 
circumstances favorable. The numerous friends 
of Mrs. Fester—nee Edith Griffin—in this, her 
native town, join in generous felicitations to 
her and husband on this happy event in their 
ideal home circle! 
Richard Gcodere, the young son of Mr. 
and Mrs. M. J. Gocdere, Church street, who 
joined the U. S Navy last summer, is at home 
on a regular furlough of ten days. He arrived 
last Saturday. Having recently passed a suc- 
cessful examination and received an appoint- 
ment as one of the “Blue Jacket Guards**, he 
will remain in Newport, R. I, for three or four 
months before his assignment to some naval 
ship for a long ciuiee. His selection as one 
of the B. J. G. is very pleasing to his parents, 
since one must be proficient and without **black 
marks*' to merit each a position. Congratu- 
1 ations to our young neighbor 1 
Feb. 4tb two severe accidents occurred in 
town: Master Jesse Barrimsn, young son of 
Ferd Barrimsn, was knocked down by fellow 
ckcclmates while (casting and bis leg wee 
broken in two^places, from which he has sui 
fered terribly. Then Harold Knox was throw 
into the hold of steamer Hilton loading * 
Cape Jellison piers and his arm was brokei 
side crushed, and internal injuries are feare 
from the constant vomiting of blood. How 
ever, symptoms are n« w more favorable, a 
reported by Dr. G. A. Stevens, the attendin 
physician, and the patients’ anxious parent! 
Capt. and Mrs G. M. Knox, School street, ar 
hopeful of ultimate recovery. Deepest sym 
pathy is extended to all! 
Feb. 4th, the Current Events Club. Mrs. J 
A. Flanders, president, Miss Mary Hichbor 
vice president,and Mrs. H. R. Hichborn, secre 
tary, ei joyed its annual mid-winter dinner a 
The Stcckton—a delightsome affair. At on 
o’clock fifteen of the Club members sat dowi 
to a tempting course dinner prepared by th 
efficient proprietor of the hotel, M. L. Ingall; 
and his wife, under directions from the abk 
and executive president of this literary asso 
ciation of ladies. The color scheme was pinl 
and white, and from a large rosette upoi 
the ceiling of pink and white crepe paper de- 
scended alternating streamers of the same 
fastened to the corners and sides of the tabli 
between each two guests. At each space 
dainty, hand-painted place card was found 
bearing the following menu upon the back: 
Potato Soup, 
(Emery parsley,) 
Roast Spring Chicken, 
(a la Noble,) 
Pout Town Spuds, 
Onions, 
Turnips, 
(Mil! Road Variety) 
Orange Salad, 
(Hichborn Creamery Dressing) 
Native Warm Apple Pie, 
Field Strawberry Ice Cream, 
(Ridley picked berries,) 
Crackers, Cheese, 
Cuffee, 
(Male Berry, Java,) 
Tucked into each corner-folded napkin wa! 
a blood-red heart, pierced with a candy arrow 
a suggestion of its being near a “Valentine 
Lunch.” The dinner proved excellent, hot anc 
finely served, and the dainty touches of pink 
and white in the china, as well as decorations, 
eiinauceu me sausiactory meets. ne meal 
disposed of amid laughter and good humor, the 
ladies repaired to the parlor, where the par- 
taking of confectionery, telling of stories and 
jokes and listening to the reading of original 
alphabetical rhymes introducing the names of 
every Club member, written and read by Miss 
Mary Hichborn, caused much merriment. Fol- 
lowing this an indulgence in a few games fin- 
ished the afternoon's merrymaking and at five 
o’clock the happy club sisters departed for 
their various homes after voting this one of 
the most enjoyable of such always pleasant 
occasions for the Current Events Club. Fol- 
lowing is the list of those seated around the 
table: Mrs. J. A. Flanders, Miss Mary Hich- 
born, Mrs. H. R Hichborn, Mrs Ralph Morse, 
Mrs. Everett Staples, Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, 
Miss Leora Partridge, Miss Alice Hichborn, 
Mrs. Charles Emery, Miss Harriet D. Hich- 
born, Mrs. M. J. Goodere, Mrs. Elmer E. 
Thompson, Mrs. Rufus L. Mudgett, Mrs. H. L. 
Hopkins, Mrs. Levi Griffin. 
SHIP NEWS. 
AMERICAN PORTS. 
New York, Feb 4. Ar, sch Fairfield, Charles- 
ton, S C; 7, sld, sch Metinic, Rockland; 9, ar, 
schs ChaB A Campbell, Jacksonville; Robert A 
Snyder, Charleston; William E Downes, Jack- 
sonville. 
Boston, Feb 6. Ar, schs Herman F Kimball 
Rockport, Me; Hume, do; Nile, do; Catawam- 
teak, do; Mary Langdon, do; 9, sld.stm, Hilton 
Stockton; schs Elizabeth Palmer, Hamptor 
Roads; Annie & Reuben, Rockport; Warren E 
Potter, do; John S Beacham, Rockland. 
Baltimore, Feb 5. Ar, sch Blanche C Pen- 
dleton, Calais. 
Mobile, Feb 3. £ld, bark Mannie Swan 
Cienfuegos; sch Margaret Thomas, New York 
Norfolk, Feb 6. Sld, sch Gov Powers, Ponce 
P R; 9, ar, stm Penobscot, Searsport and sld or 
return. 
Brunswick, Ga, Feb 5. Ar, sch Ella M 
Willey, Boston; 8, ar, sch Massasoit, Portland 
Charleston, Feb 5. Sld, sch Frederick W 
Wiggins, S C, Feb £. Ar, sch Alice L Pen- 
dleto ewYork. 
Tampa, Feb 7. Ar, sch Augustus H Bab- 
cock, Norfolk; 9, ar, sch Wm E Burnham, New 
York; sld, sch Mark Pendleton, Porto Rico. 
Searsport, Feb 4. Sld, barge Greenwood. 
Perth Amboy; 6, sld, stm L V Stoddard, Nor- 
folk; 10, sld, barge R & R L CO, No 9, Rock- 
land. 
Stockton, Feb 5. Sld, stm Hilton, Boston; 6 
ar, stm Millinocket, New York; 9, sld, stm Mil* 
linocket, Norfolk, with potatoes; 10, ar, stm 
Hilton, Boston, to load potatoes. 
Bucksport, Me, Feb 5. Ar, stm J O Elliscn, 
New York ( and sld 7th for Stonington, to load 
for New York.) 
FOBEIGN PORTS. 
Puerto Mexico, Jan 31, 5 pm. Sld, stm 
Pennsylvanian, Nichols, Delaware Break- 
water; Feb 6, 6 pm, ar, 6tm Minnesotan, New 
York; sld, stm Montanan, Parse, Delaware 
Breakwater. 
Bermuda, Feb 4. Sld, sch John J Hanson 
(from San Juan), Boston. 
Port Spain, Jan 17. Ar, sch Florence M 
Penley, Fort de France (for New York.) 
Kingston, Jan 22. Ar, sch Sedgwick, Gulf- 
port. 
Salina Cruz, Feb 6, noon. Sld, stm Vir- 
ginian, Anderson, San Diego. 
St John, N B, Feb 7. Cld, sch Mary A Hall, 
Vineyard Haven. 
Yarmouth, N S, Feb 6. Cld, sch Susie H 
Davidson (from Tusket) Portland. 
MARINE MISCELLANY. 
Mobile, Ala, Feb 4. Sch Wm H Sumner, 
which was wrecked in the Christmas hurri- 
cane and towed into St Joe, Fla, arrived in 
port, today for repairs. When found at sea 
the vessel was waterlogged and had lost part 
of her deckload. [The Sumner was built at 
Camden in 1£91 by Coombs & Conant for the 
late Capt E W Pendleton of Islesboro and 
commanded by him for several years.] 
Nagshead, N C, Feb 6. Ths schooner Helen 
H Benedict of New Haven, Conn, from Perth 
Amboy to Fernandina, with a crew of seven, 
went ashore here Friday in a gale. Life savers 
took off her crew in a breeches buoy. The 
schooner belongs to the Benedict-Manson fleet 
of New Haven, Ct, is 83 years old and worth 
about $8,000. Her commander was Wilson W 
Torrey of Deer Isle and the crew was shipped 
at New York. 
HARD COLDS 
When they first come, the best time to 
break them up. One standard remedy— 
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. 
Sold for 70 years. 
j\skJfourJ)octor^_^_^_jkw*jjrJS£ 
“Divide By Four” Sale 
YES—The Dinsmore Store’s “Divide By Four” Sale is unusual. Why? Well, for one thing, there are no disappointments. Unlike most sales—you know just 
what to expect and that is a straight TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT DIS- 
COUNT ON ANY ARTICLE IN OUR 8TORE. Instead ot the hackneyed 
expression of “those are not marked down,” or “we haven’t your size,” and that lot 
is all sold out,” etc., you have one of the biggest Shoe Stocks in Maine to select from. 
So then, we urge fevery reader of this advertisement to consider carefully the 
really exceptional buyingfjopportunities this “Divide By Four” sale offers. Possibly 
your shoe needs are well trken care of for the present—but at these very low “Di- 
vide By Four” prices—wouldn’t it be well to consider the future? In conclusion, 
we say, come and enjoy the unusual sensation of attending a sale in which nobody 
can be disappointed or dissatisfied. 
; Holeproof Hose 
When you pay full regular prices for 
t Holeproof you are buying the biggest 
! hosiery value to be had. So think what 
| these “Divide By Four” prices mean: 
$3.00 Boxes**Divide By Four” $2.25 
2.00.1.50 
! 1.50 “ “ “ 1.13 
1 Six pairs Guaranteed to Wear Six 
Months, or new hoBe free. For Men 
■ and Women. 
By Parcel Post 6c. extra. 
Children’s Shoes 
What a good time to shoe up the 
Youngsters at. these “Divide By Four” 
prices: 
Boys’ and Girls’ $2.50 Shoes $1.88 
“ “ “ 2.00 “ 1.50 
.. 1.50 1.14 
Py Parcel Post 6c. extra. 
Overshoes 
Men’s 4-Buckle Teamsters’ Artics. 
regular $1.95, for <£ J ^y 
Men’s One-Buckle, regular 98c., for 
|74c. ; All other overshoes at the same proportion. 
Regal Shoes 
At full regular prices the Regal Shoe is 
a standard value the world over. For 
three days you can buy them at the fol- 
iowing “Divide By Four” prices: 
$.500 Regals,Divide By Pour, $3.75 
4.50 ..3.38 
4.00  “ 3.00 
3.00 “ •• “ “ 2.73 
Working Shoes 
Hen’s Goodyear Welt, two soles, Work- 
ng Shoes, made from heavy Brownstone 
Jalf—regular price $3.00. “Divide By 
$2.25 
High Cut Shoes 
Hen’s and Women’s $5.00 High Cut 
Shoes, $3.75 | 
54.00 High Cuts, $3.00 
Joys’ $2.50 High Cuts, $1.88 
Joys’ $2 00 High Cnts, $1.50 
By Parcel Post 6c. extra. 
Think of lt! 
?or three days you can buy our famous 
$1.95 Shoes for $1.48 | 
fou know at regular prices you are 
saving from 50c. to $1.00. 
Men’s and Women’s 
$3.50 Shoes $2.68 
3.00 2.25 
By Parcel Post 6c. extra. 
Rubber Boots 
ifou can always buy cheap rubber boots 
»t fcheap prices—but to buy the very 
jest quality at cheap prices is another 
matter entirely. Remember, we are 
juoting prices on the very best grades: 
54 50 Halt Hip Boots, 
“Divide By Four," $3.38 
53.75 Knee Boots, 
“Divide By Four," $2.82 
53.50 Boys’ Half Hip, , 
“Divide By Four, $2.73 1 
52.75 Small Boys’ 
“Divide By Four, $2.07 I I 
Any of the above boots by Parcel Post 
8c. extra. 
Light Weight Rubbers 
Men’s $1.00 Storm Rubbers, 
“Divide By Four, 75c. 11 
Women’s 75c. Storm Rubbers, 
“Divide By Four, 57c. v 
Women's 85c. Tan Rubbers, 
“Divide By Four, 58c I dj 
By Parcel Post 6c. extra. 9 
Order By Mail 
It is just possible it isn’t convenient for you to 
come to our store personally to take advantage of 
these wonderful “Divide Py Four” prices. There 
is no need of it. Order by Parcel Post. If you 
are not more than satisfied, we will not only refund 
your money but will pay carrying charges both ways. 
Remember 
That these “Divide By Four" prices are for cash 
only. Not under any circumstance wiil charges be 
made during this three days’ sale, except at REGU- 
LAR PRICES. Please bear this in mind and do 
not ask for credit as we cannot in any instance 
deviate from above terms. j 
ONLY THREE DAYS ] 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY, February 12th, 13th and 14th | 
SfieSbitidmore 
— — *1 
BELFAST PRICE CURRNET. 
Corrected Weekly for The Journal. 
PRODUCE MARKET. PAID PRODUCER. 
Apples,per obl,1.60a2X9 Hay, 10 00al4 
dried, per lb., 7 Hides, 10 
BeanB, pea, 2 50a2 76 Lamb, 14 
Beans, Y. E., 2 50a2 75 Lamb Skins, 40a60 
Butter, 28a32 Mutton, 8 
Beef, sides, 9al0 Oats, 32 lb., 42 
Beef,forequarters, 9 Potatoes, 60 
Barley, bu. 60 Round Hog, 10 
Cheese, 24 Straw, 9.00 
Chicken, 18,Turkey, 26a30 
Calf Skins, 18 Tallow, 2 
Duck, 20'Veal, 12alS 
Eggs, 32;Wool, unwashed, 20 
Fowl, 16al7 Wood, hard, 6.00 
Geese, 18 Wood, soft, 3.60 
RETAIL PRICE. RETAIL MARKET. 
Beef, Corned, 18 Lime, 110 
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 Oat Meal, 6 
Corn, 82 Onions, 4 
Cracked Corn, 77 Oil, kerosene. 12al3 
Corn Meal. 77 Pollock, 7 
Cheese, 24 Pork, 14 
CottonSeed, 185. Plaster, 1.13 
Codfish, d 7, lOIRye Meal, 3* 
Cranberrit s, lOiShorts, 146 
Clover Seed. 25a27Sugar, 5 
R 7Rufi 7.R Salt. T. I.. 40 
H. G. Seed, 2 60a2 76'Sweet Potatoes, 5 
Lard 16.Wheat Meal. 4 
NtW YORK "SUNDAY HERALD 
magazine Section—February 15. 
The front color page of next Sunday’s New ( 
York Herald Magazine Section will be an ex- 
quisite color arrangement of scenes from Percy 
Mackaye’s “The Bird Masque,’ which will be 
produced in New York on February 24. 
Two full pages of photographic reproduc- 
tions of sensational bathing costumes seen at 
Palm Beach, and happenings the world over 
are added features. 
From Bogota, J. H. Todd, who is in South 
America for the New York Herald, sends a de- 
lightful story of his impressions. There is a 
human interest tou ch in every line. 
Robert Adamson, the new Fire Commission- 1 
er of New York City, gives the key-note of 1 
his administration in a statement to the Herald, j 
Jacob Borkhuis, the oldest waiter, tells of the | 
days of long ago. He relates how he started 
in the old Stevens House, where his whims led 
him, and anecdotes of the well known men he 
served. 
A fashion page, a detective story, an article 
on “Prehistoric Man in Modern Art," and 
Maisie the Motor Maid, are among the other 
features. 
BORN 
Butler. In East Searsmont, January 22, to j 
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Butler, a son. 
Nickerson In Monroe, February 2, to Mr. j 
and Mrs. Martin Nickerson, a daugnter. 
Wiley. In West Lincolnville, January 31, to 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wiley, a son. 
Young In Camden, January 29, to Mr. and 
Mrs. William Young, a daughter. 
MARRIED 
Averill-Connington. In Bangor, Febru- 
ary 2, by Rev. Charles A. Moore of AH Soul's 
Church, Claude A. Averill and Helen S. Con- j 
nington, both of Frankfort. 
Cook-Morgan. In Winterport, February 6, 
by Father O’Connors, Ralph Cook of Frank- 
fort and Miss Marian Morgan of Winterport. 
Colcord-Aylward. In Rockland, January 
21, Jose E. Colcord and Miss Idella B. Aylward, 
both of Rockland. 
Hanscom-Carleton. In Boston, January 7, 
Harold N. Hanscom of Rockland and Madeline 
Carleton of Camden. 
Swift-Shute. In Searsport, February 4, at 
the Congregational parsonage, by Rev. C. H. 
McElhiney. Fred J. Swift of Searsport and 
Annette Caroline Shute of ProsDect. 
DUD 
Barbour. In Ellsworth, February 2, Mrs. 
Margaret M. Barbour, aged 72 years, 10months. 
Brackett. In Brookline, Mass., February 3, 
Elizabeth N. Cook, wife of Frank W. Brackett, 
aged 58 years, 9 months and 9 days. 
Benner. In St. Helena, Calif., January 20. 
Miranda A., widow of Capt. George L. Benner, 
a native of Searsmont and former resident of 
Rockland, aged 81 years, 3 months arid 9 days. 
Brewster. In Rockland, February 4, Lucy 
A. Brewster, aged 67 years, 11 months and 22 
days. 
Burkett. In Boston, January 29, Oscar R. 
Burkett, aged 55 years. Interment in Thomas- 
ton. 
Chase. In Rockland, February 4, David 'D. 
Chase, aged 78 ye.trs, 10 months and 19 days. 
Condon. In Rockport, January 81, Seth E. 
Condon, formerly of Rockland, aged 78 years, 
1 month and 11 days. 
Downs. In Searsport, February 3, Mrs. Z. 
L. Downs of Swanville, aged 82 years. 
Gross. In Baltimore, January 25, Sidney A. 
Gross, formerly of Rockland, aged 47 years. 
Hazeltine. In Belfast, February 9, Miss 
Abigail Fannie Hazeltine, aged 86 years, 3 
months and 26 days. 
Lunt. In Frenchboro, January 29, Hezekiah 
Lunt, Sr., aged 80 years and 6 months. 
Monroe. In Searsport, February 8, Charles 
H. Monroe, aged 56 years, 3 months and 9 days. 
Paul. In searsmont, February 8, Augusta. 
R„ wife c f George B. Paul, formerly of South 
Boston, aged 40 years, 4 months and 2 days. 
I 
Thompson. In Boston, January 29, He ■ 
A., wife of Janies Thompson and daughter fj 
the late Moses Willard Farwell of Rockier; ■ 
aged 72 years. Burial at Forest Hills. 
I ASK FOR 
MOLASSINEi 
MEAL. 
MARVELLOUS FOOD 
FOR HORSES AND FARM STOCK 
FOR SALE BY 
BEN IF EIEID. 
A. A. HOWES & CO [! 
CHAS F. SWIFT, j| 
11. L. WHITTEN CO. 
SWAN-W HITT EN-BICK FOl(l> CO.. 
Wholesale Hislribiitori*. 1t7p !t 
—- 
For Sale 
A two-seated one-horse jumper, practic 
new, in the paint shop where it has been neu 
painted, varnished and striped. Removal 
hind seat. Made by Staples & Sons of Broos 
Call telephone number 142-3, or 244. | 
8w6 A. J. BEACH, 19 Congress St 
NOTICE 
CITY DRUG STORE. 
Wilson’s Cough Syrup STOPS* any 
Cough. A large bottle lor 25 cents. 
THE 
CHRISTIAN 
SCIENCE 
MONITOR 
IS FOR SALei AT 
D. F. 8TEPHEN80N*S. 
4w6 
